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Nonlinearities play a critical role in a large number of signal and informa-

tion processing applications, including the areas of machine learning, imaging,

signal processing, and wireless communication. Unfortunately, analyzing the

fundamental properties of nonlinear systems and developing suitable parameter

estimation algorithms are notoriously difficult tasks. In fact, many existing theo-

retical results and parameter estimation algorithms for such nonlinear systems

rely on unrealistic assumptions on the system model. In this thesis, we jointly

consider applications, models, algorithms, and theory in order to design new

analysis and estimation methods that perform well under realistic conditions.

We focus on three distinct applications of nonlinear estimation in wireless

communications, imaging, and machine learning. We provide theoretical and

numerical results for wireless systems (nonparametric and impairment-aware

data detection), phase retrieval (recovering real- or complex-valued signals

from correlated magnitude measurements), spectral initialization (computing

accurate initializers for nonconvex optimization problems), and neural networks

(initializing weights in neural networks). For each application, we devise new

algorithms that benefit from one or more of the following advantages: Scalability

to large problem sizes, absence of tuning parameters, robustness to system

parameter mismatches and correlated measurements, low complexity, and low

memory footprint. For all of the proposed algorithms, our numerical results with

both real-world and synthetic data demonstrate that our algorithms are able to

outperform existing estimation methods under realistic conditions.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Abstract

Nonlinearities play a major role in virtually every real-world signal and infor-

mation processing system. For example, analog radio-frequency (RF) signals in

wireless communication systems are typically passed through amplifiers, filters,

mixers and other mixed-signal/analog circuitry, all of which are not linear, distort

the signals of interest, and introduce impairments [2–5]. In imaging applications,

such as X-ray crystallography or Fourier ptychography, only the magnitudes

of a transformed version of the image or object are observed; evidently, only

measuring magnitude information is a highly nonlinear acquisition process [6,7].

Nonlinearities not only appear in nonideal analog systems, but can also be

an intentional component of statistical models, such as logistic regression where

one observes binary outcomes and tries to infer the important components that

cause these outcomes [8] or deep neural networks in which nonlinear activation

functions are applied after a linear transform of the signal to be classified [9]. Put

simply, nonlinearities are ubiquitous in many fields, including (but not limited

to) wireless communication, signal and image processing, and machine learning.

However, analyzing performance of nonlinear systems and recovering signals

from nonlinear measurements with low error are generally difficult tasks.

In this thesis, we are interested in nonlinear estimation, i.e., recovering signals

from nonlinear measurements. Consider, for example, a vector input-output

relation y = f (x), where y is the M-dimensional output signal and x is the

1



N-dimensional input vector. Let f be a given nonlinear function that operates

element-wise on the entries of the vector. Nonlinear estimation refers to the

problem of recovering the signal x from an observation vector y given that we

know the input-output relation [10].

In this thesis, we will focus on two classes of nonlinear estimation: (i) data

detection and (ii) signal estimation.

Data detection, used in wireless communications, refers to the problem of

recovering the original data vector that was sent through the communication

channel. All of the elements in this vector are chosen from a finite set of alphabet

O determined by the communication system. Optimal data detection is defined

by achieving minimum probability of error between the entries of the detected

vector x̂ and the entries of the original vector x. In other words,

x̂i = arg min
x̃∈O

P(x̃ 6= xi), i = 1, . . . , N.

Here, the subscript i refers to element i of the data vector x.

Signal estimation, used in signal processing and statistics, is a more general

term. In this thesis, we use the term signal estimation to refer to signal recovery

that is achieved by minimizing the mean-squared error (MSE) as follows:

x̂ = arg min
x

‖x− x̂‖2
2,

where ‖.‖2 refers to the second norm.

In this thesis, we will use the term "nonlinear estimation" to refer to both data

detection and signal estimation.

Besides achieving low probability of error or low MSE in the recovery process,

there are certain other features associated with designing a “good” estimator,

2



and achieving such features makes the task of nonlinear estimation particularly

difficult. Primarily, a good estimator has the following features:

• is computationally efficient,

• enables a performance analysis,

• considers inaccuracies and imperfections that can be present in a realistic

system,

• does not introduce simplifying assumptions on the system model (i.e.,

works well in practice), and

• automatically tunes the parameters present in the estimator (i.e., is non-

parametric).

In this thesis, we will develop nonlinear estimation algorithms that incorpo-

rate these features for different application examples in the fields of wireless

communications, signal and image processing, and machine learning. In the

following sections of this introductory chapter, we will introduce the novel es-

timation frameworks proposed throughout the course of this thesis. For each

estimation framework, we will provide motivation for the given application,

introduce the proposed algorithm, and briefly discuss its main features.

3



1.2 Approximate Message Passing with Input Noise: Chapter 2

1.2.1 Overview

A broad range of practical systems suffer from system and hardware impairments.

As an example, communication systems tend to deteriorate signal’s quality as it is

travelling through transmission media [5, 11]. This deterioration is partly caused

by defects and imperfections that are present in the design of both software and

hardware of the system. We call such defects system and hardware impairments

which can add signal attenuation, noise, or distortion to the signal of interest.

Aside from wireless communication systems, many other signal processing

systems suffer from such real-world system and hardware impairments [12, 13].

Nonlinear estimation finds use in many applications that suffer from such

system impairments. The goal of this chapter is to develop computationally-

efficient signal reconstruction algorithms which are resilient to a large number of

real-world system and hardware impairments for multiple input multiple output

(MIMO) systems. We will focus on designing estimators that are scalable and

efficient for very large number of inputs and outputs.

We develop and analyze a novel inference algorithm, referred to as approxi-

mate message passing with impairments (AMPI). AMPI is a Bayesian inference

method inspired by message passing techniques that takes into account a broad

range of system impairments. By taking advantage of the large-scale system

size, AMPI approximates the messages passed in the corresponding graphical

model with Gaussian distributions. This approximation technique, called ap-

proximate message passing (AMP), was first introduced by D.L. Donoho et al.

4



for compressive sensing applications [14]. Using this approximation, we can

significantly reduce the computational complexity of the estimator. Besides

wireless communications, we have provided algorithm details of AMPI for appli-

cations in compressed sensing. Furthermore, by borrowing ideas from statistical

physics, we provide theoretical optimality guarantees for AMPI given that certain

conditions are met on the system size and ratio.

Below, we summarize our contributions of this chapter.

1.2.2 Contributions

• We propose a data detection and signal estimation algorithm called AMPI

which is an efficient inference algorithm that takes into account real-world

system and hardware impairments.

• We provide detailed derivations of AMPI algorithm demonstrating its

advantages for large-scale systems.

• We analyze the performance of AMPI algorithm with an iterative relation

referred to as state evolution. State evolution allows us to analytically

assess the performance of AMPI without actually running the algorithm.

• Using state evolution, we provide precise conditions for which AMPI

yields optimal performance in all data detection and signal estimation

applications. We, furthermore, analyze and provide optimality conditions

for which AMPI algorithm achieves individual optimality in data detection

applications.

• We provide derivations of the algorithm for two applications of (i) data

detection in large multi-user multiple-input multiple-output (MU-MIMO)

5



wireless systems and (ii) sparse signal recovery in compressive sensing.

• For both applications, we demonstrate the efficacy and low-complexity of

AMPI in more realistic, finite-dimensional systems.

1.2.3 Publications

• R. Ghods, C. Jeon, A. Maleki, and C. Studer, “Optimal Large-MIMO Data

Detection with Transmit Impairments”, Allerton Conference on Communica-

tion, Control, and Computing, Oct. 2015

• R. Ghods, C. Jeon, A. Maleki, and C. Studer, “Optimal Data Detection and

Signal Estimation with Input Noise,” IEEE Transactions on Signal Processing

(in preparation)

• C. Jeon, R. Ghods, A. Maleki, and C. Studer, “Optimality of Large MIMO

Detection via Approximate Message Passing,” IEEE International Symposium

on Information Theory (ISIT), Jun. 2015

• C. Jeon, R. Ghods, A. Maleki, and C. Studer, “Optimal Data Detection in

Large MIMO,” IEEE Transactions on Information Theory (submitted)

1.3 Non-Parametric Estimation: Chapter 3

1.3.1 Overview

Estimation and detection algorithms in general rely on a variety of algorithm

and system parameters to perform well. For example, in wireless communica-

tion systems, we typically require knowledge of signal and noise statistics to

6



perform data detection. Along with statistics, we occasionally introduce addi-

tional model parameters to compensate for the effect of software and hardware

non-idealities and impairments. In Chapter 2, we show an example for a wireless

communication application where we introduce a model along with parameters

called transmit noise that models the distortions to the transmitted signal. These

distortions are caused by amplifier nonlinearities and other imperfections in

the transmission process. Aside from impairment and signal parameters, the

estimation algorithm itself might introduce additional parameters that need to

be tuned for a better performance.

Unfortunately, many of these parameters can be either unknown, vary over

time, or be of stochastic nature. In order to render our estimation methods

robust to such parameter and nonlinearity mismatches, we need to develop

non-parametric versions of our algorithms in which we tune these parameters

automatically in the estimation procedure, without requiring human intervention

or other means for parameter tuning.

In this chapter, we use an an unbiased estimator called Stein’s unbiased risk

estimate (SURE) introduced in [15] for automatic tuning of estimation and detec-

tion techniques. Once again we focus on applications in wireless communication

systems and develop two nonparametric estimation algorithms.

First, in Section 3.2.4, we will develop a new non-parametric data detection

algorithm called NOPE (stands for NOn-Parametric Equalizer) for applications

of massive multi-user multiple-input multiple-output (MU-MIMO) wireless sys-

tems. Using SURE, NOPE optimally tunes parameters of signal and noise power

directly from the data. Our theoretical analysis shows that NOPE asymptotically

reaches the performance of a linear minimum mean square error (L-MMSE)

7



estimator, which requires knowledge of the signal and noise powers. In addition,

for applications in wireless communications NOPE demonstrates near L-MMSE

performance in practical non-asymptotic system sizes. Due to its practicality,

NOPE has been implemented in very large-scale integrated (VLSI) circuits [16].

Second, in Section 3.3, we will propose a novel efficient channel estima-

tion technique for for multi-antenna millimeter wave (mmWave) systems in

wireless communications applications called BEAmspace CHannel EStimation

(BEACHES). In mmWave systems, wave propagation happens at high frequen-

cies, which yields highly directional and consequently sparse radio waves.

BEACHES is a sparse signal recovery framework where the sparsity param-

eter is set using an efficient automatic tuning stage carried out by SURE. To

demonstrate the efficacy of BEACHES, we provide simulation results comparing

BEACHES to other channel estimation algorithms for different channel models.

Below, we summarize our contributions of this chapter.

1.3.2 Contributions

• We derive Stein’s Unbiased Risk Estimator (SURE) for complex-valued

signals and show that SURE is an unbiased estimate of the MSE.

• NOPE:

– We propose a novel, computationally efficient, and nonparametric

data detection algorithm called NOPE that does not require any knowl-

edge of the signal and noise powers.

– We prove, in the large-antenna limit, that NOPE achieves the same per-

formance as that of the L-MMSE equalizer, which requires knowledge
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of the signal and noise powers.

– We demonstrate that NOPE achieves the performance of the L-MMSE

equalizer in realistic, finite-dimensional systems.

– We provide a complexity analysis for NOPE algorithm and demon-

strate conditions for which NOPE has a lower complexity than that of

L-MMSE estimator.

• BEACHES:

– We propose a new channel estimation algorithm for mmWave or

terahertz communication systems called BEACHES that adaptively

denoises the channel vectors at low complexity.

– We prove that BEACHES is optimal, i.e., minimizes the mean-squared

error (MSE) of the channel estimate in the large-antenna limit.

– We evaluate BEACHES for line-of-sight (LoS) and non-LoS mmWave

channels and demonstrate that it performs on par with state of the

art channel estimation methods but at orders-of-magnitude lower

complexity.

1.3.3 Publications

• R. Ghods, C. Jeon, G. Mirza, A. Maleki, and C. Studer, “Optimally-Tuned

Nonparametric Linear Equalization for Massive MU-MIMO Systems,” IEEE

International Symposium on Information Theory (ISIT), Jun. 2017

• R. Ghods, S. Mirfarshbafan, A. Gallyas-Sanhueza, and C. Studer,

“BEACHES: Beamspace Channel Estimation for Multi-Antenna mmWave
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Systems and Beyond,” IEEE Signal Processing Advances in Wireless Communi-

cations (SPAWC), Jul. 2019

• C. Jeon, G. Mirza, R. Ghods, A. Maleki, and C. Studer, “VLSI Design of a

Nonparametric Equalizer for Massive MU-MIMO,” Asilomar Conference on

Signals, Systems and Computers, Oct. 2017

• S. Mirfarshbafan, A. Gallyas-Sanhueza, R. Ghods, and C. Studer,

“Beamspace Channel Estimation for Massive MIMO mmWave Systems:

Algorithm and VLSI Design,” IEEE Transactions on Signal Processing (TSP)

(in preparation)

• C. Jeon, O. Castañeda, R. Ghods, and C. Studer, “NOPE: A Non-Parametric

Linear Estimator,” IEEE Transactions on Circuits and Systems I (TCAS-I)

(in preparation)

1.4 General Linear Estimation via Bussgang’s Decomposition:

Chapter 4

1.4.1 Overview

Nonlinearities are often the limiting or critical factors in practice. For example,

amplifier nonlinearities typically limit the maximum achievable rates in wireless

communication systems. This limitation calls for devising a unified framework

that not only enables a theoretical performance analysis, but also mitigates non-

linearities in such systems. One of the first results that provides an estimator for

signals from nonlinear measurements is due to Brillinger [10] who in 1982 pro-
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vided performance guarantees for conventional least-squares (LS) estimator as

the number of training data reaches infinity. Brillinger’s theoretical performance

analysis refers to an old theorem introduced by J. J. Bussgang in 1952 [17]. In his

paper, Bussgang analyzes cross correlation of signals passed through nonlinear

of amplitude distortions in analog circuitry. In this chapter, we devise a united

framework that enables one to tame nonlinearities in numerous applications by

generalizing Bussgang’s result.

There are numerous applications in machine learning and imaging that re-

quire managing nonlinearities. One challenging application in imaging fields is

phase retrieval. Phase retrieval refers to the problem of recovering the phase of a

signal from only its magnitude information, and it finds use in imaging [18–20],

microscopy [21,22], X-ray crystallography [6,23,24], and astronomy [25,26]. Many

algorithms have been proposed for solving this problem (including semidefi-

nite relaxation [27], convex optimization [28, 29], and nonconvex methods [30]).

However, these methods provide performance guarantees only for random and

asymptotic measurement procedures which are not practical.

By applying Bussgang’s theorem to the phase retrieval problem, we propose

PhaseLin in Section 4.1. PhaseLin amounts to solving a nonconvex optimization

problem iteratively with a linear constraint. In stark contrast to all existing phase

retrieval methods that rely on random measurements and asymptotically large

system sizes, our proposed algorithm outperforms prior methods in practical

deterministic measurements, and finite system sizes. Furthermore, PhaseLin

enables a nonasymptotic performance analysis in terms of MSE.

PhaseLin and other nonconvex phase retrieval algorithms require an initializa-

tion vector to operate. Similar to phase retrieval methods, existing initialization
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methods also strongly rely on random measurements and asymptotically large

system sizes. Inspired by PhaseLin, our linear framework allows for a determin-

istic and non-asymptotic assumption on the measurement process. To do so, we

generalize an initialization method called spectral initializer (put forward by

Netrapalli et al. [31] and further developed by Mondelli and Montanary [32]). We

apply a linear constraint on this general spectral initializer. We call this estimator

LSPE (short for Linear SPectral Estimator) which we introduce in Section 4.2.

As expected, LSPE outperforms previous initialization algorithms in practical

scenarios with finite system sizes and deterministic measurement processes.

We derive LSPE as a phase retrieval initialization method; yet this method

is applicable to a general set of problems. This feature makes LSPE a powerful

tool applicable to many nonlinearities that arise in machine learning and signal

processing. Some interesting examples of this are in the realm of deep learning

and imaging.

Below, we summarize our contributions in this chapter.

1.4.2 Contributions

• PhaseLin:

– We propose a novel mean-squared error (MSE)-optimal linear phase

retrieval method we call PhaseLin that borrows ideas from Bussgang’s

theorem [17].

– We show that PhaseLin is suitable for scenarios in which the mea-

surement matrix is finite-dimensional (non-asymptotic), deterministic,

and (possibly) structured—these aspects are in stark contrast to most

12



existing phase retrieval methods that require either asymptotic nature

and/or randomness in the measurement matrix for their theoretical

guarantees.

– We provide exact and non-asymptotic expressions of the recovery

MSE to enable performance analysis.

• LSPE:

– We propose a novel class of estimators, called linear spectral estimators

(LSPEs), that provide accurate estimates for a general class of nonlinear

measurement systems and enable a nonasymptotic mean-squared

error (MSE) analysis.

– We showcase the efficacy of LSPEs by applying them to phase re-

trieval problems, where we compute initialization vectors for real- and

complex-valued systems with deterministic and finite-dimensional

measurement matrices.

– For the proposed LSPEs, we derive nonasymptotic and sharp bounds

on the MSE for signal estimation from phaseless measurements.

– We use synthetic and real-world phase retrieval problems to demon-

strate that LSPEs are able to significantly outperform existing spectral

initializers on practical systems that acquire structured measurements.

1.4.3 Publications

• R. Ghods, A. Lan, T. Goldstein, and C. Studer, “Linear Spectral Estimators

and an Application to Phase Retrieval,” 2018 International Conference on

Machine Learning (ICML)
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• R. Ghods, A. Lan, T. Goldstein, and C. Studer, “PhaseLin: Linear Phase

Retrieval,” 2018 Conference on Information Sciences and Systems (CISS)

1.5 Minimum Mean Square Error Initialization: Chapter 5

1.5.1 Overview

So far, we have been focusing on nonlinearities affecting the signal processing

system through their defects, non-idealities, or unwanted features. In this chapter,

we bring our attention to a new class of nonlinearities that are by design an

integral component of the system model. Examples of such nonlinearities are

in statistical modeling and machine learning. One example of such modeling

is logistic regression where one observes binary outcomes and uses a nonlinear

logistic model to infer the important components that cause these outcomes [8].

Another example is in deep neural networks in which nonlinear activation

functions are applied after linear transforms of the signal to be classified [9].

In this chapter, we focus on nonlinear estimation in neural networks. Neural

networks are classification and regression methods consisting of a group of nodes

interconnected together to loosely model the neurons in a biological brain [33].

In feedforward neural networks, each group of neurons model one layer of

the network. Each layer applies a nonlinear activation function after a linear

transformation. The output of each layer is then passed to the next layer which

has a similar process. Recently, the trend in machine learning has been to increase

the number of layers of these networks to improve their performance [9]. We

call such networks deep neural networks (DNNs) which have shown to achieve
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state-of-the-art classification performance in many applications [34, 35].

Despite all the advancements in the recent years, DNNs with such large num-

ber of layers (parameters) are computationally heavy and hence not practical

for mobile on-device applications. With the growing incentive to bring these

DNNs on such resource-constrained devices, we need simplification methods

that can significantly reduce the size and hence complexity of these deep net-

works without compromising their performance. The goal of this chapter is to

create shallower networks by reducing the number of layers of DNNs without

significantly decreasing their performance.

We introduced LSPE in Section 1.4 as a powerful initialization (approxima-

tion) framework applicable to a large set of nonlinear functions. By applying

and extending LSPE framework to neural networks, we can initialize shallow

networks. In this chapter, we propose FuseInit, a novel method to initialize shal-

lower networks by fusing neighboring layers of deeper networks that are trained

with random initialization. Optimal fusion in FuseInit is achieved by minimizing

the mean-squared error (MSE) between the outputs of the deeper network and

its shallower counterpart. We develop theoretical results and efficient algorithms

for optimal fusion of neighboring dense and convolutional layers which are two

common layer types in neural networks. We show experiments for a range of

classification and regression datasets, which suggest that deeper neural networks

are less sensitive to initialization and shallower networks can perform better

(sometimes as well as their deeper counterparts) if initialized with FuseInit.

Below, we summarize our contributions in this chapter.
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1.5.2 Contributions

• We propose FuseInit, a novel network initialization method. The key idea of

FuseInit is to first train a deeper neural network with initialization methods

that rely on random weights—the deeper network is then used to initialize

a shallower network by fusing neighboring layers.

• Using a classical result by [17], we develop new theory for mean-square

error (MSE)-optimal fusion of neighboring dense and convolutional layers

with arbitrary activation functions.

• We propose efficient algorithms for FuseInit that scale favorably to deeper

neural networks and large datasets.

• To demonstrate the efficacy of our approach, we show experimental results

for a range of classification and regression datasets. Our results suggest that

deeper networks are less sensitive to initialization and shallower networks

can perform better (sometimes as well as their deeper counterparts) if

initialized with FuseInit.

1.5.3 Publications

• R. Ghods, A. Lan, T. Goldstein, and C. Studer, “Initializing Neural Net-

works by Layer Fusion,” (in preparation)
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CHAPTER 2

APPROXIMATE MESSAGE PASSING WITH INPUT NOISE

Non-linear estimation finds use in many applications that suffer from system

impairments. In applications such as wireless communication or compressive

sensing, there exist a variety of sources of hardware and system impairments that

were not intended as part of the system design. In this chapter, we introduce an

efficient data detection and signal estimation algorithm that takes into account

such impairments.

2.1 Optimal Data Detection and Signal Estimation in Systems

with Input Noise

A broad range of practical systems suffer from system and hardware impairments

that already appear during signal generation. Despite the limiting performance of

such impairments in practice, they are routinely ignored in the literature on data

detection and signal estimation. In this chapter, we propose a novel algorithm for

data detection and signal estimation, referred to as Approximate Message Passing

with Input noise (AMPI), which takes into account input-noise impairments. To

demonstrate the efficacy of AMPI, we investigate two prominent application

scenarios: (i) data detection in large multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)

wireless systems and (ii) sparse signal recovery in compressive sensing. For both

of these scenarios, we provide precise conditions in the large-system limit for

which AMPI achieves optimal performance. We furthermore use simulations

to demonstrate that AMPI is able to achieve near-optimal performance at low

complexity in realistic, finite-dimensional systems.
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2.1.1 Introduction

We consider a general class of data detection and signal estimation problems in a

noisy linear channel affected by input noise. As illustrated in Figure 2.1, we are

interested in recovering the N-dimensional input signal s ∈ CN observed from the

following model. The input signal s with prior distribution p(s) = ∏N
`=1 p(s`) is

affected by input-noise modeled by the statistical relation p(x|s) = ∏N
`=1 p(x`|s`).

The generality of this input-noise model enables us to study a broad range

of hardware and system impairments, including hardware non-idealities that

exhibit statistical dependence between impairments and the input signal (e.g.,

phase noise) as well as deterministic effects (e.g., non-linearities). The impaired

signal x ∈ CN, which we refer to as the effective input signal, is then passed to a

noisy linear transform modeled as

y = Hx + n. (2.1)

Here, the vector y ∈ CM is the measured signal and M denotes the number of

measurements, the system matrix H ∈ CM×N represents the measurement process,

and the vector n ∈ CM models measurement noise. We also assume the entries

of the noise vector n to be i.i.d. circularly-symmetric complex Gaussian with

variance N0 per complex entry. In what follows, we make frequent use of the

so-called system ratio defined as β = N/M and the following definitions:

Definition 1. We define the large system limit by fixing the system ratio β = N/M

and letting N → ∞.

Definition 2. A matrix H has uniform linear measurements if the entries of H are

i.i.d. circularly-symmetric complex Gaussian with variance 1/M per complex entry, i.e.,

Hi,j ∼ CN (0, 1/M).
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Noisy linear system

...

Input noise

...

Figure 2.1: Illustration of a noisy linear system affected by input noise. The input
signal s is corrupted by input noise, resulting in the effective input signal x that
is observed through a noisy linear system. Our goal is to recover s from the
observations y.

Two Application Examples

While there exists numerous applications that suffer from input noise, we focus

on two prominent application scenarios summarized next.

Massive MIMO Data Detection Massive multiple-input multiple-output

(MIMO) is one of the core technologies in fifth-generation (5G) wireless sys-

tems [36]. The idea of this technology is to equip the infrastructure base-stations

with hundreds of antenna elements while serving a smaller number of users in

the same time-frequency resource. One critical challenge in the realization of

this technology is the computational complexity of data detection at the base-

station [37]. While recent results have shown that the large dimensionality of

massive MIMO can be exploited to design near-optimal data-detection algo-

rithms [38–40] using approximate message passing (AMP) [14], these methods

are agnostic to the fact that realistic systems are affected by impairments that

already arise at the transmitter [5, 41]. In this chapter, we introduce AMPI (short

for AMP with input noise), which compensates transmit-side RF impairments di-
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rectly during data detection. AMPI is able to outperform existing data-detection

methods, e.g., [39], that ignore the presence of input-noise impairments at virtu-

ally no additional computational complexity.

Figure 2.2(a) illustrates the symbol error-rate (SER) performance of AMPI in a

symmetric massive MIMO system with 128 user equipments (UEs) transmitting

QPSK and 128 base-station (BS) antennas. As in [5, 41, 42] the input noise is

modeled as complex Gaussian noise. The blue curve in this figure shows the

performance of the LAMA algorithm [38, 39] when there is no input noise added

to the system (no EVM). LAMA achieves—under certain conditions on the

MIMO system—the error-rate performance of the individually-optimal (IO)

data detector in absence of input noise. We observe that in the presence of

input noise (EVM), AMPI (red curve) outperforms the LAMA algorithm (green

curve) that is ignoring the input noise. AMPI entails virtually no complexity

increase over LAMA and achieves the same SER performance of whitening-based

approaches [5], which are optimal for the Gaussian input noise model but result

in prohibitively high complexity in massive MIMO systems. We also show the

performance of a whitening approach combined with LAMA algorithm (black

curve). While whitening approach performs on par with AMPI (slightly better),

it has a higher complexity than AMPI.

Compressive Sensing Signal Recovery Compressive sensing (CS) is a signal

acquisition technique that enables sampling and recovery of sparse signals at

sub-Nyquist rates [43, 44]. While the CS literature mainly focused on systems

with measurement noise, numerous practical applications already contain noise

on the sparse signal to be recovered; see [12, 13, 45] and the references therein.

We will use AMPI to take input-noise into account directly during sparse signal
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(b) Reconstruction SNR of sparse signal re-
covery from compressive measurements of a
signal of dimension N = 1000 with 5% spar-
sity and 20 dB SNR.

Figure 2.2: Simulation results of two applications of the proposed AMPI al-
gorithm in massive MIMO and compressive sensing with an input noise with

EVM =
E[‖x−s‖2]

E[‖s‖2]
= −10 dB. AMPI yields significant improvements compared

to methods that ignore input noise and achieves comparable performance to
whitening-based methods that entail prohibitive computational complexity.

recovery. We show that AMPI yields substantial improvements compared to

that of existing sparse recovery methods for systems with input noise [45] at no

additional expense in complexity.

Figure 2.2(b) shows the recovery signal-to-noise-ratio (RSNR) of compressive

sensing scenario in which we recover an N = 1000 dimensional sparse signal in

the presence of input noise with an error-vector magnitude (EVM) of−10 dB. The

RSNR is plotted for different system ratios β, which is known as the subsampling

ratio. The signal is assumed to have 5% sparsity and an SNR of 20 dB with the

non-zero entries generated having a standard Gaussian distribution. Here, AMPI

with only 100 iterations significantly improve the reconstruction SNR of AMP

method that is ignoring the input noise.
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Contributions

We propose the AMPI algorithm and provide precise conditions for which it

yields optimal performance in data detection and signal estimation applications.

Depending on the application, we use the following optimality criteria. For data

detection in massive MIMO systems, optimality is defined as achieving the same

error-rate performance as the individually-optimal (IO) data detector [39, 46],

which solves the following minimization problem:

ŝIO
` = arg min

s̃`∈O
P(s̃` 6= s`), ` = 1, . . . , N. (2.2)

Here,O is the set of discrete possible points, e.g., in wireless communications this

set corresponds to the constellation points from a modulation such as phase shift

keying (PSK) or quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM). For signal estimation,

optimality is defined by minimizing the mean square error (MSE)

ŝO
` = arg min

s̃∈CN

1
N
|s̃− s`|2. (2.3)

Here, the superscript O in ŝO
` stands for optimal. To solve (2.2) or (2.3), we need to

compute the MAP or minimum MSE (MMSE) estimate of the marginal posterior

distribution p(s`|y, H) for all ` = 1, . . . , N. Computing the marginal distribution

for large-dimensional systems is one of the key challenges in data detection and

signal estimation problems as it requires prohibitive complexity [47]. In this

chapter, we propose AMPI, which achieves optimal performance in the large-

system limit and for uniform linear measurements. Our optimality conditions are

derived via the state-evolution (SE) framework [14, 48] of approximate message

passing (AMP) [49–51]. For both applications, we demonstrate the efficacy and

low-complexity of AMPI in more realistic, finite-dimensional systems.
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Related Results

The effect of input-noise (also known as transmit-side impairments) on the

performance of wireless communication systems has been studied in [5,41,42,42,

52–60]. Most of these papers build upon a Gaussian input-noise model, which

assumes that the input noise is i.i.d. additive Gaussian noise and independent

of the transmit signal s. While the accuracy of this model has been confirmed

via real-world measurements [5] for a particular RF-chain implementation in a

MIMO system that uses orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM),

it may not be accurate for other RF transceiver designs and/or waveforms.

AMPI, as proposed here, is a practical data detection method that allows us to

study the fundamental performance of more general input-noise models, which

may exhibit statistical dependence with the transmit signal and even include

deterministic nonlinearities. For the well-established Gaussian transmit-noise

model, we will show in Section 2.1.3 that the state-evolution equations of AMPI

coincide with the “coupled fixed point equations” in [41], which demonstrates

that AMPI is a practical algorithm that achieves the performance predicted by

replica-based capacity expressions.

In the compressive sensing literature, input noise is known as “noise folding.”

Only a handful of papers have analyzed the impact of such impairments on

the recovery of sparse signals [12, 13, 45]. The paper [45] shows that in the

large-system limit of N, M→ ∞ with a fixed system ratio, the received SNR is

increased by a factor of N/M due to input noise. Parallel to this analysis, the

paper [12] shows that an oracle-based recovery procedure that knows the signal

support exhibits a 3 dB loss of reconstructed SNR per octave of sub-sampling.

More recently, the paper [61] has introduced an `1-norm based algorithm that
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reduces the effect of input noise. In contrast to these results, AMPI is a practical

signal estimation method that enables us to study the fundamental performance

limits of sparse signal recovery in the presence of input noise. Furthermore, the

paper [62] investigates signal recovery for a similar system model as (2.1). The

key difference is that AMPI aims at computing an estimate of the original input

signal s, whereas the generalized AMP (GAMP) algorithm in [62] recovers the

effective input signal x.

Notation

Lowercase and uppercase boldface letters represent column vectors and matrices,

respectively. For a matrix H, we define its conjugate transpose as HH. The entry

on the ith row and jth column of the matrix H is Hi,j, and the kth entry of a vector

x is xk. The M×M identity matrix is denoted by IM and the M× N all-zeros

matrix by 0M×N. We use 〈·〉 as a shorthand notation for the averaging operator

〈x〉 = 1
N ∑N

k=1 xk. The quantities ‖x‖1 and ‖x‖2 represent the `1 and `2 norm of

the vector x. Multivariate real-valued and complex-valued Gaussian probability

density functions (pdfs) are denoted by N (m, K) and CN (m, K), respectively,

where m is the mean vector and K the covariance matrix. The operator EX[·]
denotes expectation with respect to the probability density function (PDF) of

the random variable X; p(x) represents the probability distribution of random

variable x regardless of its discrete or continuous nature. The notation a d→ b

represents convergence in distribution of p(a) to p(b). Function 1(.) returns

value 1 if it’s argument is true and returns 0 otherwise.
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2.1.2 AMPI: Approximate Message Passing with Input Noise

We first introduce the message passing algorithm which we use to derive AMPI.

We then develop the associated complex-valued state-evolution (cSE) frame-

work for AMPI, which will be used in Section 2.1.3 to establish our optimality

conditions.

Sum-Product Message Passing

As discussed in Section 2.1.1, the most challenging step in data detection and

signal estimation is calculating the marginal posterior distribution. While the

problem of marginalizing a distribution is in general NP-hard [47], there are

several heuristics that have been successful in certain applications. One of the

most successful marginalizing schemes is message passing.

Sum-product message passing is a well-established method to compute

the marginal distributions [63, 64]. Consider a joint probability distribution

p(v1, . . . , vI) with random variables taken from the set {v1, . . . , vI}. Suppose that

p(v1, . . . , vI) factors into a product of J functions with subsets of the variable

set {v1, . . . , vI} as their argument: p(v1, . . . , vI) = ∏J
j=1 f j(Vj), where each Vj is

a subset of the variable set {v1, . . . , vI} and ∪J
j=1Vj = {v1, . . . , vn}. Such distri-

butions can be expressed as a factor graphs. A factor graph is a bipartite graph

that consists of variable nodes to represent each random variable v`, factor nodes

for each factor f j, and edges connecting them if the factor node is an argument

of the variable node. As an example, Figure 2.3 illustrates a factor graph with

variable nodes and factor nodes shown by circles and squares, respectively.

For the sum-product message passing algorithm, we consider messages
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... ...

Figure 2.3: A general factor graph illustrating the sum-product message-passing
algorithm.

mt
`→j(vi) (from every variable node vi to every factor node f j) and m̂t

j→i(vi)

(from every factor node f j to every variable node vi) at iteration t = 1, . . . , tmax

with the following equations:

mt
i→j(vi) = ∏

a 6=j
m̂t−1

a→i(vi) (2.4)

m̂t
j→i(vi) =

∫
C

f j
(
∂ f j
)
∏
b 6=i

mt
b→j(vb)d(∂ f j 6= vi). (2.5)

Here, tmax is the maximum number of iterations and ∂ f j is the set of neighbors

of node f j in the graph. After iteratively passing messages between variable

nodes and factor nodes according to a predetermined schedule, the marginal

function of the random variable vi is approximated by the product of all messages

directed toward that variable node. If a factor graph is cycle-free, then message-

passing converges to the exact marginals. If the factor graph has cycles, then the

convergence conditions are not well understood [65]. In what follows, we will

introduce AMPI, which builds upon message passing, and we will analyze its

convergence behavior.
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AMPI Derivation

Consider the system model introduced in Section 2.1.1. We are interested in

recovering the input signal s by computing the MAP or MMSE estimate of the

marginal posterior distributions p(s`|y, H). The marginal distribution p(s`|y, H)

can be derived from the joint probability distribution p(s, x, y|H) as follows:

p(s`|y, H) =
∫

CN−1
p(s|y, H) d(s1, . . . , sN 6= s`)

=
∫

CN−1

(∫
CN

p(s, x|y, H)dx
)

d(s1, . . . , sN 6= s`)

∝
∫

CN−1

(∫
CN

p(s, x, y|H)dx
)

d(s1, . . . , sN 6= s`),

where the notation d(s1, . . . , sN 6= s`) indicates integration over all entries

s1, . . . , sN except for s`. Instead of exhaustive integration for each entry s`,

` = 1, . . . , N, we perform sum-product message passing on the factor graph

given by the joint PDF p(s, x, y|H) = p(y|x, H)p(x|s)p(s). The factor graph for

this distribution is illustrated in Figure 2.4 and consists of the factors p(y|x, H),

p(x|s), and p(s). The following observations allow us to simplify the message-

passing algorithm:

1. The message from variable node s` to the factor node p(x`|s`) is equal to

p(s`) and remains constant over all iterations.

2. The message from factor node p(x`|s`) to variable node x` is∫
C

p(x`|s`)p(s`)ds`.

From these observations, we see that the factor graph can be divided into two

parts. Furthermore, as shown in Figure 2.4, let vt
a→`(x`) denote the message

from the factor node p(ya|x) to variable node x`, and v̂t
`→a(x`) the message from

variable node x` to factor node p(ya|x). We note that to calculate the messages
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...

... ... ......

Figure 2.4: The factor graph of the joint distribution p(s, x, y|H). Performing
sum-product message passing algorithm on this factor graph yields the marginal
posterior distributions p(s`|y, H), ` = 1, . . . , N.

vt
a→`(x`) and v̂t

`→a(x`) on the right side of the graph (marked with a dashed box

in Figure 2.4), we can ignore the left part of the graph (on the left of the variable

nodes x`) and identify them as messages p(x`) connected to x` that are computed

by

p(x`) =
∫

C
p(x`|s`)p(s`)ds`. (2.6)

This implies that we can perform message passing on the effective system

model y = Hx + n with effective input signal prior p(x) given in (2.6). Since

we are interested in the estimate of the marginal distribution p(s`|y, H), we can

return to the left side of the factor graph and calculate the corresponding mes-

sages once the messages vt
a→`(x`) and v̂t

`→a(x`) converged. Then, the estimated

marginal distribution of p(s`|y, H) is given by

p̂(s`|y, H) =
∫

x`

N

∏
b=1

v̂b→`(x`)p(x`|s`)p(s`)dx`, (2.7)

where we use the notation p̂(s`|y, H) to emphasize that this marginalization is an

estimate. In the next section, we will provide conditions for which this estimate

is exact.

Note that (2.7) is a one-dimensional integral that can either be evaluated in
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closed form or calculated via numerical integration as long as we can extract the

distribution of ∏N
b=1 v̂b→`(x`). To compute the messages v̂b→`(x`), we perform

message passing on the right side of the factor graph in Figure 2.4. However,

an exact message passing algorithm can quickly result in excessively high com-

plexity; this is mainly because the right side of factor graph in Figure 2.4 is fully

connected and we need to compute 2MN messages in each iteration. To re-

duce complexity, we employ approximate message passing (AMP) as introduced

in [14, 49, 64] for sparse signal recovery in compressive sensing applications.

AMP uses the bipartite structure of the graph and the high dimensionality of

the problem to approximate the messages with Gaussian distributions. Having

Gaussian messages will reduce the complexity of the algorithm since it only

requires passing the message mean and variance instead of PDFs. Furthermore,

the structure and dimensionality also allows AMP to approximate all the mes-

sages emerging from or going toward one factor node. Specifically, [49, 64] show

that all the messages emerging from one factor node have approximately the

same value. And similarly, all messages going toward the same factor node share

approximately the same value. In other words, vt
a→` ≈ vt

a, ∀` = 1, . . . , N and

v̂t
i→a ≈ v̂t

i , ∀i = 1, . . . , M. This important property of AMP helps significantly

reduce the number of messages that we need to compute in each iteration from

2MN to M + N in each iteration, which reduces storage and complexity. [38]

performs approximate message passing on the system model y = Hx + n with

complex entries called cB-AMP (short for complex Bayesian AMP). cB-AMP

calculates an estimate for the effective input signal x̂`, ∀` using the following

algorithm.
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Algorithm 1 (cB-AMP). Initialize x̂1
` = EX[X], r1 = y, and γ2

1 = N0 +

β VarX[X] with X ∼ p(x`) as defined in (2.6). For t = 1, . . . , tmax, compute

zt = x̂t + HHrt (2.8)

x̂t+1 = F(zt, γ2
t )

γ2
t+1 = N0 + β

〈
G(zt, γ2

t )
〉

(2.9)

rt+1 = y−Hx̂t+1 + β
rt

γ2
t

〈
G(zt, γ2

t )
〉

.

The scalar functions F(zt
`, σ2

t ) and G(zt
`, σ2

t ) operate element-wise on vectors, corre-

spond to the posterior mean and variance, respectively, and are defined as

F(zt
`, σ2

t ) =
∫

C
x`p(x`|zt

`, σ2
t )dx`, (2.10)

G(zt
`, σ2

t ) =
∫

C
|x`|2p(x`|zt

`, σ2
t )dx`−

∣∣∣F(zt
`, σ2

t )
∣∣∣2. (2.11)

The message posterior distribution is p(x`|zt
`, σ2

t ) = 1
Z p(zt

`|x`, σ2
t )p(x`), where

p(zt
`|x`, σ2

t ) ∼ CN (x`, σ2
t ) and Z is a normalization constant.

As detailed in [38, Sec. III.C], by performing Algorithm 1, the so-called Gaus-

sian output zt of cB-AMP at iteration t in (2.8) can be modelled in the large

system limit as

zt
` = x` + wt

`, (2.12)

with wt
` ∼ CN (0, σ2

t ), being independent from x` (see [48, Sec. 6.4] for further

details in the real domain). This property of cB-AMP algorithm is called the

decoupling property as cB-AMP effectively decouples the system into a set

of N parallel and independent additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels.

Here, σ2
t is the effective noise variance that can be computed using state evolution
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Noisy linear systemImpairments

...

AMPI

...

MAP/MMSE

MAP/MMSE

MAP/MMSE

(a) Impaired linear system with AMPI as the estimator.

...
...

MAP/MMSE

MAP/MMSE

MAP/MMSE

(b) Equivalent decoupled system.

Figure 2.5: In the large-system limit, AMPI decouples the impaired linear system
into N parallel and independent AWGN channels, which allows us to perform
impairment-aware MAP data detection or MMSE estimation, independently per
input signal elements.

equations that will be introduced in Section 2.1.2. While the quantity σ2
t cannot

be tracked directly within cB-AMP, it can be estimated using the threshold

parameter γ2
t in (2.9) as shown in [64].

Algorithm 1 and its Gaussian output zt are the results of performing approxi-

mate message passing on the right side of factor graph in Figure 2.4. Next, we

will use zt to perform sum-product message passing on the left side of this factor

graph.
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AMP with Input Noise (AMPI)

In this section, we will introduce AMPI. A 2-step procedure to recover the

input signal s from the input-output relation illustrated in Figure 2.1. First, as

illustrated in Figure 2.5(a), we use cB-AMP in Algorithm 1 on the effective system

model (2.1) to compute the Gaussian output zt and the effective noise variance σ2
t

at iteration t, where the Gaussian output zt is modelled as in (2.12). Figure 2.5(b)

shows the equivalent input-output relation of the decoupled system. As detailed

in the previous section, this is the result of running AMP on the right side of

factor graph in Figure 2.4. Second, we use sum-product message passing on

the left side of factor graph in Figure 2.4 to compute the estimated marginal

distribution of p(s`|y, H). To compute the marginal, we can use Gaussian output

zt with model as in (2.12), i.e. p(zt
`|x`) ∼ CN (x`, σ2

t ). This model allows us to

compute the marginal posterior distribution for each input signal element s` as

follows:

p(s`|y, H) = p(s`|zt
`)

∝ p(s`)p(zt
`|s`) = p(s`)

∫
C

p(x`, zt
`|s`) dx`

= p(s`)
∫

C
p(zt

`|x`)p(x`|s`) dx`. (2.13)

Finally, using the marginal distribution we can compute individually optimal

MAP data detection or MMSE signal estimation for each entry s`, ` = 1, . . . , N,

independently. Note that (2.13) can be obtained directly from (2.7) by computing

∏N
b=1 v̂b→`. In fact, from the derivation in [49] it can be shown that ∏N

b=1 v̂b→` ∼
CN (zt

`, σ2
t ). Even though this approach appears to be more straightforward, it

lacks the 2-step intuition behind AMPI. Another The resulting AMPI algorithm

is summarized as follows.
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Algorithm 2 (AMPI). Initialize x̂1
` = EX[X], r1 = y, and γ2

1 = N0 + β VarX[X]

with X ∼ p(x`) as defined in (2.6).

1. Run cB-AMP as in Algorithm 1 for tmax iterations.

2. Compute ŝtmax
` = D(ztmax

` , σ2
tmax

), where the function D either computes the

MAP or MMSE estimate of s` using the posterior PDF p(s`|ztmax
` ) defined

in (2.13). The effective noise variance σ2
tmax

is estimated using the threshold

parameter γ2
tmax

from cB-AMP.

As we will show in Section 2.1.4 and 2.1.5, function D in Algorithm 2 is chosen

to satisfy the optimality conditions in (2.2) or (2.3), depending on the application.

Theoretical Analysis of AMPI: State Evolution

Most results for message passing on dense graphs are incapable of providing

performance guarantees for their success. In our specific application, however,

the normality of the messages enables us to study the associated theoretical

properties in the large-system limit and for uniform linear measurements. As

detailed in [64], the effective noise variance σ2
t of AMP can be calculated analyt-

ically for every iteration t = 1, 2, . . . , tmax, using the state evolution recursion.

In the following theorem, we repeat the complex state evolution (cSE) result

customized by [38] for complex AMP (cB-AMP). In Section 2.1.3, we will use the

cSE framework to derive optimality conditions for which AMPI achieves optimal

performance.

Theorem 1 (Complex State Evolution). Assume the system model in (2.1) with
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uniform linear measurements. Run the algorithm using function F, where F is a pseudo-

Lipschitz function as defined in [66, Sec. 1.1, Eq. 1.5]. Then, in the large-system limit

the effective noise variance σ2
t+1 of cB-AMP at iteration t is given by the following cSE

recursion:

σ2
t+1 = N0 + βΨ(σ2

t , σ2
t ), (2.14)

Here, the MSE function Ψ is defined by

Ψ(σ2
t , γ2

t ) = EX,Z

[∣∣∣F(X + σtZ, γ2
t

)
− X

∣∣∣2] (2.15)

with X ∼ p(x`), Z ∼ CN (0, 1), and F and G are the posterior mean and variance

functions applied in Algorithm 1. The cSE recursion at iteration t = 1 is initialized by

σ2
1 = N0 + β VarX[X].

Remark 1. The posterior mean function F and the MSE function Ψ(σ2
t ) in (2.15)

depend on the effective input signal prior p(x), which, as shown in (2.6), is a function

of the input signal prior p(s) and the conditional probability p(x|s) that models the

transmit-side impairments.

Remark 2. Theorem 1 assumes the detector has perfect knowledge of noise variance

N0. [38, Thm. 1] analyses and provides cSE in the presence of a mismatch in the noise

variance.

Theorem 1 provides a theoretical analysis for the performance of the cB-AMP

algorithm.

2.1.3 Optimality of AMPI

We now analyze the optimality of AMPI for the system model introduced in

Section 2.1.1. To this end, we are using the cSE framework, which can be used
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to characterize AMPI’s performance in the large-system limit and for uniform

linear measurements.

Optimality of AMPI within the AMP Framework

In Section 2.1.2, we have derived AMPI using message-passing. However, there

exists a broader class of algorithms that for the same task. More specifically, our

version of AMPI performs sum-product message passing using the posterior

mean function F as defined in (2.10). One can potentially modify F (or even

design different functions at different iterations) to obtain estimates x̂`, ` =

1, . . . , N, and perform MAP data detection or MMSE estimation on to these

new estimates. Such alternative algorithms can still be analyzed through the

state evolution framework. The optimality question we ask here is whether it is

possible to improve AMPI by choosing functions different to the ones introduced

in (2). As we will show in Theorem 2, the functions we used in first and second

step of AMPI algorithm are indeed optimal.

Suppose we run AMPI for tmax iterations. Consider the following generaliza-

tion to the AMPI algorithm, where, in the first step, the posterior mean function

F in (2.10) is replaced with a general pseudo-Lipschitz function Ft that is allowed

to depend on the iteration index t; the MAP or MMSE function in the second is

replaced with another function Ftmax+1. More specifically, we consider

x̂t+1 = Ft(zt, γ2
t ), t = 1, . . . , tmax (2.16)

ŝ = Ftmax+1(ztmax+1, γ2
tmax+1) = Ftmax+1(x̂tmax+1 + HHrtmax+1, γ2

tmax+1).

We require the sequence of functions {F1, F2, . . . , Ftmax+1} to be pseudo-Lipschitz

as it is the required assumption for the state evolution in Theorem 1 to hold
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and describe AMPI algorithm’s performance. Now, the question is whether

there exists a sequence of functions {F1,F2, . . . ,Ftmax+1}, such that given the

application, the resulting algorithm achieves lower probability of error or lower

MSE than that of AMPI. For that, we will provide Theorem 2 where we state

that if the solution to the fixed-point equation of (2.14) is unique, then AMPI

algorithm is optimal within AMP framework.

The fixed-point equation of (2.14) is computed by letting the number of

iterations tmax → ∞ in (2.14), which yields 1

σ2 = N0 + βΨ(σ2, σ2). (2.17)

Theorem 2 (Optimality of AMPI within AMP framework). Assume the system

model introduced in Section 2.1.1 with uniform linear measurements and the large-

system limit. Suppose that we use AMPI with an arbitrary set of pseudo-Lipschitz

functions F1, . . . ,Ftmax+1 as described in (2.16). If the fixed-point equation in (2.17) is

unique, then the choice of F1, . . . ,Ftmax+1 that achieves optimal performance according

to (2.2) and (2.3) are as introduced in Algorithm 2.

Theorem 2 establishes the fact that it is impossible to improve upon the

original choice of AMPI. The proof for this theorem is given in Appendix 7.1.1.

The fixed-point equation (2.17) can in general have one or more fixed points. If

it has more than one fixed point, then AMPI may converge to different fixed

points, depending on the initialization [67]. As it is clear from the proof of

Theorem 2 in Appendix 7.1.1, even in cases where AMPI does not have a unique

fixed point, one of its fixed points corresponds to the optimal solution in AMP

1In case of a mismatch knowledge in the detector regarding noise variance N0, the fixed
point equation will be computed by letting the number of iterations tmax → ∞ for the general
cSE recusrsion provided in [38, Thm. 1]. This coupled fixed point equation coincides with the
coupled fixed point equation in [41], which demonstrates that AMPI is a practical algorithm that
achieves the performance predicted by replica-based capacity expressions.
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framework. It is, however, difficult to find an initialization method that would

cause our method to converge to the optimal fixed point. Hence, to provide

precise conditions for optimality of AMPI, we need to analyze the fixed point

equation (2.17) for unique solution. To establish conditions under which the

fixed point equation (2.17) has a unique solution, we use the following quantities

defined in [39, Defs. 1–4].

Definition 3. For a given input signal prior p(s) and input noise distribution p(x|s),
we define the exact recovery threshold (ERT) βmax and the minimum recovery threshold

(MRT) βmin as

βmax = min
σ2>0

{(
Ψ(σ2, σ2)

σ2

)−1}
, βmin = min

σ2>0

{(
dΨ(σ2, σ2)

dσ2

)−1}
.

The minimum critical noise Nmin
0 (β) is defined as

Nmin
0 (β) = min

σ2>0

{
σ2 − βΨ(σ2, σ2) : β

dΨ(σ2, σ2)

dσ2 = 1
}

,

and the maximum guaranteed noise Nmax
0 (β) is defined as

Nmax
0 (β) = max

σ2>0

{
σ2 − βΨ(σ2, σ2) : β

dΨ(σ2, σ2)

dσ2 = 1
}

.

Using Definition 3, the following theorem establishes three regimes for which

fixed-point equation (2.17) has unique solution. The proof follows from [38,

Sec. IV-D, IV-E].

Lemma 3 (Conditions for uniqueness of the fixed-point of AMPI). Let the assump-

tions made in Theorem 1 hold and let tmax → ∞. Fix p(s) and p(x|s). If the variance of

the receive noise N0 and system ratio β are in one of the following three regimes:

1. β ∈
(
0, βmin] and N0 ∈ R+

2. β ∈
(

βmin, βmax) and N0 ∈
[
0, Nmin

0 (β)
)
∪ (Nmax

0 (β), ∞)
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3. β ∈ [βmax, ∞) and N0 ∈ (Nmax
0 (β), ∞)

then the fixed point equation (2.17) has a unique solution.

Note that for AMPI, the quantities in Definition 3 depend on the effective

signal prior p(x), which is a function of both the input signal prior p(s) and

the input noise distribution p(x|s) (cf. Remark 1). These quantities can be com-

puted either numerically or in closed-form (see [39, Sec. III]). In many practical

applications, the effective input signal prior p(x) is continuous and bounded

which results in certain properties for ERT and MRT as discussed in the following

lemma. The proof can be found in Appendix 7.1.2.

Lemma 4. Suppose the probability density p(x) of the effective input signal x is contin-

uous and bounded. Furthermore, let the assumptions made in Theorem 1 hold. Then, the

ERT and MRT satisfy the following two relations: βmax = 1 and βmin ≤ 1.

From Lemma 4, we conclude that for a system with a continuous effective

input signal prior p(x) we have βmin ≤ 1. As noted in Lemma 3, βmin determines

the values of system ratio β under which AMPI can be optimal for any noise

variance. In other words, β ≤ βmin ≤ 1 implies that system with optimal

estimator cannot be under-determined. As an example, consider a massive

MIMO system that uses QPSK constellations. In the absence of input noise,

βmin ≈ 2.9505 (see [39, Tbl. I]). However, by adding the slightest amount of input

noise with a continuous probability distribution, such as Gaussian input noise,

βmin abruptly decreases to values less than or equal to 1.
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2.1.4 Application 1: Massive MIMO

As discussed in Section 2.1.1, impairment-aware data detection is an important,

yet challenging part in practical massive MIMO systems. In reference [68],

we provided an impairment-aware data detection algorithm called LAMA-I

(short for large-MIMO approximate message passing with transmit impairments).

LAMA-I which is a low-complexity data detection algorithm, is AMPI algorithm

derived for massive MIMO systems. In this section, we first briefly revisit

the signal and system model for massive MIMO and the LAMA-I estimator

from [68]. We then provide an optimality analysis of LAMA-I which was not

provided in [68]. In particular, we prove that besides optimality in the AMP

framework, LAMA-I is able to achieve the same error-rate performance as the IO

data detector.

LAMA-I: AMPI for Massive MIMO Data Detection

Consider a complex-valued input signal s ∈ CN sent through an impaired MIMO

channel with input-output relation introduced in Section 2.1.1 with the following

assumptions. The entries of s are chosen from a constellation set O, e.g., PSK or

QAM. s is assumed to have i.i.d. prior distribution p(s) = ∏N
`=1 p(s`) with the

following distribution for each transmit symbol:

p(s`) = ∑
a∈O

paδ(s` − a). (2.18)

Here y ∈ CM is the received vector, and N and M denote the number of user

equipment and base-station antennas respectively. Let also H ∈ CM×N denote

the MIMO channel matrix which is assumed to be perfectly known at the receiver.

As illustrated in Algorithm 2, in order to recover the original signal s we
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first use cB-AMP to compute the Gaussian output ztmax and the effective noise

variance σ2
tmax

= γ2
tmax

at iteration t. The MIMO system is effectively decoupled

into a set of N parallel and independent additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)

channels. Figure 2.5(b) shows the equivalent decoupled system. Using (2.13), we

can compute the marginal posterior distribution p(s`|y, H) = p(s`|ztmax
` ) from

the Gaussian output. The marginal posterior distribution allows us to compute

the MAP estimate for each data symbol independently as follows:

ŝtmax
` = D(ztmax

` , σ2
tmax

) = arg max
s`∈O

p(s`|ztmax
` ), (2.19)

We call this LAMA-I algorithm in [68].

In what follows, we provide detailed derivation of LAMA-I for a Gaussian

input noise model p(x`|s`) ∼ CN (s`, NT), ∀` = 1, . . . , N.

The following lemma provides the details for Algorithm 2 with this model.

The proof is given in Appendix 7.1.3.

Lemma 5. Assume the MIMO system introduced in Section 2.1.4 with p(x|s) ∼
CN (s, NTIN). For Step 1) of Algorithm 2, the probability distribution p(x`) is given by

p(x`) = ∑
a∈O

pa
1

πNT
exp

(
− 1

NT
|x` − a|2

)
.

The posterior mean F and variance G function corresponds to

F(zt
`, σ2

t ) =
NT

NT + σ2
t

zt
` +

σ2
t

NT + σ2
t

∑
a∈O

waa,

G(zt
`, σ2

t ) =
NTσ2

t
NT + σ2

t
+ ∑

a∈O
wa

∣∣∣∣∣NTzt
` + σ2

t a
NT + σ2

t
− F(zt

`, σ2
t )

∣∣∣∣∣
2

,

respectively, with

wa =

pa exp
(
− |z

t
`−a|2

NT+σ2
t

)
∑

a∈O
pa exp

(
− |z

t
`−a|2

NT+σ2
t

) . (2.20)
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For Step 2), the MAP estimator (2.19) is given by

ŝtmax
` = arg min

a∈O

(
|ztmax
` − a|2

NT + N0(1 + τtmax)
− log pa

)
. (2.21)

For the Gaussian transmit-noise model, we see that LAMA-I only requires a

few subtle modifications to the functions F and G compared to regular LAMA [38,

Alg. 1], which ignores transmit-side impairments. Hence, making LAMA robust

to the Gaussian transmit-noise impairments comes at virtually no expense in

terms of complexity, but results in often significant performance improvements

(cf. Figure 2.2(a)).

Individually Optimal (IO) Data Detection

We now show that for uniform linear measurments and in the large-system limit,

LAMA-I is able to achieve the error-rate performance of the IO data detector (2.2),

if the fixed-point equation (2.17) has a unique solution. The core of our optimality

analysis is the result on the performance of IO data detection based on the replica

analysis presented in [69]. In order to prove individual optimality, we will first

introduce the following definition. The replica analysis for IO data detection

makes the following assumption about ŝIO
` .

Definition 4. The IO solution ŝIO
` is said to satisfy hard-soft assumption, if and only if

there exist a function D : R→ O, with the following properties:

(i) ŝIO
` = D(E(s`|y, H)).

(ii) For every s ∈ O the D−1(s) is Borel measurable and its boundary has Lebesgue

measure zero.
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For some popular constellation sets, we can prove that the hard-soft assump-

tion is in fact true. For example, for equiprobable BPSK constellation points, we

have

E(s`|y, H) = P(s` = +1|y, H)−P(s` = −1|y, H),

and hence, ŝIO
` = sign(E(s`|y, H)). However, it is an open research question

whether the assumption in Definition 4 holds for other, more complicated, con-

stellations as well.

To simplify our proofs, we make an extra assumption:

Definition 5. The IO solution ŝIO
` is said to satisfy the fixed-D assumption, if in addition

to satisfying the hard-soft assumption, the function D from Definition 4 is only a function

of β and the probability distributions p(s`), p(x`|s`), and p(n`). In particular, D does

not depend on the dimension N of the input signal.

Note that for equiprobable BPSK symbols, we have ŝIO
` = sign(E(s`|y, H))

and the fixed-D assumption clearly holds. Intuitively speaking, when the dimen-

sions are large, we do not expect the function D to change with the dimension

N.

Before we can talk about individual optimality of LAMA-I, we introduce the

theorem below on the error probability of the IO solution ŝIO
` . Theorem 6 ana-

lyzes the error probability of the IO solution and provides its equivalent statistical

relation. This statistical relation will enable us to compute the error probability

of an IO data detector and consequently compare it with other detectors.

Theorem 6. Suppose that the IO solution satisfies both the hard-soft and fixed-D as-

sumptions in Definitions 4 and 5. Furthermore, assume that the assumptions underlying

the replica symmetry in [69] are correct. Then, P(ŝIO
` 6= s`) converges to P(D(Q) 6= S)
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in probability. Here Q = X + σ̃Z with p(S, X) = p(s`)p(x`|s`), Z ∼ CN (0, 1) being

independent of (S, X) and σ̃ satisfying the following equation:

σ̃2 = N0 + βΨ(σ̃2). (2.22)

We are now ready to talk about individual optimality of LAMA-I. In the

next theorem, we provide conditions for which LAMA-I algorithm achieves the

error-rate performance of IO data detector. The proof is given in Appendix 7.1.5.

Theorem 7. Assume the system model in (2.1) with uniform linear measurements.

Suppose that the assumptions made in Theorem 6 hold. Furthermore, assume that the

fixed-point equation (2.22) has a unique solution. Let us call the estimate of LAMA-I

after t iterations ŝt
`. Then in large-system limit, for any ε ≥ 0 there exists an iteration

number t0 such that

lim
N→∞

1
N

N

∑
`=1

P(ŝt0
` 6= s`) ≤ lim

N→∞

1
N

N

∑
`=1

P(ŝIO
` 6= s`) + ε,

where the limits are taken in probability. 2

Theorem 7 proves individual optimality of LAMA-I algorithm given certain

conditions are met on system size and ratio. The inequality in this theorem

shows how LAMA-I with infinite number of iterations has the same error-rate

performance as that of IO data detector. While LAMA-I requires large-system

limit and infinite number of iterations to achieve the performance of IO data

detector, Figure 2.2(a) and further simulation results in [68] demonstrate that

LAMA-I achieves near-IO performance in realistic, finite dimensional large-

MIMO systems.

2If the limit in limn→∞ Xn = X is taken in probability, it means the probability of Xn being far
from X should go to zero when n increases.
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2.1.5 Application 2: Compressive Sensing

Compressive Sensing (CS) is a well-established technique for sampling and recon-

structing sparse signals from fewer measurements than the ambient dimension

of the signal. While the compressive sensing literature has mostly ignored the

effect of input noise on signal reconstruction, the references [13, 45] analyze the

critical impact of input noise. In this section, we apply AMPI to compressive

sensing signal recovery in the presence of input noise. We start by introducing

the system model, and continue by deriving AMPI for this system. We conclude

with simulation results that compare AMPI to existing methods.

System Model

The noiseless version of sparse signal recovery in CS applications can be solved

perfectly under certain conditions on the system dimension and the sparsity

level [14, 43]. Recovery under measurement noise has been analyzed extensively;

see, e.g., [48, 70]. However, as noted in [13, 45], practical CS systems may be af-

fected by input noise. For example, the input signals may not be perfectly sparse

or they might be affected by noise that appears prior to the CS measurement

process. In what follows, we introduce AMPI to recover the sparse input signal s

from measurements contaminated with both input and measurement noise.

Let s ∈ RN be the signal of interest we want to reconstruct from the noisy

measurements y ∈ RM with the system model introduced in Section 2.1.1. Since

the system model for compressive sensing is assumed to be under-determined,

we have M ≤ N (or equivalently β ≥ 1). Moreover, the input signal s is a sparse

vector with at most K non-zero entries.
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AMPI for Compressive Sensing

To apply Algorithm 2 for CS, we first need to derive the effective input signal

prior p(x) in (2.6). To compute p(x), we need to know the input signal prior

p(s). However, the only prior information we have about s is its sparsity level

K. As explained in [48], a practical solution to capture sparsity in s is to assume

an i.i.d. Laplace prior density function. In what follows, we assume p(s) =(
λ
2

)N
exp (−λ‖s‖1) with a regularization parameter λ > 0 that can be tuned to

best model the sparsity level of the input signal s. For optimal performance, we

will tune λ by minimizing the mean square error (MSE) of AMPI.

Besides λ, AMPI requires a threshold parameter γ2
t that needs to be tuned

in each iteration. To attain optimal tuning, both of these two parameters should

be tuned jointly in each algorithm iteration. To this end, we will not only use an

iteration index subscript for γ2
t but also for λt.

As noted in Section 2.1.2, there exist different methods to tune the threshold

parameter γ2
t . In the paper [71], the authors propose an asymptotically optimal

tuning approach using Stein’s unbiased risk estimate (SURE) [15] for the thresh-

old parameter γ2
t . Here, we use a similar approach that optimally tunes both

parameters λt and γ2
t .

Assume running Step 1 of Algorithm 2 for tmax iterations. Optimal tuning

for AMPI can be achieved if λ1, . . . , λtmax and γ2
1, . . . , γ2

tmax
are tuned in such a

way that the value of the asymptotic MSE or 1
N lim

N→∞
‖x̂tmax+1− x‖2 is minimized.

This requires a joint optimization of the asymptotic MSE over all variables

{λ1, . . . , λtmax , γ2
1, . . . , γ2

tmax
}. However, such a joint optimization is not practical

because the iterative nature of AMPI does not allow one to write an explicit
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expression for MSE. Instead, the following theorem shows that one can simplify

the joint optimization of optimal tuning into tuning each pair (λt, γ2
t ) at iteration t

starting from t = 1 to tmax. The proof for this theorem follows from [71, Thm. 3.7]

with minor modifications.

Theorem 8. Suppose that the parameters λ,
1 . . . , λ,

tmax
γ2

1, . . . , γ2
tmax

are optimally

tuned for iteration tmax of AMPI algorithm. Then, ∀t < tmax, the parameters

λ1, . . . , λt, γ2
1, . . . , γ2

t are also optimally tuned for iteration t.

Theorem 8 implies that it is not necessary to jointly optimize the asymptotic

MSE over all parameters {λ1, . . . , λtmax , γ2
1, . . . , γ2

tmax
}. Instead, we optimally tune

(λ1, γ2
1) at iteration 1. Given the parameters (λ1, γ2

1), we then optimally tune

(λ2, γ2
2) at iteration 2. This process is then repeated for tmax iterations.

The missing piece is to optimize the MSE at iteration t with appropriate

parameters (λt, γ2
t ). As cSE in Theorem 1 suggest, the asymptotic MSE at iteration

t is given by the function Ψ(σ2
t , γ2

t , λt) = EX,Z

[∣∣F(X + σtZ, γ2
t , λt

)
− X

∣∣2], with

X ∼ p(x`), Z ∼ CN (0, 1), and F as the posterior mean function introduced in

(2.10). Notice that all functions Ψ, F, and G will also be a function of λt. Now, we

use a similar tuning approach as in [71] and since the MSE function Ψ(σ2
t , γ2

t , λt)

depends on the unknown signal prior p(X), we estimate it using SURE at each

AMPI iteration. For AMPI, SURE is given by

Ψ̂(σ2
t , λt, γ2

t ) =
1
N
‖F(zt, γ2

t , λt)− zt‖2 + σ2
t +

2σ2
t

γ2
t

〈
G(zt, γ2

t , λt)− 1
〉

, (2.23)

where we estimate σ2
t by ‖r

t‖2

M as in [48]. Based on the above discussion, we now

modify AMPI as in Algorithm 2 for CS applications as follows.
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Algorithm 3 (AMPI-SURE). Initialize x̂1 = 0 and r1 = y.

1. For t = 1, 2, . . . , tmax compute

zt = x̂t + HHrt

(λt, γ2
t ) = arg min

λ≥0,γ2≥0
Ψ̂(σ2

t , λ, γ2)

x̂t+1 = F(zt, γ2
t , λt)

rt+1 = y−Hx̂t+1 + β
rt

γ2
t

〈
G(zt, γ2

t , λt)
〉

.

Here, Ψ̂ is given by (2.23), and F and G are the posterior mean and vari-

ance given by (2.10), where p(x`) =
∫

C
p(x`|s`)p(s`)ds` and p(s`) =

λt
2 exp (−λt|s`|).

2. Compute the MMSE estimate for t = tmax with the posterior PDF p(s`|ztmax
` )

as defined in (2.13) and p(wtmax
` ) ∼ N (0, σ2

tmax
). The effective noise vari-

ance σ2
tmax

and signal prior distribution p(s`) are estimated using γ2
tmax

and
λ∗tmax

2 exp
(
−λ∗tmax

‖ s`‖1
)
.

Algorithm 3 summarizes AMPI for CS. The only difference of this algorithm

from Algorithm 2 is the presence of the extra parameter λt that is optimally tuned

using SURE depending on the signal sparsity.

AMPI Sparse Signal Recovery Under Gaussian Input Noise

AMPI for CS recovery as in Algorithm 3 is defined for a general class of input

noise distributions p(x|s). We now provide a derivation of AMPI for the specific

case of Gaussian input noise, i.e., where p(x|s) ∼ CN (s, NTIM) [13, 45]. The
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following lemma details the prior p(x) and the functions F and G needed for

steps 1 and 2 of Algorithm 3. The derivations are given in Appendix 7.1.6.

Lemma 9. For a CS system as defined by Section 2.1.5, the prior p(x), the posterior

mean F and variance G defined in Algorithm 3 are given by:

p(x) =
N

∏
i=1

λ

2
exp

(
λ2NT

2

)
×
(

exp(λxi)Q
(

xi + λNT√
NT

)
+ exp(−λxi)

(
1−Q

(
xi − λNT√

NT

)))
F(x̂, τ, λ) = x̂ + λτη(x̂, τ)

G(x̂, τ, λ) = τ + λ2τ2(1− (η(x̂, τ))2)− 4
γ(x̂, τ)

λτ2√
2π(NT + τ)

,

where

η(x̂, τ) =
erfcx(α)− erfcx(β)

erfcx(α) + erfcx(β)
(2.24)

γ(x̂, τ) = erfcx(α) + erfcx(β),

where α and β are defined as follows:

α =
x̂ + λ(NT + τ)√

2(NT + τ)
(2.25)

β =
−x̂ + λ(NT + τ)√

2(NT + τ)
,

and Q(x) is the Q-function which is defined as the tail distribution function of the stan-

dard normal distribution, i.e. Q(x) =
∫ ∞

x
1√
2π

exp
(
− t2

2

)
dt. erfcx(x) = x2erfc(x) is

a numerically more stable function than Q-function, where erfc(x) is the error function

that satisfies

erfc(x) = 2Q(
√

2x) (2.26)

Before providing simulation results for AMPI-SURE, we next introduce two

alternative algorithms we use to compare with our method.
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Two Alternative Algorithms

Noise Whitening As pointed out in the introduction, noise whitening has been

proposed for data detection and compressive sensing in [5] and [45], respectively.

This approach relies on the Gaussian input-noise model, which enables one to

“whiten” the impaired system model (2.1) by multiplying the vector y with a

whitening matrix W = N0Q−
1
2 , where Q = NTHHH + N0IM is the covariance

matrix of the effective input and receive noise n+He. By applying the whitening

matrix W, we obtain the following statistically equivalent, whitened input-output

relation [5]:

ỹ = H̃s + ñ

where ỹ = Wy, H̃ = WH and ñ ∼ CN (0, N0IM) is independent of the signal s.

Thus, signal recovery can be performed by using conventional algorithms, such

as AMP [50, 51].

The major drawback of this approach is the computation of the whitening

matrix W. In applications such as imaging in which the size of the system is po-

tentially very large, computing this matrix entails high complexity. AMPI avoids

computation of this matrix, which reduces complexity significantly. Furthermore,

AMPI is able to deal with a wide range of input-noise models. In contrast, noise

whitening approach is designed for a Gaussian input-noise model.

Convex Optimization via Non-linear Conjugate Gradient Consider the sys-

tem model in Section 2.1.5. If the input noise is zero, i.e. x = s, then for a sparse

signal s or equivalently x, the signal recovery can be performed by solving

ŝ = arg min
s

1
2‖y−Hs‖2

2 + λ‖s‖1
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for which numerous methods have been proposed in the past; see, e.g., [64].

If the input noise is non-zero, i.e., x 6= s, then we can solve the following

maximization problem:

x̂ = arg max
x

p(x|y) = arg min
x

1
2N0
‖y−Hx‖2

2 − log p(x). (2.27)

If the objective function q(x) = 1
2N0
‖y−Hx‖2

2 − log p(x) is convex and differen-

tiable, then we can use efficient numerical algorithms that guarantee convergence

to an optimal solution. The following lemma establishes convexity of q(x) for the

Gaussian input-noise model and provides the gradient, which is used to solve

for (2.27). The derivation is given in Appendix 7.1.7.

Lemma 10. The objective function q(x) = 1
2N0
‖y−Hx‖2

2 − log p(x) is convex and

its gradient is given by

∇xq(x) =
1

N0
(Hx− y)TH−∇x [log p(x)], (2.28)

where

∇x [log p(x)] = λ


η(x1, 0)

...

η(xN, 0)

 (2.29)

with η(x̂, τ) defined in (2.24).

There are computationally efficient algorithms for solving convex optimiza-

tion problems if the gradient has a simple form. We propose to use non-linear

conjugate gradient method of Polak-Ribiere [72] to solve for (2.27). [73, alg. 4.4]

provides the details of this conjugate gradient method. The downside of this

method is that there is no fast method to set the tuning parameter λ. This is

while the AMPI algorithm in Algorithm 3 can be tuned optimally by minimizing

SURE in (2.23).
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Figure 2.6: Reconstruction SNR of AMPI and other algorithms for sparse signal
recovery in the presence of input noise. The signal has sparsity rate of 5%, SNR
of 30 dB and is affected with input noise with EVM of −30 dB. AMPI achieves
the same performance as noise whitening and nonlinear conjugate gradient with
much lower complexity.

Results and Comparison

Figure 2.6 shows simulation results for sparse signal recovery with a sparsity

rate of K
N = 5% and signal dimension of N = 1000. The input signal is generated

with a Bernoulli-Gaussian distribution. In particular, the index for non-zeros

elements are first randomly picked given an equiprobable Bernoulli distribution

and then each element is generated using a standard Gaussian distribution.

The reconstruction signal to noise ratio (RSNR) is plotted as a function of the

octaves of system ratio β (also referred to as sub-sampling ratio). Furthermore,

we consider an average SNR of SNR =
E[‖Hs‖2]
E[‖n‖2]

= β Es
N0

= 30 dB and an error

vector magnitude of EVM =
E[‖x−s‖2]

E[‖s‖2]
= NT

Es
= −30 dB.

In this figure, the RSNR results of each algorithm is averaged over 20 different

randomly-created input signals. The performance of AMPI with 100 iterations
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is depicted as a solid circle-marked red curve. AMPI’s performance matches

almost perfectly matches the cSE predictions in (2.14) (the dashed square-marked

blue curve). As a comparison, we show the performance of the two alternative

algorithms introduced in Section 2.1.5, i.e., noise whitening and convex optimiza-

tion with non-linear conjugate gradient method of Polak-Ribiere. The dotted

diamond-marked black curve shows the performance of noise whitening fol-

lowed by AMP. While this whitening approach achieves the same performance

as AMPI, it entails significantly higher complexity as one has to compute the

whitening matrix.

The dotted triangle-marked magenta curve shows the performance of the

nonlinear conjugate gradient method of Polak-Ribiere with 100 iterations. This

conjugate gradient method requires a computationally expensive grid search per

each iteration to tune the parameter λ. Per the high complexity of this method, in

order to get a performance curve for this algorithm, we set its tuning parameter

lambda using optimal lambda parameters we acquired from performing AMPI

(solid circle-marked red curve). Using the optimal lambda parameters that are

obtained from AMPI is the reason this conjugate gradient curve is achieving

such good performance. The solid star-marked green curve corresponds to the

oracle-based approach of taking the pseudo-inverse assuming the support is

known. As [12] suggests, the RSNR of this method decays with a slope of 3 dB per

octave. However, as evident from the figure, neither of the practical algorithms

closely follow the 3dB per octave slope.
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2.1.6 Conclusion

We have introduced AMPI (short for Approximate Message Passing with Input

noise), a novel data detection and estimation algorithm for linear systems that are

corrupted by input noise. AMPI is computationally efficient and can be used for

a broad range of input-noise models. Furthermore, the complex state-evolution

(cSE) framework enables a theoretical analysis of AMPI in the large system limit

and for i.i.d. Gaussian measurement matrices. We have investigated optimal-

ity conditions of AMPI for data detection and signal estimation, and we have

shown that AMPI is optimal within the AMP framework and, under additional

assumptions, achieves individually-optimal error-rate performance in massive

MIMO data detection applications. For the common Gaussian input-noise model,

we have used numerical results to show that AMPI outperforms methods that

ignore input noise and performs on-par with whitening and optimization-based

methods, but at (often significantly) lower complexity.
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CHAPTER 3

NON-PARAMETRIC ESTIMATION

The majority of estimation algorithms typically relies on a number of pa-

rameters to perform well. For example, in wireless communication systems we

typically require knowledge of signal and noise power to perform data detec-

tion. For that reason, any mismatch in our knowledge of these parameters can

have detrimental effects on the estimator’s performance. Other than system

parameters, estimation algorithms might introduce additional parameters that

need to be tuned for a better performance. Unfortunately, manually tuning these

parameters can be time consuming and lead to suboptimal performance.

In this chapter, we introduce two distinct nonparametric estimation methods

for data detection and channel estimation in wireless communication systems.

Using an unbiased estimator called Stein’s Unbiased Risk Estimator (SURE), we

develop nonparametric algorithms that avoid manual tuning of the underlying

parameters. We first introduce SURE in Section 3.1 and provide its derivation for

complex-valued signals. In Section 3.2, we introduce NOn-Parametric Equalizer

(NOPE) which is an efficient data detection algorithm for massive MIMO systems

that does not require knowledge of the signal or noise powers. In Section 3.3,

we introduce BEACHES (BEAmspace CHannel EStimation), an efficient channel

estimation approach for fifth-generation (5G) millimeter (mmWave) systems.
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3.1 Non-Parametric Estimation using

Stein’s Unbiased Risk Estimator (SURE)

Stein’s Unbiased Risk Estimator is an unbiased estimator of the mean square

error of a broad range of estimators. Suppose we want to estimate vector x ∈ CN

from a set of noisy measurements y with measurement model y = x + n. Here,

n ∈ CN models the receive noise where all its entries are assumed to be i.i.d.

circularly-symmetric complex Gaussian. Assume x̂ = µ(y) is an estimator

designed to estimate x given measurements y. In order to assess the performance

of this estimator, one os typically interested in the mean square error, i.e., MSE =

E
[
‖x̂− x‖2

2
]
. However, the MSE here depends on the original signal x which is

unknown. Stein’s Unbiased Risk Estimator (SURE) provides an estimate of the

MSE which is independent of the original signal x [15].

SURE is particularly useful to optimize algorithm and system parameters.

Suppose our estimator µ(y) has an unknown parameter that needs to be tuned

or set. In order to optimally set this parameter, we often wish to minimize the

MSE with respect to this parameter. However, as we discussed earlier, the MSE

depends on the original signal x that is unknown, in general. Instead, we can

use SURE, which does not depend on x, as a proxy to minimize the MSE.

Reference [74] provides a thorough derivation of Stein’s Unbiased Risk Esti-

mate in real-valued systems. The following result provides SURE for complex-

valued systems and shows that it is an unbiased estimator for the MSE. The proof

is given in Appendix 7.2.1.

Theorem 11. Let x ∈ CN be an unknown vector and y ∈ CN a noisy observation vector

distributed as y ∼ CN (x, E0IN). Let µ(y) be an estimator of x from y that is weakly
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differentiable on both its real and imaginary components and operates element-wise on

vectors. Then,

SURE =
1
N
‖µ(y)− y‖2

2 + E0

+
1
N

E0

N

∑
b=1

(
∂[µR(y)]b

∂[yR]b
+

∂[µI(y)]b
∂[yI ]b

− 2
)

(3.1)

is an unbiased estimate of the MSE, i.e., E[SURE] = MSE.

In Section 3.2.4 and Section 3.3, we will use this theorem for optimal parameter

tuning in wireless communication systems.

3.2 NOPE: NOnParametric Equalizer

This algorithm deals with linear equalization in massive multi-user multiple-

input multiple-output (MU-MIMO) wireless systems. We first provide simple

conditions on the antenna configuration for which the well-known linear min-

imum mean-square error (L-MMSE) equalizer provides near-optimal spectral

efficiency, and we analyze its performance in the presence of parameter mis-

matches in the signal and/or noise powers. We then propose a novel, optimally-

tuned NOnParametric Equalizer (NOPE) for massive MU-MIMO systems, which

avoids knowledge of the transmit signal and noise powers altogether. We show

that NOPE achieves the same performance as that of the L-MMSE equalizer

in the large-antenna limit, and we demonstrate its efficacy in realistic, finite-

dimensional systems. From a practical perspective, NOPE is computationally

efficient and avoids dedicated training that is typically required for parameter

estimation.
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3.2.1 Introduction

Massive (or large-scale) multi-user multiple-input multiple-output (MU-MIMO)

will be among the key technologies for fifth-generation (5G) wireless systems

as it provides (often significantly) higher spectral efficiency than traditional,

small-scale MIMO [36, 75]. Data detection at the infrastructure base-stations

(BSs) in such massive MU-MIMO systems is among the most critical components

from a spectral efficiency and computational complexity perspective. In partic-

ular, since optimal data detection is known to be an NP-hard problem [46], a

naïve exhaustive search over all possible transmit signals would result in pro-

hibitive computational complexity for such large-dimensional systems. Hence,

alternative algorithms that achieve high spectral efficiency at low complexity

must be deployed in practice. In addition, practical massive MU-MIMO systems

suffer—as do traditional MIMO systems—from real-world hardware impair-

ments and model mismatches (for example amplifier nonlinearities, phase noise,

quantization artifacts, channel-estimation errors, etc.). Such system nonidealities

are known to substantially reduce the performance of optimal data-detection

algorithms unless one explicitly models these impairments and estimates the

associated parameters [5].

Contributions

In this chapter, we address the above challenges by developing a novel, Non-

Parametric Equalizer (NOPE) for massive MU-MIMO systems that requires low

complexity and is robust to system impairments and model mismatches. Our

key contributions can be summarized as follows:
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• We present simple conditions for which linear minimum mean-squared

error (L-MMSE), zero-forcing (ZF), and maximum ratio combining (MRC)-

based equalizers provide near-optimal performance in massive MU-MIMO

systems.

• We analyze the impact of parameter mismatches on L-MMSE equalization

by extending the results by Tse and Hanly in [76].

• We propose a novel, computationally efficient, and nonparametric algo-

rithm called NOPE that does not require any knowledge of the signal and

noise powers.

• We prove, in the large-antenna limit, that NOPE achieves the same perfor-

mance as that of the L-MMSE equalizer, which requires knowledge of the

signal and noise powers.

• We demonstrate that NOPE achieves the performance of the L-MMSE

equalizer in realistic, finite-dimensional systems.

• We provide a complexity analysis for NOPE algorithm and demonstrate

conditions for which NOPE has a lower complexity than that of L-MMSE

estimator.

Relevant Prior Art

L-MMSE estimation is used in a large number of communication applications

for estimation, detection, and equalization [76–81]. The low complexity (besides

the inversion of a potentially large matrix) and acceptable performance in many

situations are responsible for the widespread use of L-MMSE estimation in prac-

tical transceiver designs. For massive MU-MIMO systems, it was shown in [82]

that L-MMSE equalization enables (often significantly) higher achievable rates
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than ZF or MRC-based equalizers. To complement these results, we provide con-

ditions on the antenna configuration for which L-MMSE, ZF, and MRC approach

the fundamental performance limits.

One of the downsides of L-MMSE equalization is that it requires accurate

estimates of the signal and noise powers. While Al-Dhahir and Cioffi in [83]

analyzed the effect of parameter mismatches to MMSE-based decision-feedback

equalizers, we extend the results by Tse and Hanly in [76] and provide large-

antenna limit expressions for the output signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) of

L-MMSE equalization in the presence of parameter mismatches.

To mitigate the impact of parameter mismatches, linear and adaptive methods

have been proposed for randomly spread code-division multiple-access (CDMA)

systems in [84, 85]. Inspired by such results, we propose an optimally-tuned,

nonparametric linear equalization algorithm for MU-MIMO systems. Our al-

gorithm does not require any knowledge of the signal and/or noise powers,

achieves the performance of the L-MMSE equalizer in the large-antenna limit,

and is computationally efficient as it avoids a costly matrix inversion.

Notation

Lowercase and uppercase boldface letters designate column vectors and matrices,

respectively. For a matrix A, we define its conjugate transpose as AH. The

entry on the k-th row and `-th column is Ak,`. We define 〈a〉 = 1
N ∑N

k=1 ak.

Multivariate complex-valued Gaussian probability density functions (PDFs) with

mean vector m and covariance matrix K are denoted by CN (m, K). Expectation

and variance with respect to the PDF of the random variable X is EX[·] and
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VarX[·], respectively.

3.2.2 Linear MMSE Equalization

We start by introducing the system model and reviewing the basics of parametric

L-MMSE equalization with perfect knowledge of the signal and noise powers.

We then develop a computationally efficient algorithm that relies on approximate

message passing (AMP) and we analyze its performance.

System Model

We consider the following standard input-output relation of a massive MU-

MIMO uplink system: y = Hx + n. Here, the vector y ∈ CM corresponds to

the received signal (M denotes the number of BS antennas), the matrix H ∈
CM×N represents the uplink channel (N denotes the number of user antennas),

the transmit signal vector is x ∈ CN, and the vector n ∈ CM models receive

noise where all its entries are assumed to be i.i.d. circularly-symmetric complex

Gaussian with variance N0 per complex entry. We assume that the transmit

signal vector x has i.i.d entries, i.e., p(x) = ∏N
u=1 p(xu), with zero mean and

signal variance Ex = E
[
|xu|2

]
, ∀u. We define the antenna ratio as β = N/M, and

the following quantities:

Definition 6. The large-antenna limit is defined by fixing the antenna ratio β = N/M

and letting N → ∞.

Definition 7. A matrix H has uniform channel gains if the entries of H are i.i.d.

circularly-symmetric complex Gaussian with variance 1/M per complex entry, i.e.,

Hb,u ∼ CN (0, 1/B).
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Basics of L-MMSE Equalization

We start with the following well-known facts. The equalization matrix W ∈
CN×M of the L-MMSE equalizer output x̂ = Wy that minimizes the MSE =

E x,n
[
‖x̂− x‖2] is given by W = (HHH + N0/Ex)−1HH. At high signal-to-noise-

ratio (SNR), i.e., for N0/Ex → 0, the L-MMSE equalizer implements zero-forcing

(ZF) equalization with output x̂ = (HHH)−1HHy; at low SNR, the L-MMSE

equalizer implements MRC with output x̂ = HHy. We note that L-MMSE is the

optimal (linear and nonlinear) equalizer if the signal and noise are independent

and both i.i.d. circularly symmetric complex Gaussian vectors.

L-MMSE Equalization via AMP

L-MMSE equalization as summarized above, can be implemented using the

mismatched complex bayesian AMP (mcB-AMP) algorithm proposed in [86],

which is a mismatched version of the AMP algorithm put forward in [64]. In

particular, we use mcB-AMP with the following Gaussian mismatched signal

prior distribution: p̃(x) = ∏N
i=1 p̃(xi) with p̃(xi) ∼ CN (0, Ex). By assuming that

the detector knows the true transmit signal prior distribution X0 ∼ p(x0) (e.g.,

two Dirac delta functions for BPSK), the parametric L-MMSE algorithm, which

we will refer to as MMSE-AMP, is as follows:

Algorithm 4. Initialize t = 1, x1
` = EX0 [X0], ` = 1, . . . , N, and r1 = y−Hx1.

Then, for every iteration t = 1, 2, . . . , tmax compute the output zt via the following
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steps:

σ̃2
t = 1

M

∥∥rt
∥∥2

2

τt = arg minτ≥0 Ψ(σ̃2
t , τ) (3.2)

zt = xt + HHrt

xt+1 = Fmm(zt, τt) (3.3)

rt+1 = y−Hxt+1 + βrt
〈
F′mm

(zt, τt)
〉

, (3.4)

Here, Fmm(x`, τ) = Ex
Ex+τ x` is the posterior mean function, F′mm(x`, τ) is its

derivative in the first argument, and both functions operate element-wise on vectors.

Furthermore,

Ψ(σ̃2
t , τ) = EX0,Z

[
|Fmm(X0 + σ̃tZ, τ)− X0|2

]
=

τ2Ex+σ2
t E2

x
(Ex+τ)2

is the MSE function in which the expectation is taken with respect to the true signal

prior X0 ∼ p(x0) and Z ∼ CN (0, 1).

We note that Algorithm 4 avoids the computation of matrix inverses, which

often dominate the computational complexity of L-MMSE equalizers in small

and large MIMO systems [87].

Asymptotic Performance Analysis

One of the key properties of AMP-based algorithms is that their SIR perfor-

mance can be analyzed in the large-antenna limit using the state evolution (SE)

framework. We require the following result; the proof follows from [86, Eq. 12]:

Lemma 12. Fix β and let H have uniform channel gains. Then, in the large-
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antenna limit, the output zt of Algorithm 4 can be modeled as zt = x + wt with

wt ∼ CN (0, σ2
t IN), where the equivalent noise variance σ2

t in iteration t is given by the

following SE equation: σ2
t+1 = N0 + β Ex

Ex+σ2
t
σ2

t .

For t→ ∞, the SE equation matches with the asymptotic SIR expression of

the L-MMSE equalizer given by Tse and Hanly in [76, Thm. 3.1] with SIR = 1/σ2.

This match is the basis for the following corollary.

Corollary 13. In the large-antenna limit, MMSE-AMP achieves the same SIR perfor-

mance as the L-MMSE equalizer.

Since in the large-antenna limit and for uniform channel gains AMP-based

equalization decouples the MIMO system into parallel and independent AWGN

channels with variance σ2
t (see [48, Sec. 6] for the details of this decoupling

property), the per-user achievable rate of the L-MMSE equalizer is given by

CL-MMSE = log2
(
1+ Ex/σ2) [bits/user/channel use], where σ2 is the fixed-point

to the SE equation in Lemma 17.

When Does L-MMSE Achieve Near-Optimal Performance?

As shown in [79, 80, 88] for massive MU-MIMO systems with significantly more

BS antennas than users (i.e., for small values of β), linear equalizers, such as

MRC, ZF, and L-MMSE achieve near-optimal performance. More specifically, ref-

erence [88] derives conditions for which ZF and MRC approach the performance

of L-MMSE equalization. We now provide conditions on the antenna ratio β for

which linear equalizers approach optimal performance. We use the fact that, in

the large-antenna limit, the individually-optimal (IO) posterior mean estimator

(PME) decouples the MIMO system into U parallel and independent AWGN
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channels z = x + w with w ∼ CN (0, σ2IN), where the equivalent noise variance

satisfies σ2 ≥ N0 [69]. Hence, the fundamental performance limit is given by the

channel capacity of an AWGN channel CAWGN = log2
(
1 + Ex/N0

)
. We therefore

characterize the performance of linear equalizers as follows:

Definition 8. Assume that the IO-PME and a linear equalizer achieve the same rate R

at SNR Ex/N0 and Ex/N̂0, respectively. We define the SNR loss as δSNR = N0/N̂0,

which satisfies 1 ≤ δSNR and characterizes the excess SNR required by a linear equalizer

to achieve optimal performance.

For MRC, ZF, and L-MMSE equalization, we can establish the following result

with proof given in Appendix 7.3.1.

Lemma 14. Assume the large-antenna limit and let H have uniform channel gains. For

a fixed rate R, the SNR loss of MRC, ZF, and L-MMSE will be no larger than δSNR

if β ≤ β?(δSNR, R), where β?(δSNR, R) is the maximum optimal antenna ratio

(MOAR) given by

MRC: β?(δSNR, R) =
(

1− δSNR−1
)

1
2R−1

ZF: β?(δSNR, R) = 1− δSNR−1

L-MMSE: β?(δSNR, R) =
(

1− δSNR−1
)

2R

2R−1 .

Figure 3.1 illustrates the MOAR for MRC, ZF, and L-MMSE equalization as a

function of their achievable rates for a fixed SNR loss of δSNR = 1 dB. Lemma 14

identifies the maximum antenna ratio β for which these linear equalizers are able

to operate within 1 dB SNR of the fundamental performance limit. We see that

L-MMSE enables the largest user-to-BS antenna ratios β among the considered

equalizers for all rates. Consider, for example, the dotted black vertical line at

1.5 bit/user/channel use. We see that L-MMSE exhibits an SNR loss of less than
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Figure 3.1: Comparison of the maximum optimal antenna ratio (MOAR) β?

for MRC, ZF, and L-MMSE equalization to operate within δSNR = 1 dB of the
fundamental performance limit. For all achievable rates, L-MMSE supports the
largest antenna ratio β = N/M to operate within 1 dB of optimal performance.

1 dB for any antenna ratio below 0.3; MRC and ZF require antenna ratios of 0.2

and 0.1, respectively.

3.2.3 L-MMSE with Parameter Mismatch

Although L-MMSE significantly outperforms MRC and ZF equalization, it re-

quires knowledge of the signal and noise powers. We now analyze the impact of a

signal power parameter mismatch on the performance of the L-MMSE equalizer.
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Mismatch Analysis of AMP-based L-MMSE equalizer

Analogously to [86, Sec. III-A], the mcB-AMP algorithm with a mismatched

Gaussian prior p(xu) = CN (0, Ep
x ), ∀u, achieves the performance of a L-MMSE

equalizer with mismatched signal power defined by Ep
x . The following lemma

provides the SE equation for this mismatched L-MMSE algorithm; the proof can

be established from the results of the coupled SE equations in [86, Thm. 1]:

Lemma 15. Fix β and let H have uniform channel gains. Then, in the large-antenna

limit, the performance of an optimally tuned AMP-based L-MMSE estimator with a

mismatched signal power Ep
x is given by the following coupled SE equations:

σ2
t+1 = N0 + β

θ4
t Ex+Ep

x
2
σ2

t
(Ep

x+θ2
t )

2 and θ2
t+1 = N0 + β

Ep
x θ2

t
Ep

x+θ2
t
.

We note that for t → ∞ and in the large-antenna limit, the result from

Lemma 15 empirically matches the performance of the standard L-MMSE esti-

mator in Section 3.2.2 with N0/Ep
x . For no parameter mismatch, i.e., for Ep

x = Ex,

we have:

Corollary 16. Let Ex = Ep
x . Then, the SE equations in Lemma 15 for t→ ∞ coincide

with the Tse-Hanly equation in [76, Thm. 3.1] for the L-MMSE equalizer with SIR =

1/σ2.

Numerical Analysis of Signal Power Mismatch

Figure 3.2 illustrates the impact of parameter mismatch on the achievable rate of

L-MMSE equalization in a MIMO system with an antenna ratio of β = 0.3. The

dotted black and magenta curves show the achievable rate of the mismatched

L-MMSE equalizer with overestimated and underestimated signal powers. The
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Figure 3.2: Achievable rates for different equalizers with β = 0.3. Overestimating
(Ep

x > Ex) and underestimating Ep
x < Ex) the signal power in the L-MMSE

equalizer entails significant losses in terms of the achievable rates.

mismatched signal power Ep
x is set to the 90-percentile of a signal-power estima-

tor with two training data symbols. In words, for a given SNR, the mismatched

L-MMSE equalizer will have an achievable rate between that of the exact L-

MMSE equalizer (red curve) and the minimum of the mismatched versions

(black and magenta dotted curves) in 90% of the transmissions. Clearly, the

mismatched L-MMSE equalizer may experience a significant rate loss. We also

see that underestimating the signal power (Ep
x < Ex) results in a performance

close to that of MRC; overestimating (Ep
x > Ex) results in a performance close to

that of the ZF equalizer.
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3.2.4 NOPE: Nonparametric Equalizer

To cope with the detrimental effects of parameter mismatches in the L-MMSE

equalizer, we now present our NOPE algorithm, which does not require knowl-

edge of the signal or noise powers.

The NOPE Algorithm

MMSE-AMP, as in Algorithm 4, requires knowledge of the true transmit signal

prior distribution p(x) and the signal power Ex. To design a nonparametric

version that does not need this information, we need to address the following

issues:

• NOPE will not have any knowledge of the true signal prior. Hence, to tune

the threshold parameter τt in (3.2), we need a way to estimate the MSE

function Ψ(σ̃2
t , τt).

• The signal power Ex must be tuned in each algorithm iteration t to achieve

optimal performance

Reference [71] develops a nonparametric approach to tune the threshold param-

eter of AMP-based sparse signal recovery using Stein’s unbiased risk estimate

(SURE) [15]. Inspired by this approach, we will tune both the (unknown) signal

power Ex and the parameter τt using SURE from Theorem 11. We start by defin-

ing the parameter γt = Ex/τt and rewrite the functions Fmm(x`, γt) = γt

γt+1 x`

and F′mm(x`, γt) = γt

γt+1 in Algorithm 4. As a consequence of this parameter

change, we only need to estimate a single parameter per iteration, namely γt.
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Optimal tuning within NOPE can be achieved if the parameters

{γ1, . . . , γtmax} are tuned so that the MSE function Ψ is minimized at iteration

tmax. As shown in [86, Thm. 3] a joint optimization over all parameters is not

required—instead optimal tuning can be achieved by tuning each parameter γt

separately at iteration t starting from t = 1 to tmax.

To estimate the MSE function Ψ without knowledge of the true signal prior,

we use the SURE function, which is given by

Ψ̂(σ̃2
t , γt) = 1

N‖Fmm(zt, γt)− zt‖2

+ σ̃2
t + 2σ̃2

t
〈
F′mm(zt, γt)− 1

〉
= σ̃2

t
γt−1
γt+1 +

‖zt‖2
2

N(γt+1)2 . (3.5)

The minimum of the SURE function is achieved for γt
min = ‖zt‖2

2/(Nσ̃2
t ) − 1.

Hence, we replace the tuning stage in (3.2) by γt
min to arrive at the following

algorithm we call NOPE:

Algorithm 5. Initialize t = 1, r1 = y, and x1 = 0. Then, for every iteration

t = 1, 2, . . . , tmax compute the following steps:

zt = xt + HHrt

γt = 1
β
‖zt‖2

2
‖rt‖2

2
− 1

xt+1 = γt

γt+1zt

rt+1 = y−Hxt+1 + βrt γt

γt+1 .

The following lemma provides such performance analysis of NOPE with the

proof provided in Appendix 7.3.
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Lemma 17. Fix β and let H have uniform channel gains. Then, in the large-

antenna limit, the output zt of Algorithm 4 can be modeled as zt = x + wt with

wt ∼ CN (0, σ2
t IN), where the equivalent noise variance σ2

t in iteration t is given by the

following SE equation:

σ2
t+1 = N0 + β

Ex

Ex + σ2
t

σ2
t . (3.6)

This recurrence relation can also be written as

σ2
t =

1
k1αt + k2

− η, (3.7)

where

η =
1
2

(
(1− β)Ex − N0 +

√
((1− β)Ex − N0)2 + 4N0Ex

)
(3.8)

α =
Ex − η

N0 + βEx + η

k2 =
1

N0 + βEx + η

k1 =
1
α

(
(N0 + βEx + η)−1 − k2

)

The following result establishes the fact that NOPE achieves the same perfor-

mance as that of an L-MMSE equalizer that has perfect knowledge of the signal

and noise powers.

Corollary 18. Let H have uniform channel gains. In the large-antenna limit and for

t→ ∞, NOPE as in Algorithm 5 achieves the same SIR performance as the L-MMSE

equalizer.

A sketch of the proof is as follows. By following the steps in [71, Sec. 4.4], we

see that minimizing the SURE function (3.5) for the NOPE algorithm results in
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optimal tuning. Since optimal tuning is used, the SE equation from Lemma 12 is

valid for NOPE and coincides to the SIR expression for the L-MMSE equalizer

given by Tse and Hanly in [76, Thm. 3.1].

Robust Implementation of NOPE

NOPE, as in Algorithm 5, requires the channel matrix H to have uniform gains,

which is rarely satisfied in practice. We next outline how NOPE can be made

robust to more general channel matrices. We will use ideas from the generalized

approximate message passing (GAMP) algorithm [62]. However, instead of

allowing arbitrary variances in the channel matrix, we only assume that each

user experiences a different variance (e.g., caused by large-scale fading). This

assumption allows us to rewrite the channel matrix as H = H̃D, where each

element of H̃ is distributed CN (0, 1/M) and D is a diagonal matrix containing

the users’ individual gains. With this formulation, we can estimate the gain of

the `-th user as d̂2
` = ∑M

j=1
∣∣Hj,`

∣∣2. Thus, D is estimated with a diagonal matrix

D̂, where the `-th diagonal element is given by d̂`. By using GAMP [62], we first

generalize Algorithm 4 to support nonuniform channel gains. The generalization

requires us to modify the posterior mean function in (3.3) into an element-wise

operation defined as

Fmm
` (zt

`, τt) = Ex
Ex+τt/d̂2

`

zt
`. (3.9)

Furthermore, step (3.4) in Algorithm 4 must be replaced by rt+1 = y −
HD̂−2xt+1 + βrt 1

N ∑N
`=1 F

′mm
` (zt

`, τt). We are now able to convert this general-

ized MMSE-AMP algorithm into a nonparametric algorithm by estimating the

parameters Ex and τt in (3.9) in the large-antenna limit as given in the following

result; the proof is given in Appendix 7.3.2.
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Theorem 19. In the large-antenna limit, the parameters Ex and τt in (3.9) can be

estimated using

Êx =
‖D̂−1zt‖2

2
−β‖rt‖2

2
∑N
`=1 d̂2

`

and τ̂t = 1
M‖rt‖2. (3.10)

Theorem 19 completes the necessary modifications to derive a robust version

of the NOPE algorithm.

3.2.5 Complexity Analysis

In the previous section, we introduced a new algorithm called NOPE that does

not require any knowledge of the signal and noise powers while achieving the

same performance as an L-MMSE estimator (assuming infinitely many algorithm

iterations). We now show that NOPE often requires lower computational com-

plexity than the L-MMSE estimator as it avoids the computation of a large matrix

inversion, i.e., all involved operations for NOPE are matrix-vector products. In

this section, we provide a thorough analysis to compare the complexity of NOPE

algorithm with L-MMSE equalization.

Performance of NOPE with finite number of iterations

In Corollary 18, we showed how NOPE algorithm achieves the performance of

L-MMSE estimator for infinite number of iterations. To analyze the performance

of NOPE algorithm with finite number of iterations, we introduce the following

lemma, where we provide a condition on the number of iterations required for

NOPE algorithm to approach L-MMSE performance. We will revisit the metric
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of SNR loss and define L-MMSE SNR loss as below to compare the performance

of L-MMSE with NOPE algorithm.

Definition 9. Assume running NOPE algorithm for t number of iterations where it

achieves a rate R at SNR Ex/N0. Now, assume that the L-MMSE estimator achieves

the same rate R at SNR Ex/N̂0. We define the L-MMSE SNR loss of NOPE as

δSNR = N̂0/N0, which satisfies 1 ≤ δSNR and characterizes the excess SNR required

by NOPE with t iterations to achieve the same performance as L-MMSE estimator.

The following lemma analyzes the performance of NOPE algorithm with

finite number of iterations and compares it to L-MMSE.

Lemma 20. Assume the system model in Section 3.2.2 in the large-antenna limit and

let H have uniform channel gains. For a fixed rate R, the L-MMSE SNR loss of NOPE

will be no larger than δSNR if t ≥ t? with

t? = max
(⌈

logα

[
1
k1

(
(σ2 + η)−1 − k2

)]⌉
, 1
)

,

where σ2 = Ex
2R−1 , and η, α, k1 and k2 are provided in (3.8).

The proof for Lemma 20 is provided in Appendix 7.4

Complexity of NOPE and L-MMSE estimator

We now compare the complexity of NOPE and L-MMSE estimator in terms of

real-valued multiplications. Reference [89] proposes a novel low-complexity ap-

proach for computing the matrix inversion for L-MMSE estimator using Cholesky

factorization. The complexity of this approach as provided in [89, Tbl. 3] is given
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Figure 3.3: Comparing complexity of NOPE algorithm to that of L-MMSE given
a L-MMSE SNR loss of δSNR = 2dB for N = 16 user antennas. The white shade
in the lower half of the figure shows when NOPE has lower complexity than
L-MMSE with an efficient implementation. NOPE is more efficient than L-MMSE
for channels with lower achievable rates.

by 2
3 N3 + 2MN2 + 4N2 − 2

3 N. Counting the number of real-valued multiplica-

tions in NOPE algorithm gives us a complexity number of t× (8MN + 4N + 4M)

with t the number of iterations.

Figure 3.3 demonstrates the complexity analysis for NOPE algorithm com-

paring to L-MMSE estimator. In this figure, we fix the number of user antennas

to N = 16, allow for a L-MMSE SNR loss of δSNR = 0.2dB and compare com-

plexity of NOPE and L-MMSE as a function of achievable rate and antenna ratio

β. For lower achievable rates and specially in the massive MU-MIMO regime

(smaller antenna ratios), NOPE has lower complexity than that of L-MMSE while

achieving the same SIR performance.
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Figure 3.4: Symbol error-rate of NOPE algorithm in a 128× 96 massive MU-
MIMO system. NOPE closely approaches the performance of the L-MMSE
estimator that requires exact knowledge of the signal and noise powers.

3.2.6 Numerical Results and Conclusion

Figure 3.4 shows symbol error-rate (SER) simulation results in a M = 128 and

N = 96 massive MU-MIMO system with QPSK modulation. We show the per-

formance of ZF equalization and the AWGN lower bound as a fundamental

performance limit. Evidently, the SER performance of NOPE with 20 iterations

is virtually indistinguishable from the L-MMSE estimator, which requires exact

knowledge of both the signal and noise powers. Thus, NOPE is suitable for

situations in which the transmit constellation may be unknown to the receiver.

In addition, NOPE often requires lower computational complexity than the L-

MMSE estimator as it avoids the computation of a large matrix inversion, i.e., all

involved operations for NOPE are matrix-vector products. These results demon-

strate that large-dimensionality of MU-MIMO systems provides the unique

opportunity to design nonparametric algorithms that directly estimate the key
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system or model parameters from the received data, making them resilient to

dynamic variations or model mismatches, while avoiding manual parameter

tuning.

3.3 BEACHES: Beamspace Channel Estimation for Multi-

Antenna mmWave Systems and Beyond

Massive multi-antenna millimeter wave (mmWave) and terahertz wireless sys-

tems promise high-bandwidth communication to multiple user equipments in

the same time-frequency resource. The high path loss of wave propagation

at such frequencies and the fine-grained nature of beamforming with massive

antenna arrays necessitates accurate channel estimation to fully exploit the ad-

vantages of such systems. In this section, we propose BEAmspace CHannel

EStimation (BEACHES), a low-complexity channel estimation algorithm for

multi-antenna mmWave systems and beyond. BEACHES leverages the fact that

wave propagation at high frequencies is directional, which enables us to denoise

the (approximately) sparse channel state information in the beamspace domain.

To avoid tedious parameter selection, BEACHES includes a computationally-

efficient tuning stage that provably minimizes the mean-square error of the

channel estimate in the large-antenna limit. To demonstrate the efficacy of

BEACHES, we provide simulation results for line-of-sight (LoS) and non-LoS

mmWave channel models.
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3.3.1 Introduction

Massive multiuser (MU) multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) [75] and

millimeter-wave (mmWave) communication [90, 91] are among the key tech-

nologies of next-generation wireless systems. The high path loss of wave prop-

agation at mmWave or terahertz (THz) frequencies and the fact that massive

MU-MIMO enables fine-grained beamforming, requires the basestations (BSs) to

acquire accurate channel state information (CSI) [92, 93]. In addition, the trend

towards low-precision data converters in all-digital massive MU-MIMO BSs to

reduce power, interconnect bandwidth, and costs [94] renders accurate channel

estimation increasingly important.

At mmWave or terahertz frequencies, wave propagation is highly directional

and real-world channels typically comprise only a small number of dominant

propagation paths [90, 91]. These unique properties enable the deployment

of channel estimation algorithms that effectively suppress noise [95–97]. As

a consequence, compressive sensing (CS)-based methods have been proposed

for mmWave channel estimation in [98, 99]. Most of such methods use a dis-

cretization procedure of the number of propagation paths that can be resolved in

the beamspace domain [100], resulting in the well-known basis mismatch prob-

lem [101]. Methods that perform off-grid CS, such as atomic norm minimization

(ANM) [102] or Newtonized orthogonal matching pursuit (NOMP) [103], avoid

this basis mismatch problem. These methods, however, exhibit excessively

high complexity, which renders the design of corresponding hardware designs

challenging.
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Contributions

We propose a new channel estimation algorithm for massive MU-MIMO

mmWave/terahertz communication systems that relies on Stein’s unbiased

risk estimator (SURE). Our algorithm, called BEAmspace CHannel EStimation

(BEACHES), exploits sparsity of mmWave/terahertz channels in the beamspace

domain and adaptively denoises the channel vectors at low complexity. We

prove that BEACHES minimizes the mean square error (MSE) of the channel

estimate in the large-antenna limit. We evaluate BEACHES for LoS and non-LoS

mmWave channels and demonstrate that it performs on par with ANM and

NOMP but at orders-of-magnitude lower complexity.

Notation

Lowercase and uppercase boldface letters designate column vectors and matrices,

respectively. For a vector a, the kth entry is [a]k = ak; the real and imaginary

parts are [a]R = aR and [a]I = aI , respectively. The transpose and conjugate

transpose of matrix A are AT and AH, respectively. A complex Gaussian vector a

with mean vector m and covariance matrix K is written as a ∼ CN (m, K) and

its probability density function (PDF) as f CN (a; m, K). A real Gaussian vector a

with mean vector m and covariance matrix K is written as a ∼ N (m, K) and its

PDF as fN (a; m, K). The expectation operator is E[·].
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Figure 3.5: Massive MU-MIMO mmWave uplink system: U UEs transmit pilots
over a mmWave/THz wireless channel, which are used to estimate the channel
vectors associated to each UE at the B-antenna basestation.

3.3.2 System Model and Beamspace Representation

System Model

We consider an all-digital mmWave/THz massive MU-MIMO uplink system as

illustrated in Figure 3.5. The BS is equipped with a B-antenna uniform linear

array (ULA) and communicates with U single-antenna user equipments (UEs) in

the same time-frequency resource. For simplicity, we focus on pilot-based chan-

nel estimation for flat-fading channels, where the BS estimates the B-dimensional

complex channel vector h ∈ CB for each UE. By assuming that (i) wave propa-

gation is predominantly directional [92, 104], and (ii) the distance between UEs

and BS is sufficiently large, the channel vectors in the antenna domain can be

modeled as follows [105]:

h =
L−1

∑
`=0

α`a(Ω`), a(Ω)=
[
ej0Ω, ej1Ω, . . . , ej(B−1)Ω]T. (3.11)

Here, L refers to the total number of paths arriving at the antenna array (including

a potential LoS path), α` ∈ C is the complex-valued channel gain of the `th path,

and a(Ω`) represents a complex-valued sinusoid containing the relative phases
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between BS antennas, where Ω` ∈ [0, 2π) is determined by the incident angle

of the `th path to the antenna array. We model the estimated channel vector in

the antenna domain as y = h + e, where e ∼ CN (0B×1, E0IB) represents channel

estimation error with variance E0 per complex entry.

Beamspace Channel Vector Denoising

The channel vectors h as modeled in (3.11) are a superposition of L complex-

valued sinusoids. Hence, it is useful to transform the vector h into the discrete

Fourier transform (DFT) domain, also known as the beamspace domain, ĥ = Fh,

where F is the B× B unitary DFT matrix. In the beamspace domain, each entry

of ĥ is associated to a specific incident angle with respect to the BS antenna

array [100]. If the number of paths L is smaller than the number of BS antennas B,

then the beamspace channel vector ĥ will be (approximately) sparse [96]. This key

property enables the use of denoising algorithms. More specifically, by transform-

ing y into the beamspace domain ŷ = Fy = ĥ + ê, where ê = Fe has the same

statistics as e, one can suppress noise while preserving the strong beamspace

components. Prominent methods for beamspace denoising are ANM [102] and

NOMP [103], which require high complexity.

3.3.3 BEACHES: BEAmspace CHannel EStimation

Channel Vector Denoising via Soft-Thresholding

A widely-used sparsity-based denoising method is the least absolute shrinkage

and selection operator (LASSO) [106, 107], which corresponds to the following
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optimization problem:

ĥ? = arg min
ĥ′∈CB

1
2‖ŷ− ĥ′‖2

2 + τ‖ĥ′‖1. (3.12)

Here, τ ∈ R+ is a suitably-chosen denoising parameter. The solution to (3.12)

in the complex case is the well-known soft-thresholding operator η(ŷ, τ) defined

as [108, App. A]

[η(ŷ, τ)]b =
ŷb
|ŷb|

max {|ŷb| − τ, 0}, b = 1, . . . , B, (3.13)

where we define y/|y| = 0 for y = 0.

For sparsity-based denoising via soft-thresholding, the performance strongly

depends on the choice of the denoising parameter τ [106,109]. In wireless systems,

it is particularly important to design robust methods to select this parameter, as

many factors such as the propagation conditions, the number of arriving paths,

and the signal power can vary widely over time.

Computing the Optimal Denoising Parameter

In what follows, we are interested in the optimal parameter τ? that minimizes

the estimation MSE defined as

MSE =
1
B

E
[
‖ĥ? − ĥ‖2

2

]
, (3.14)

where ĥ? = η(ŷ, τ?) is the associated denoised beamspace vector. Determining

the optimal parameter τ? requires knowledge of the noiseless beamspace vector

ĥ, which is unknown. To avoid the need for knowing the ground truth ĥ, we

propose to use Stein’s unbiased risk estimate (SURE) [106] from Theorem 11 as

a proxy for the MSE function. The following theorem shows that SURE for the
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soft-thresholding operator η(ŷ, τ) converges to the MSE in the large-antenna

limit B→ ∞. The proof is given in Appendix 7.4.1.

Theorem 21. For the soft-thresholding function µ(ŷ) = η(ŷ, τ) in (3.13), SURE in

(3.1) is given by1

SUREτ =
1
B ∑

b:|ŷb|<τ

|ŷb|2 +
1
B ∑

b:|ŷb|>τ

τ2 + E0

− E0

B
τ ∑

b:|ŷb|>τ

1
|ŷb|
− 2

E0

B ∑
b:|ŷb|<τ

1, (3.15)

which, in the limit B→ ∞ converges to the MSE, i.e.,

lim
B→∞

SUREτ = MSE. (3.16)

SURE in (3.15) is independent of the true beamspace channel vector ĥ. The

expression (3.15) only depends on the magnitudes of the observed beamspace

channel vector ŷ, the channel estimation error variance E0, the number of BS

antennas B, and the denoising parameter τ. Thanks to (3.16) and the fact that B

is large in massive MU-MIMO systems, we can use SURE as a surrogate to

minimize the MSE and to determine the optimal denoising parameter. While

no closed-form expression for the minimum of (3.15) is known, reference [109]

proposes a bisection procedure to approximate the optimal value of a similar

expression for sparse recovery. We next propose an efficient algorithm that

computes the optimal parameter τ? using a deterministic procedure with com-

plexity O(B log(B)).

1As discussed in Appendix 7.4.1, the value of SURE is undefined for τ = ŷb, b = 1, . . . , B, due
to the non-differentiability of the function η.
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Algorithm 1 BEACHES: BEAmspace CHannel EStimation

1: input ŷ = FFT(y) and E0
2: S = 0 and SUREmin = ∞
3: ŷs = sort{|ŷ|, ‘ascend’}
4: V = ∑B

k=1 (|ŷs
k|)−1, ŷs

0 = 0, and ŷs
B+1 = ∞

5: for k = 1, . . . , B + 1 do
6: τ = max{ŷs

k−1, min{ŷs
k, E0

2(B−k+1)V}}.
7: SUREτ = S

B + (B−k+1)
B τ2 + E0 − E0

B τV − 2 E0
B (k− 1)

8: if SUREτ < SUREmin then
9: SUREmin = SUREτ

10: τ? = τ
11: end if
12: S = S + (ŷs

k)
2 and V = V − (ŷs

k)
−1

13: end for
14: [ĥ?]k =

ŷk
|ŷk| max {|ŷk| − τ?, 0}, k = 1, . . . , B

15: return h? = IFFT(ĥ?)

The BEACHES Algorithm

Reference [106] outlines an efficient procedure to minimize SURE for real-valued

wavelet denoising. We propose a similar strategy to minimize (3.15) for the

complex-valued case with soft-thresholding. Instead of continuously sweeping

the denoising parameter τ in the interval [0, ∞), we first sort the absolute values

of the vector ŷ in ascending order which we call ŷs. We then search for the

optimal denoising parameter τ only between each pair of consecutive elements

of the sorted vector, i.e., τ ∈
(
ŷs

k−1, ŷs
k
)

for k = 1, . . . , B + 1. In each such interval,

SURE is a quadratic function in τ given by

SUREτ =
k−1

∑
b=0

(ŷs
b)

2

B
+

(B− k + 1)
B

τ2 + E0

− E0

B
τ

B+1

∑
b=k

(ŷs
b)
−1 − 2

E0

B
(k− 1), (3.17)

where we define ŷs
0 = 0 and ŷs

B+1 = ∞ to account for the first
(
0, ŷs

1
)

and

last interval (ŷs
B, ∞). For each k ∈ {1, . . . , B + 1}, we compute the optimal
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value of τ that minimizes SURE in each interval τ ∈
(
ŷs

k−1, ŷs
k
)
. Since there

is a discontinuity in the SURE expression when progressing from one interval

to the next, the minimal value in each interval is either the minimum of the

quadratic function (3.17) or one of the boundaries of the interval ŷs
k−1 and ŷs

k.2

The minimum value of (3.17) is given by τQ
k = E0

2(B−k+1)∑B+1
b=k (ŷ

s
b)
−1. Since the

function SUREτ is convex, we can identify the optimal parameter τ in the interval(
ŷs

k−1, ŷs
k
)

indexed by k by knowing the value of τQ
k with respect to the interval

boundaries ŷs
k−1 and ŷs

k. Put simply, the optimal denoising parameter τ?
k in each

interval k = 1, . . . , B + 1 is given by

τ?
k =


τQ

k ŷs
k−1 < τQ

k < ŷs
k

ŷs
k−1 τQ

k < ŷs
k−1

ŷs
k τQ

k > ŷs
k,

or simply τ?
k = max{ŷs

k−1, min{ŷs
k, τQ

k }}. By knowing the optimal value of τ

in each interval, we only need to find the minimal value of SUREτ?
k

for k =

1, . . . , B + 1. It is now key to realize that we do not need to recalculate SURE

in (3.17) from scratch while searching through k = 1, . . . , B + 1. Instead, we

can sequentially update the quantities S = ∑k−1
b=0 (ŷ

s
b)

2 and V = ∑B+1
b=k (ŷs

b)
−1,

thanks to sorting the magnitudes of the vector ŷ. The resulting procedure, called

BEACHES, is summarized in Algorithm 1. The computational complexity of

BEACHES is only O(B log(B)), which is caused by the FFT, sorting, and IFFT

operations—the remaining computations in the for-loop (lines 5–13) are simple

scalar operations.

2Note that SURE is not defined for τ = ŷs
k−1 and τ = ŷs

k. Instead, we compute SUREτ for two
values arbitrarily close to these boundaries, i.e., τ = ŷs

k−1 + ε and τ = ŷs
k − ε, where ε > 0 is

small compared to τ.
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(a) LoS, B = 256, U = 16
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(b) Non-LoS, B = 256, U = 16

Figure 3.6: Uncoded bit error-rate (BER) of various channel denoising methods
for LoS and non-LoS channels. We see that BEACHES performs on par with
atomic norm minimization (ANM) and Newtonized OMP, and provides 2 dB to
3 dB SNR improvements over ML channel estimation at BER = 10−2.
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3.3.4 Performance and Runtime of BEACHES

Bit Error-Rate Performance

To assess the performance of BEACHES, we consider an all-digital massive MU-

MIMO system in which U = 16 UEs communicate with a B = 256 antenna

BS. We focus on the situation in which the UEs first send orthogonal pilots,

which are used to acquire maximum-likelihood channel estimates yu for each

UE u = 1, . . . , U. The channel matrices are generated for both LoS and non-

LoS conditions using the QuaDRiGa mmMAGIC UMi model [110] at a carrier

frequency of 60 GHz with a ULA using λ/2 antenna spacing. The UEs are placed

randomly within a 120◦ circular sector with minimum and maximum distance

of 10 and 110 meters from the BS antenna array, respectively. We enforce UE

separation of at least 1◦ (relative to the BS antenna array) and assume optimal

UE power control. We then use different channel vector denoising methods,

including (i) ANM-based denoising, where we use the debiased output of the

code provided in [102], (ii) NOMP with a (manually tuned) false alarm rate

of Pfa = 0.5 using the code provided in [103], and (iii) “perfect CSI,” which

is a baseline that uses the noiseless channel vectors. Finally, we transmit 16-

QAM symbols and perform linear minimum MSE (L-MMSE) equalization with

the denoised matrix to detect the transmitted bits. The resulting uncoded bit

error-rate (BER) is used to assess the performance of various denoising methods.

Figure 3.6 shows that channel vector denoising in the beamspace domain

provides 2 dB to 3 dB SNR performance improvements at BER = 10−2 compared

to conventional ML channel estimation. The achieved performance gains are

more pronounced under LoS conditions. Quite surprisingly, we observe that
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Table 3.1: MATLAB runtimes in milliseconds (and normalized runtimes).

Scenario BEACHES NOMP ANM

LoS 1.64 (1×) 199.9 (120×) 47 968 (29 000×)
non-LoS 1.45 (1×) 2 204 (1 500×) 83 750 (58 000×)

BEACHES performs on par to ANM and NOMP. This observation indicates that

off-the-grid denoising methods, such as ANM and NOMP, do not provide a

critical performance advantage over BEACHES (in terms of BER).

Runtime Comparison

While the BER performance of BEACHES is comparable to ANM and NOMP,

it exhibits significantly lower complexity. To support this claim, we measured

their MATLAB runtimes in milliseconds on an Intel core i5-7400 CPU with 16 GB

RAM at an SNR of 5 dB. Table 3.1 demonstrates that the runtime of BEACHES is

orders of magnitude lower than that of NOMP (up to 1 500×) and ANM (up to

58 000×), while the speedup is more pronounced for the non-LoS scenario.

3.3.5 Conclusions

We have proposed a new channel denoising algorithm for massive MU-MIMO

mmWave and terahertz communication systems called BEAmspace CHannel

EStimation (BEACHES). BEACHES exploits sparsity of mmWave/terahertz chan-

nels in the beamspace domain to perform adaptive soft-thresholding via Stein’s

unbiased risk estimate (SURE). We have shown that BEACHES minimizes the

mean square error in the large-antenna limit and performs on par with sophis-

ticated channel estimation algorithms for realistic LoS and non-LoS channel
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models but at orders-of-magnitude lower complexity. There are many avenues

for future work. An extension of BEACHES to systems with low-precision

quantizers and single-carrier transmission is an open research problem.
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CHAPTER 4

GENERAL LINEAR ESTIMATION VIA BUSSGANG’S DECOMPOSITION

In X-ray crystallography, Fourier ptychography, and coherent diffractive

imaging, practical measurement devices only acquire magnitude information [6,

7,22,111]. Phase retrieval, i.e., recovering the phase of the signal from magnitude

information only, is the core nonlinear signal-processing technique used in these

applications.

In this chapter, we introduce two phase retrieval methods. In Section 4.1, we

introduce PhaseLin, an efficient phase retrieval method that takes into account

practical measurement models. PhaseLin and many other non-lifting phase

retrieval methods rely on accurate initialization vectors to converge to a good

solution. In Section 4.2, we introduce LSPE (Linear Spectral Estimators), a

novel class of estimators that can be used as an initialization method in phase

retrieval methods. LSPE takes into account practical measurement models and

outperforms other initialization methods.

4.1 PhaseLin: Linear Phase Retrieval

Phase retrieval deals with the recovery of complex- or real-valued signals from

magnitude measurements. As shown recently, the method PhaseMax enables

phase retrieval via convex optimization and without lifting the problem to a

higher dimension. To succeed, PhaseMax requires an initial guess of the solu-

tion, which can be calculated via spectral initializers. In this chapter, we show

that with the availability of an initial guess, phase retrieval can be carried out

with an ever simpler, linear procedure. Our algorithm, called PhaseLin, is the
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linear estimator that minimizes the mean square error (MSE) when applied to

the magnitude measurements. The linear nature of PhaseLin enables an ex-

act and nonasymptotic MSE analysis for arbitrary measurement matrices. We

furthermore demonstrate that by iteratively using PhaseLin, one arrives at an

efficient phase retrieval algorithm that performs on par with existing convex and

nonconvex methods on synthetic and real-world data.

4.1.1 Introduction

Phase retrieval recovers the N-dimensional signal vector x ∈ HN, withH being

either the set of real (R) or complex (C) numbers, from the following nonlinear

measurement process:

y = |Ax + nz|2 + ny. (4.1)

Here, the measurement vector y ∈ RM contains M real-valued and phase-less

observations, the absolute square function | · |2 operates element-wise on vectors,

A ∈ HM×N is a known measurement matrix, and the vectors nz ∈ HN and ny ∈
RM model signal and measurement noise, respectively. In what follows, we

assume a deterministic (and known) measurement matrix A, but randomness in

the signal x to be estimated as well as the two noise sources nz and ny.

Relevant Prior Art

Phase retrieval has been studied extensively over the last few decades [7,112] as it

finds use in numerous applications, including X-ray crystallography [6,23,24], mi-

croscopy [21, 22], and imaging [20]. In its original form, the phase retrieval prob-
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lem is nonconvex and was solved traditionally using alternating projection meth-

ods, such as the Gerchberg-Saxton [112] or Fienup [7] methods. During the last

few years, it has been shown that lifting the phase retrieval problem to a higher-

dimensional space enables the use of semidefinite programming [29, 113, 114],

which led to a revival of phase retrieval research. While lifting-based phase

retrieval methods provide strong theoretical guarantees, their computational

complexity and storage requirements quickly become prohibitive for high-

dimensional problems (e.g., for the recovery of high-resolution images). To per-

form phase retrieval for high-dimensional problems with methods that provide

theoretical performance guarantees, a number of nonconvex methods have been

proposed and analyzed within the last years; see, e.g., [30–32, 115–120]. All these

methods rely on an accurate initial guess of the true signal to be recovered, which

can be obtained by means of so-called spectral initializers [30–32, 117, 120–122].

More recently, it has been shown in [28, 123–125] that given such initial guesses,

one can perform phase retrieval via the convex program PhaseMax, which avoids

lifting and provides accurate performance guarantees.

Contributions

In this section, we show that the availability of an initial guess enables the use of

linear estimators to perform phase retrieval. Concretely, we propose a novel mean

square error (MSE)-optimal linear phase retrieval method we call PhaseLin. Our

method provides exact and nonasymptotic expressions of the recovery MSE and

is suitable for scenarios in which the measurement matrix is finite-dimensional,

deterministic, and (possibly) structured—these aspects are in stark contrast to

most existing theoretical results that are either of asymptotic nature and/or
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require randomness in the measurement matrix. We furthermore show that

by iteratively using PhaseLin, one arrives at a phase retrieval algorithm that

performs on par with existing methods on synthetic and real-world data.

Notation

Column vectors and matrices are denoted with lower- and upper-case bold

letters, respectively. For a matrix A, its transpose, Hermitian transpose, and

(entry-wise) complex conjugate are denoted respectively by AT, AH, and A∗. The

entry on the mth row and nth column of A is denoted as [A]m,n, and am denotes

the mth column vector. For a vector a, its kth entry is denoted by ak; the `2-norm

norm is denoted by ‖a‖2. The (entry-wise) Hadamard product and the trace

operator are denoted by � and tr(·), respectively. The notation diag(a) stands

for the square matrix with the vector a on its main diagonal; diag(A) denotes the

column vector comprising the diagonal elements of the matrix A. The operators

<(·) and =(·) extract the real and imaginary parts of a complex-valued number,

respectively; for a complex-valued vector a, we use aR and aI to denote the real

and imaginary parts. Expectation with respect to the random vector x is denoted

by Ex[·].

4.1.2 Main Results

We now present PhaseLin. We separately provide results for the recovery of

real-valued and complex-valued signals. We then provide an exact expression

for the recovery MSE of PhaseLin. We finally show how one can iteratively use

PhaseLin to arrive at a powerful phase retrieval algorithm.
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The Real Case: PhaseLin-R

We first focus on the case where the signal to be recovered x ∈ RN and the

measurement matrix A ∈ RM×N are both real-valued. We need the following

assumptions.

Assumptions 1. We assume that the signal noise vector nz is zero-mean Gaussian

with covariance matrix Cnz , i.e., nz ∼ N (0, Cnz); the measurement noise vector ny is

Gaussian with mean n̄y and covariance matrix Cny , i.e., ny ∼ N (n̄y, Cny). For the

signal vector x ∈ RN, we assume that we have an initial guess x̄ ∈ RN (e.g., obtained

from a spectral initializer). We furthermore assume that the true signal can be written

as x = x̄ + e, where the error vector e denotes the difference between the initial guess

x̄ and the true signal x. We assume that the error vector follows a zero-mean Gaussian

distribution with covariance Ce, i.e., e ∼ N (0, Ce).

With these assumptions, we can derive PhaseLin-R; the proof of the following

result is given in Appendix 7.5.1.

Theorem 22 (PhaseLin-R). Under Assumptions 1, the linear estimate x̂ that minimizes

the recovery MSE defined as

MSE = E e,nz,ny

[
‖x̂− x‖2

2

]
(4.2)

is given by

x̂ = Cx,yv + x̄ with Cyv = y− ȳ,

where x̄ is an initial guess and

ȳ = diag(Cz) + |z̄|2 + n̄y

Cx,y = 2CeAT diag(z̄)

Cy = (4z̄z̄T + 2Cz)�Cz+Cny ,
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with z̄ = Ax̄ and Cz = ACeAT + Cnz .

Furthermore, the complexity of this algorithm in terms of number of real-valued

multiplications is given by 1
2 M3 + 2MN(N + M) + 3M2 + 3MN + 3M.

The above result describes the linear estimate x̂ of the signal x to be recovered

that minimizes the recovery MSE, given the phase-less measurements in y and

an initial guess x̄. As shown in Lemma 24, we are able to provide a closed form

expression for the recovery MSE of PhaseLin-R.

Remark 3. If the initial guess x̄ is zero, then the quantity z̄ is zero. In this situation, the

matrix Cx,y is zero and, hence, the obtained estimate x̂ is zero as well. Clearly, for such

an initial guess, PhaseLin fails at estimating the signal x. By using spectral initializers

to set the mean x̄, such as the ones proposed in [30–32,117,120–122], PhaseLin performs

well in practice; see Section 5.1.3 for simulation results.

The Complex Case: PhaseLin-C

We now focus on the case where the signal to be recovered x ∈ CN and the

measurement matrix A ∈ CM×N are both complex-valued. The measurements,

however, remain real-valued. We need the following assumptions.

Assumptions 2. We assume that the signal noise vector nz is circularly symmetric

complex Gaussian with covariance matrix Cnz , i.e., nz ∼ CN (0, Cnz). We assume

that the error vector is also circularly symmetric complex Gaussian with covariance

matrix Ce, i.e., e ∼ CN (0, Ce). The remaining assumptions are identical to those in

Assumptions 1.

We can now derive PhaseLin-C; the proof of the following result is given in
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Appendix 7.5.2.

Theorem 23 (PhaseLin-C). Under Assumptions 2, the linear estimate x̂ that minimizes

the MSE in (4.2) is given by

x̂ = Cx,yv + x̄ with Cyv = y− ȳ,

where x̄ is an initial guess and

ȳ = diag(Cz) + |z̄|2 + n̄y

Cx,y = CeAH diag(z̄)

Cy = 2<
{(

z̄z̄H
)
�C∗z

}
+ Cz �C∗z + Cny ,

with z̄ = Ax̄ and Cz = ACeAH + Cnz .

Furthermore, the complexity of this algorithm in terms of number of real-valued

multiplications is given by 2M3 + 8MN(M + N) + 8M2 + 6MN −M + 1.

As for PhaseLin-C, the above result describes the linear estimate x̂ of the

signal x that minimizes the recovery MSE given the phase-less measurements in

y and an initial guess x̄.

Exact Expression for the Recovery MSE

For both PhaseLin-R and PhaseLin-C, the following result provides an exact

and nonasymptotic expression of the recovery MSE; the proof is given in Ap-

pendix 7.5.3.

Lemma 24 (MSE of PhaseLin). Let either Assumptions 1 or Assumptions 2 hold.

Furthermore, assume that Cy is full rank. Then, the recovery MSE is given by

MSE = tr(Ce −Cx,yC−1
y CH

x,y).
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(a) Original (b) PhaseLin-C (c) WF (d) RAF (e) Fienup

(f) PhaseMax (g) PhaseLamp (h) GS (i) PhaseLift

(j) Original (k) PhaseLin-C (l) WF (m) RAF (n) Fienup

(o) PhaseMax (p) PhaseLamp (q) GS (r) PhaseLift

Figure 4.1: (Top two rows) Reconstructions of a 16× 16-pixel image captured
through a scattering medium (real-world dataset provided in [1], reconstructions
using PhasePack [126]) with M = 3N measurements using different phase
retrieval methods. (Bottom two rows) The same experiment but with M = 9N
measurements. See Table 4.1 for the N-MSE values and runtimes of each phase
retrieval algorithm.

We emphasize that most existing phase retrieval methods either provide

theoretical results that are exact in the asymptotic regime or provide upper

bounds on the recovery error. In addition, virtually all existing theoretical

results require randomness in the measurement matrix A. In contrast, Lemma 24

assumes randomness in the signal to be recovered and the noise sources, is

nonasymptotic and exact, and holds for arbitrary and deterministic measurement
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matrices.

Remark 4. Lemma 24 requires the matrix Cy to be full rank. It can be shown that this

full-rank requirement is satisfied for most scenarios with nondegenerate measurement

matrices A or for situations with nonzero measurement noise.

Iterative Variant of PhaseLin

The authors of [124] proposed an iterative scheme that can improve upon the per-

formance of the PhaseMax formulation. The iterative method, called PhaseLamp,

first applies PhaseMax with an estimate obtained from a spectral initializer. In

each subsequent iteration, the result of the previous iteration is then used as

a new initial guess for PhaseMax—this procedure is repeated for a predefined

number of iterations or until convergence. Inspired by PhaseLamp, we propose

to iteratively apply PhaseLin. The resulting method proceeds as follows.

We start at iteration t = 0 with a spectral initializer x̄(0). We run PhaseLin

with this initial guess to obtain an estimate of the signal to be recovered x̂(0). We

then take this estimate as a new initial guess, i.e., x̄(1) = x̂(0) and re-use PhaseLin

to obtain a (hopefully improved) estimate. Concretely, we perform

x̄(t+1) = x̂(t) = PhaseLin(x̄(t)) for t = 0, . . . , tmax

with the final estimate being x̂(tmax). In our experiments, we simply keep the

same covariance matrix Ce during all iterations. We note that more sophisticated

methods for selecting the error covariance matrix Ce on a per-iteration basis may

yield improved performance; the design and analysis of such methods is left for

future work.
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Table 4.1: Relative runtime (RR) and normalized MSE (N-MSE) versus oversam-
pling ratio (OSR) for image recovery as in Figure 4.5.

Metric RR N-MSE RR N-MSE
OSR M = 3N M = 9N

PhaseLin-C 1.00 0.3252 1.00 0.2783
WF [116] 0.61 0.4492 0.13 0.3069
RAF [122] 0.70 0.4769 0.16 0.2946
Fienup [7] 19.1 0.6070 0.45 0.2899
PhaseMax [123] 0.96 0.6254 0.42 0.4872
PhaseLamp [124] 13.3 0.6843 5.31 0.6848
GS [112] 17.9 0.6036 0.43 0.2899
PhaseLift [29] 170 0.3195 35.0 0.2786

4.1.3 Numerical Results

We now compare the performance of PhaseLin against existing phase retrieval

methods for both real and synthetic data. Algorithm and initializer implementa-

tions and experimental setups were provided by PhasePack [126].

Image Recovery

We first test the performance of PhaseLin on an image reconstruction task. In this

experiment, an image is captured through multiple scattering media, producing

phase-less measurements [1]; our task is to reconstruct the original image. In

Figure 4.5, we show the recovered images for a 16× 16-pixel image taken from the

dataset provided in [1] with M = 3N and M = 9N measurements, respectively.

We compare PhaseLin to the Wirtinger flow (WF) [116], reweighed amplitude

flow (RAF) [122], Fienup [7], PhaseMax [28, 123], PhaseLamp [124], Gerchberg-

Saxton (GS) [112], and PhaseLift [29] methods. For each method, we use the

asymptotically-optimal spectral initializer [32]. For PhaseLin, we use the complex

version and perform tmax = 10 iterations. Table 4.1 provides the associated
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Figure 4.2: Normalized MSE of different phase retrieval methods as a func-
tion of the oversampling ratio M/N for Gaussian data with N = 256 and the
same measurement process used in Figure 4.5. PhaseLin with only 15 iterations
outperforms most existing methods in the regime of small oversampling ratios.

normalized MSE (N-MSE), which is defined as [126]

N-MSE = min
α∈C
‖x− αx̂‖2/‖x‖2

as well as the relative runtime (compared to that of PhaseLin).

We see that for M = 3N, PhaseLin achieves a lower N-MSE than all other

methods except for PhaseLift, which is significantly more complex as it must

solve a large semidefinite program. Furthermore, for this image dimension,

the runtime of PhaseLin is comparable to that of the Wirtinger Flow, RAF, and

PhaseMax methods. For M = 9N, PhaseLin achieves the lowest N-MSE. How-

ever, increasing the number of measurements also increases the complexity of

PhaseLin.
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Synthetic Data

To further illustrate the efficacy of PhaseLin, we study its performance for dif-

ferent oversampling ratios M/N using synthetic data in Figure 4.2. We use the

same (empirical) measurement matrix from the above experiment and generate

synthetic signals of dimension 256 from a zero-mean Gaussian distribution as

x ∼ CN (0, 2I256×256). We then apply each method to 10 randomly generated

instances of x and plot the median N-MSE. PhaseLin-C with only 15 iterations

outperforms existing methods at small oversampling ratios except PhaseLift

(which has much higher computational complexity). We expect that performance

could be improved at higher sampling ratios with more sophisticated strategies

to select the error covariance Ce in each PhaseLin iteration.

4.1.4 Conclusions

We have proposed PhaseLin, an MSE-optimal linear estimator that recovers

signals from magnitude measurements. PhaseLin requires an initial guess of the

true signal that can be obtained from spectral initializers and enables an exact

and nonasymptotic analysis of the recovery MSE. Furthermore, we have demon-

strated that PhaseLin performs on par with existing phase retrieval methods

using real images and synthetic data when used in an iterative manner.

There are many avenues for ongoing work. First, analyzing the MSE of the

iterative version of PhaseLin is a challenging open research problem. Second,

tuning the error covariance in each PhaseLin iteration and further reducing our

method’s computational complexity is part of ongoing work.
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4.2 Linear Spectral Estimators and an Application to Phase Re-

trieval

Phase retrieval refers to the problem of recovering real- or complex-valued vec-

tors from magnitude measurements. The best-known algorithms for this problem

are iterative in nature and rely on so-called spectral initializers that provide accu-

rate initialization vectors. We propose a novel class of estimators suitable for gen-

eral nonlinear measurement systems, called linear spectral estimators (LSPEs),

which can be used to compute accurate initialization vectors for phase retrieval

problems. The proposed LSPEs not only provide accurate initialization vectors

for noisy phase retrieval systems with structured or random measurement ma-

trices, but also enable the derivation of sharp and nonasymptotic mean square

error bounds. We demonstrate the efficacy of LSPEs on synthetic and real-world

phase retrieval problems, and show that our estimators significantly outperform

existing methods for structured measurement systems that arise in practice.

4.2.1 Introduction

Phase retrieval refers to the problem of recovering an unknown N-dimensional

signal vector x ∈ HN, with H being the set of either real (R) or complex (C)

numbers, from the following nonlinear measurement process:

y = f (Ax + ez) + ey. (4.3)

Here, the measurement vector y ∈ RM contains M real-valued observations,

for example measured through the nonlinear function f (z) = |z|2 that operates

element-wise on vectors, A ∈ HM×N is a given measurement matrix, and the vec-
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tors ez ∈ HM and ey ∈ RN model signal and measurement noises, respectively.

In contrast to the majority of existing results on phase retrieval that assume

randomness in the measurement matrix A, we focus on the practical scenario in

which the measurement matrix A is deterministic, but the signal vector x to be

recovered as well as the two noise sources ez and ey are random.

Phase Retrieval

Phase retrieval has been studied extensively over the last decades [7, 112] and

finds use in a range of applications, including imaging [18–20], microscopy

[21, 22], and X-ray crystallography [6, 23, 24]. Phase retrieval problems were

solved traditionally using alternating projection methods, such as the Gerchberg-

Saxton [112] and Fienup [7] algorithms. More recent results have shown that

semidefinite programming enables the design of algorithms with performance

guarantees [27,29,113,114]. These methods lift the problem to a higher dimension,

resulting in excessive complexity and memory requirements. To perform phase

retrieval for high-dimensional problems with performance guarantees, a range of

convex [28, 123–125, 127–129] and nonconvex methods [30, 31, 115–120, 130–133]

have been proposed recently.

Spectral Initializers

All of the above non-lifting-based phase retrieval methods rely on accurate

initial estimates of the signal vector to be recovered. Such estimates are typically

obtained by means of so-called spectral initializers put forward in [31]. Spectral
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initializers first compute a Hermitian matrix of the following form:

Dβ = β
M

∑
m=1
T (ym)amaH

m , (4.4)

where β > 0 is a suitably-chosen scaling factor, ym denotes the mth measurement,

aH
m corresponds to the mth row of the measurement matrix A and T : R→ R is a

(possibly nonlinear) preprocessing function. While the identity T (y) = y was used

originally in [31], recent results revealed that carefully crafted preprocessing

functions yield more accurate estimates [30,32,117,120–122]. From the matrix Dβ

in (4.4), one then extracts the (scaled) eigenvector x̂ associated with the largest

eigenvalue, which serves as an initial estimate of the solution to the phase

retrieval problem.

As shown in [30–32,117,120–122], for i.i.d. Gaussian measurement matrices A,

sufficiently large measurement ratios δ = M/N, and carefully crafted prepro-

cessing functions T , spectral initializers provide accurate initialization vectors.

In fact, the results in [32] for the large-system limit with δ fixed and M → ∞

show that spectral initializers in combination with an optimal preprocessing func-

tion T achieve the fundamental information-theoretic limits of phase retrieval.

However, the assumption of having i.i.d. Gaussian measurement matrices A is

impractical—it is more natural to assume that the signal vector x is random and

the measurement matrix A is deterministic and structured [134].

Contributions

We propose a novel class of estimators, called linear spectral estimators (LSPEs),

that provide accurate estimates for general nonlinear measurement systems of

the form (4.3) and enable a nonasymptotic mean square error (MSE) analysis. We
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showcase the efficacy of LSPEs by applying them to phase retrieval problems,

where we compute initialization vectors for real- and complex-valued systems

with deterministic and finite-dimensional measurement matrices. For the pro-

posed LSPEs, we derive nonasymptotic and sharp bounds on the MSE for signal

estimation from phaseless measurements. We use synthetic and real-world phase

retrieval problems to demonstrate that LSPEs are able to significantly outperform

existing spectral initializers on systems that acquire structured measurements.

We furthermore show that preprocessing the phaseless measurements enables

LSPEs to generate improved initialization vectors for an even broader class of

measurement systems.

Notation

Lowercase and uppercase boldface letters represent column vectors and matrices,

respectively. For a matrix A, its transpose and Hermitian conjugate is AT and AH,

respectively, and the kth row and `th column entry is [A]k,` = Ak,`. For a vector a,

the kth entry is [a]k = ak. The `2-norm of a is denoted by ‖a‖2 and the Frobenius

norm of A by ‖A‖F. The Kronecker product is ⊗, the Hadamard product is �,

the Hadamard division is �, and the trace operator is tr(·). The N × N identity

matrix is denoted by IN; the M× N all-zeros and all-ones matrices are denoted

by 0M×N and 1M×N , respectively. For a vector a, diag(a) is a square matrix with

a on the main diagonal; for a matrix A, diag(A) is a column vector containing

the diagonal elements of A.
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4.2.2 Linear Spectral Estimators

We start by reviewing the essentials of spectral initializers and then, introduce

linear spectral estimators (LSPEs) for measurement systems of the form (4.3) with

general nonlinearities f . We furthermore provide nonasymptotic expressions for

the associated estimation error, and we compare our analytical results to that of

conventional spectral initializers in (4.4). In Section 4.2.3, we will apply LSPEs to

phase retrieval.

Spectral Estimation and Initializers

One of the key issues of the phase retrieval problem is the fact that if x is a

solution to (4.3), then ejφx for any φ ∈ [0, 2π) is also a valid solution (assuming

H = C). Put simply, the solution is nonunique up to a global phase shift. One

way of combating this issue is to directly recover the outer product xxH instead

of x, which is unaffected by phase shifts; this insight is the key underlying lifting-

based phase retrieval methods [27, 29, 113, 114]. With this in mind, one could

envision the design of an estimator that directly minimizes the conditional MSE:

ẋ = arg min
x̃∈HN

E
[
‖xxH − x̃x̃H‖2

F | y
]
. (4.5)

Here, expectation is with respect to the signal vector x and the two noise sources

ez and ey. This optimization problem resembles that of a posterior mean estima-

tor (PME) which is, in general, difficult to derive, even for simple observation

models—for phase retrieval, we have two additional challenges: (i) nonlinear

phaseless measurements as in (4.3) and (ii) the quantity x̃x̃H has rank-1.

Spectral initializers avoid the issues of the estimator in (4.5) by first replacing

the true outer product xxH with a so-called spectral estimator matrix Dβ as in (4.4)
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that depends on the measurement vector y. In a second step, one then computes

the best rank-1 approximation as follows:

x̂ = arg min
x̃∈HN

‖Dβ − x̃x̃H‖2
F (4.6)

from which the estimate x̂ can be extracted.

By performing an eigenvalue decomposition Dβ = UΛUH with UHU = IM

and the eigenvalues in the diagonal matrix Λ = diag([λ1, . . . , λM]T) are sorted

in descending order of their magnitudes, a spectral initializer is given by the

scaled leading eigenvector x̂ =
√

λ1u1. In practice, one can use power iterations to

efficiently compute x̂.

Linear Spectral Estimators

We now propose a novel class of estimators, which we call linear spectral estimators

(LSPEs), that provide accurate estimates for general nonlinear measurement sys-

tems of the form (4.3). To this end, we borrow ideas from the spectral initializer,

the PME in (4.5), and the linear phase retrieval algorithm put forward in [135].

In the first step, LSPEs apply a linear estimator to the nonlinear observations

in T (y) to construct a spectral estimator matrix Dy for which the spectral MSE (or

matrix MSE) defined as

S-MSE = E

[∥∥∥Dy − xxH
∥∥∥2

F

]
(4.7)

is minimal. We restrict ourselves to spectral estimator matrices Dy that are affine

in T (y), i.e., are of the form

Dy = W0 +
M

∑
m=1
T (ym)Wm (4.8)
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with Wm ∈ HN×N, m = 0, . . . , M. In the second step, we use the spectral

estimator matrix Dy to extract a (scaled) leading eigenvector as in (4.5), which is

the linear spectral estimate of the signal vector x. Intuitively, if we can construct a

matrix Dy from the preprocessed measurements in T (y) for which the S-MSE

in (5.8) is minimal, then we expect that computing its best rank-1 approximation

would yield an accurate estimate of the signal vector x up to a global phase shift.

We will justify this claim in Section 4.2.2.

Mathematically, we wish to compute a matrix Dy of the form (4.8) that is the

solution to the following problem:

minimize
W̃m∈HN×N

m=0,...,M

E

∥∥∥∥∥W̃0 +
M

∑
m=1
T (ym)W̃m− xxH

∥∥∥∥∥
2

F

. (4.9)

Clearly, the spectral estimator matrix Dy will depend on the measurement matrix

A, the statistics of the signal to be estimated x and the two noise sources ez and

ey, the nonlinearity f , as well as the preprocessing function T . For this setting,

we have the following general result which summarizes the LSPE; the proof is

given in Appendix 7.5.4.

Theorem 25 (Linear Spectral Estimator). Let the measurement vector y be a result of

the general measurement model in (4.3) and select a preprocessing function T . Define

the vector T (y) = E[T (y)] and assume the matrix

T = E
[
(T (y)− T (y))(T (y)− T (y))T

]
is full rank. Let t ∈ RM satisfy Tt = T (y)− T (y) and

Vm = E
[
(T (ym)− T (ym))(xxH −Kx)

]
for m = 1, . . . , M with Kx = E

[
xxH]. Then, the LSPE matrix that minimizes the
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S-MSE in (5.8) is given by

Dy = Kx +
M

∑
m=1

tmVm. (4.10)

The linear spectral estimate x̂ is then given by the scaled leading eigenvector of the matrix

Dy in (4.10).

The vector t is the only quantity in Theorem 25 that depends on the actual

(nonlinear) observations contained in the measurement vector y. All other

quantities depend only on the first two moments of xxH as well as the considered

signal, noise, and measurement models. The key features of the LSPE are as

follows: (i) the involved quantities can often be computed in closed form (see

Section 4.2.3 for two applications to phase retrieval) and (ii) LSPEs enable a

nonasymptotic and sharp analysis of the associated estimation error.

Remark 5. Theorem 25 requires the matrix T to be invertible. This condition is satisfied

in most practical situations with nondegenerate measurement matrices A or in situations

with nonzero measurement noise.

Estimation Error Analysis of LSPEs

The remaining piece of the proposed LSPE is to show that the result of this

two-step estimation procedure indeed yields a vector that is close to the signal

vector x. We start with the following result; the proof is given in Appendix 7.5.5.

Theorem 26 (S-MSE of the LSPE). Let the assumptions of Theorem 25 hold. Then, the

S-MSE in (5.8) for the LSPE matrix in (4.10) is given by

S-MSELSPE = CxxH−
M

∑
m=1

M

∑
m′=1

[T−1]m,m′ tr
(

VH
mVm′

)
(4.11)

with CxxH = E
[∥∥xxH −Kx

∥∥2
F

]
.
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With this result, we are ready to establish a bound on the estimation error

of the LSPE. The proof of the following result follows from Theorem 26 and is

given in Appendix 7.5.6.

Corollary 27 (LSPE Estimation Error). Let the assumptions of Theorem 25 hold. Then,

the estimation error (EER) of the LSPE satisfies the following inequality:

EERLSPE = E
[
‖x̂x̂H − xxH‖2

F

]
≤ 4 S-MSELSPE. (4.12)

This result implies that by minimizing the S-MSE in (5.8) via (4.9), we are also

reducing the EER of the LSPE. In other words, if the spectral error E = Dy − x̂x̂H

is small, then the EER of the LSPE (4.12) will be small.

Remark 6. Corollary 27 is nonasymptotic and depends on the instance of measurement

matrix A. This result is in stark contrast to existing performance bounds for spectral

initializers [30, 31, 117, 121, 122] that strongly rely on randomness in the measurement

matrix. In addition to randomness, the sharp performance guarantees in [32, 120] focus

on the asymptotic regime for which δ = M/N is fixed and M→ ∞.

S-MSE of Spectral Initializers

We can also derive an exact expression for the S-MSE of the conventional spectral

initializer in (4.4). We assume optimal scaling, i.e., the parameter β is set to

minimize the S-MSE. The following result characterizes the S-MSE of such a

scaled spectral initializer; the proof is given in Appendix 7.5.7.

Proposition 1 (S-MSE of the Spectral Initializer). Let Dβ be the conventional spectral

initializer matrix in (4.4). Then, the optimally-scaled S-MSE defined as

S-MSESI = min
β∈H

E
[
‖Dβ − xxH‖2

F

]
(4.13)
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is given by

S-MSESI = RxxH−

∣∣∣∑M
m=1 aH

mṼmam

∣∣∣2
∑M

m=1 ∑M
m′=1 T̃m,m′ |aH

mam′ |2
, (4.14)

where RxxH = E
[
‖xxH‖2

F
]
, Ṽm = E

[
T (ym)xxH], m = 1, . . . , M, and T̃ =

E
[
T (y)T (y)T].
Since the matrix in (4.4) is a special case of the LSPE matrix in (4.8), we have

the following simple yet important property:

S-MSELSPE ≤ S-MSESI.

In words, the spectral MSE of the LSPE cannot be worse than that of a spectral

initializer. As we will show in Section 5.1.3, LSPEs are able to outperform spectral

initializers on both synthetic and real-world phase retrieval problems given that

the same preprocessing function T is used.

4.2.3 LSPEs for Phase Retrieval Problems

The LSPE provides a framework for estimating signal vectors from the general

observation model in (4.3). To make the concept of LSPEs explicit and to demon-

strate their efficacy in practice, we next show three application examples to phase

retrieval in real and complex-valued systems.

Real-Valued Phase Retrieval

We now focus on the case where the signal vector x to be recovered and the

measurement matrix A are both real-valued. We derive the LSPE by using the

following assumptions, which are reasonable for phase retrieval problems.
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Assumptions 3. Let H = R. Assume square measurements f (z) = z2 and the

identity preprocessing function T (y) = y. Assume that the signal vector x ∈ RN

is i.i.d. zero-mean Gaussian distributed with covariance matrix Cx = σ2
xIN, i.e.,

x ∼ N (0N×1, σ2
xIN); the parameter σ2

x denotes the signal variance. Assume that

the signal noise vector ez is zero-mean Gaussian with covariance matrix Cez , i.e.,

ez ∼ N (0M×1, Cez), and the measurement noise vector ey is Gaussian with mean ēy

and covariance matrix Cey , i.e., ey ∼ N (ēy, Cey). Furthermore assume that x, ez, and

ey are independent.

Under these assumptions, we can derive the following LSPE which we call

LSPE-R; the detailed derivations of this spectral estimator are given in Ap-

pendix 7.5.8.

Estimator 1 (LSPE-R). Let Assumptions 3 hold. Then, the spectral estimation matrix

is given by

DR
y = Kx +

M

∑
m=1

tmVm, (4.15)

where Kx = σ2
xIN, the vector t ∈ RM is given by the solution to the linear system

Tt = y− y with

Cz = σ2
xAAT + Cez

y = diag(Cz) + ēy

T = 2Cz �Cz + Cey

and Vm = 2σ4
xamaT

m, m = 1, . . . , M. The spectral estimate x̂ is given by the (scaled)

leading eigenvector of DR
y in (4.15). Furthermore, the S-MSE is given by Theorem 26,

and the complexity of computing this spectral estimate in terms of number of real-valued

multiplications is given by 1
2 M3 + 2MN2 + NM2 + 4M2 + MN + M.
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Phase Retrieval without Preprocessing

We first focus on the case where the signal vector x to be estimated and the

measurement matrix A are both complex-valued. The phaseless measurements

y, however, remain real-valued. We need the following assumptions.

Assumptions 4. Let H = C. Assume square absolute measurements f (z) = |z|2

and the identity preprocessing function T (y) = y. Assume that the signal vector

x ∈ CN is i.i.d. circularly-symmetric complex Gaussian with covariance matrix Cx =

σ2
xIN, i.e., x ∼ CN (0N×1, σ2

xIN). Assume that the signal noise vector ez is circularly-

symmetric complex Gaussian with covariance matrix Cez , i.e., ez ∼ CN (0M×1, Cez),

and the measurement noise vector ey is a real-valued Gaussian vector with mean ēy and

covariance matrix Cey , i.e., ey ∼ N (ēy, Cey). Furthermore assume that x, ez, and ey

are independent.

Under these assumptions, we can derive the following LSPE which we call

LSPE-C; the detailed derivations of this spectral estimator are given in Ap-

pendix 7.5.9.

Estimator 2 (LSPE-C). Let Assumptions 4 hold. Then, the spectral estimation matrix

is given by

DC
y = Kx +

M

∑
m=1

tmVm, (4.16)

where Kx = σ2
xIN, the vector t ∈ RM is given by the solution to the linear system

Tt = y− y with

y = diag(Cz) + ēy

Cz = σ2
xAAH + Cez

T = Cz �C∗z + Cey
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and Vm = σ4
xamaH

m , m = 1, . . . , M. The spectral estimate x̂ is given by the (scaled)

leading eigenvector of DC
y in (4.16). Furthermore, the S-MSE is given by Theorem 26,

and the complexity of computing this spectral estimate in terms of number of real-valued

multiplications is given by 2M3 + 8N2M + 7M2 + 4N2 − 2M + 1.

We emphasize that the spectral estimator matrix in (4.16) resembles that of the

conventional spectral initializer matrix (4.4) with the following key differences.

First and foremost, each outer product contained in Vm = σ4
xamaH

m in Estimator 2

is weighted by tm, which is a function of all phaseless measurements in y and

of the covariance matrix Cx. In contrast, each outer product in the conventional

spectral initializer matrix in (4.4) is only weighted by the associated measurement

ym. This difference enables the LSPE to weight each outer product depending on

correlations in the phaseless measurements caused by structure in the matrix A.

Second, the spectral estimator matrix includes a mean term Kx, which is absent

in the spectral initializer matrix. As we will show in Section 5.1.3, for the same

preprocessing function T , Estimator 2 is able to outperform spectral initializers

for systems with structured measurement matrices A. For large i.i.d. Gaussian

measurement matrices, there is no particular correlation structure to exploit and

LSPEs perform on par with spectral initializers.

Phase Retrieval with Exponential Preprocessing

To demonstrate the flexibility and generality of our framework, we now design

an LSPE with an exponential preprocessing function for complex-valued phase

retrieval. We derive the LSPE under the following assumptions.

Assumptions 5. LetH = C. Assume square absolute measurements f (z) = |z|2 and
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the exponential preprocessing function T (y) = exp(−γy) with γ > 0, i.e., we consider

T (y) = exp
(
−γ(|z|2 + ey)

)
and z = Ax + ez,

where the exponential function is applied element-wise to vectors. The remaining

assumptions are the same as in Assumptions 4.

We now derive the following LSPE called LSPE-Exp; the derivation of this

spectral estimator is given in Appendix 7.5.10.

Estimator 3 (LSPE-Exp). Let Assumptions 5 hold. Then, the spectral estimation matrix

is given by

DExp
y = Kx +

M

∑
m=1

tmVm, (4.17)

where Kx = σ2
xIN, the vector t ∈ RM is given by the solution to the linear system

Tt = T (y)− T (y) with

T (y) = pγ � qγ

T = (pγpT
γ)�exp(γ2Cey)�(qγqT

γ− γ2Cz �C∗z)

− (pγpT
γ)� (qγqT

γ)

Vm = − γσ4
x [pγ]m

(γ[Cz]m,m + 1)2 amaH
m , m = 1, . . . , M,

where we use the following definitions:

qγ = γ diag(Cz) + 1M×1

pγ = exp
(
−γēy + γ2 1

2 diag(Cey)
)

Cz = σ2
xAAH + Cez .

The spectral estimate x̂ is given by the (scaled) leading eigenvector of DExp
y in (4.17).

Furthermore, the S-MSE of this estimator is given by Theorem 26, and the complexity of

computing this spectral estimate in terms of number of real-valued multiplications is

given by 2M3 + 8N2M + 4NM2 + 14M2 + 7M + 4.
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At first sight, the choice of the exponential preprocessing function used in

Estimator 3 seems to be arbitrary. We emphasize, however, that this particular

function is inspired by the asymptotically-optimal preprocessing function for

properly-normalized Gaussian measurement ensembles proposed in [32] which

is given by

Topt(y) =
y− 1

y +
√

δ− 1
. (4.18)

As it turns out, we can scale, negate, and shift the exponential preprocessing

function T (y) = exp(−γy) to make it take a similar shape as the function in

(4.18). More concretely, exponential preprocessing as well as Topt(y) enables

one to attenuate the effect of measurements with large magnitude, which is also

the idea underlying the class of orthogonal spectral initializers, as proposed

in [30, 121, 122], that perform well in practice.

4.2.4 Numerical Results

We now compare the performance of our LSPEs against existing spectral ini-

tializers proposed for phase retrieval on synthetic and real image data. All

our results use the spectral initializers and experimental setups provided by

PhasePack [126].

Impact of Measurement Ensemble

We start by comparing the normalized MSE (N-MSE) defined as [126]

N-MSE =
minα∈H ‖x− αx̂‖2

‖x‖2
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(b) Gaussian measurements, N = 256
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(c) Transmission measurements, N = 256

Figure 4.3: Comparison of normalized MSE (N-MSE) as a function of the oversampling
ratio δ = M/N for complex-valued phase retrieval with different spectral initializers
and with different measurement matrices. The proposed LSPEs perform well on low-
dimensional problems, for structured measurement ensembles, or at high oversampling
ratios δ. 116



for a range of spectral initializers on different measurement ensembles. Specif-

ically, we focus on the complex-valued case and consider (i) an i.i.d. Gaussian

measurement matrix with signal dimension N = 16, (ii) an i.i.d. Gaussian mea-

surement matrix with N = 256, and (iii) the structured “transmission matrix”

used for image recovery through multiple scattering media as detailed in [1].

We vary the oversampling ratio δ = M/N and compare the N-MSE of the

proposed complex-valued LSPEs, LSPE-C (Estimator 2) and LSPE-Exp (Estima-

tor 3 with γ = 0.001), to the following spectral initializers: the original spectral

initializer [31, 114] called “spectral,” truncated spectral initializer [117] called

“truncated,” weighted spectral initializer [122] called “weighted,” amplitude spec-

tral initializer [30] called “amplitude,” orthogonal spectral initializer [121] called

“orthogonal,” and the asymptotically-optimal spectral initializer [32] called “op-

timal.” For the following synthetic experiments, we generate the signals to

be recovered according to Assumptions 4 and Assumptions 5 for LSPE-C and

LSPE-Exp, respectively.

Figure 4.3(a) shows that the proposed LSPEs significantly outperform all

existing spectral initializers for small problem dimensions with Gaussian mea-

surements; this improvement is even more pronounced for large oversampling

ratios. The reason is that since we randomly generate a low-dimensional sensing

matrix, the system will exhibit strong correlations among the measurements that

can be exploited by LSPEs. For larger dimensions with Gaussian measurements,

we see in Figure 4.3(b) that the proposed LSPEs do not provide an advantage

over other methods. In fact, only LSPE-Exp is able to perform as well as the or-

thogonal spectral initializer, which achieves the best performance in this scenario.

This behavior can be attributed to the facts that (i) for large random matrices

there is no particular correlation structure among the measurements to exploit
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and (ii) ignoring measurements associated to large values in ym is increasingly

important. For structured measurements, as it is the case for the transmission ma-

trix from [1], we see in Figure 4.3(c) that LSPEs significantly outperform existing

methods that are designed for random measurement ensembles. In this scenario,

exponential preprocessing does not improve performance since correlations in

the transmission matrix are dominating the performance.

S-MSE Expressions and Approximation Error

We now validate our theoretical S-MSE expressions in Theorem 26 and Proposi-

tion 1, and confirm the accuracy of the EER bound given in Corollary 27. In the

following experiment, we set M = 8N and vary the dimension N from 8 to 64.

For each pair (M, N), we randomly generate one instance of an i.i.d. circularly

symmetric complex Gaussian measurement matrix and average the different

errors (S-MSE and EER) over 10, 000 Monte-Carlo trials. We consider a noiseless

setting and assume identity preprocessing, i.e., T (y) = y. The signal vectors

are generated according to an i.i.d. circularly complex Gaussian random vector.

From Figure 4.4, we see that our analytical S-MSE expressions for the LSPE-C

and spectral initializers match their empirical values. We furthermore see that

the empirical EER is only about 6 dB to 10 dB lower than our non-asymptotic

upper bound given in Corollary 27.

Real-World Image Recovery

We finally illustrate the efficacy of LSPEs in a more realistic scenario. In partic-

ular, we show results for a real image reconstruction task by using LSPEs and
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of the analytical and empirical spectral MSE (S-MSE) and
estimation error (EER) for LSPEs and spectral initializers (SI) at oversampling ratio
δ = 8. Our analytical expressions in Theorem 26 and Proposition 1 match the empirical
S-MSE; the upper bound in Corollary 27 accurately characterizes the empirical EER.

spectral initializers only, i.e., we are not using any additional phase retrieval

algorithm. Our goal is to recover a 16 × 16-pixel and a 40 × 40-pixel image

that was captured through a multiple scattering media using the deterministic

and highly-structured transmission matrix as detailed in [1]. We compare the

proposed LSPEs to the same set of spectral initializers as in Section 4.2.4. The

signal priors are as in Assumptions 4 (LSPE-C) and Assumptions 5 (LSPE-Exp).

Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show the recovered images along with the N-MSE values.

The proposed LSPEs (often significantly) outperform all spectral initializers in

terms of visual quality as well as the N-MSE. This result confirms the observations

made in Figure 4.3(c) that LSPEs outperform existing spectral initializers for

structured measurement matrices. We note that exponential preprocessing for

LSPEs does not noticeably improve the N-MSE (over LSPE-C) in this setting

since correlations in the transmission measurement matrix are dominating the
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(a) original (b) amplitude
N-MSE = 0.4927

(c) optimal
N-MSE = 0.4833

(d) orthogonal
N-MSE = 0.6850

(e) spectral
N-MSE = 0.4764

(f) truncated
N-MSE = 0.4764

(g) weighted
N-MSE = 0.4797

(h) LSPE-C
N-MSE = 0.3377

(i) LSPE-Exp
N-MSE = 0.2928

Figure 4.5: Recovery of a 16× 16 image from with M = 5N measurements captured
through a scattering medium without the use of a phase retrieval algorithm. LSPEs
outperform all initializers for structured measurements.

recovery performance.

4.2.5 Conclusions

We have proposed a novel class of estimators, called linear spectral estima-

tors (LSPEs), which are suitable for the recovery of signals from general nonlinear

measurement systems. We have developed nonasymptotic and deterministic per-

formance guarantees for LSPEs that provide accurate bounds on the estimation
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(a) original (b) amplitude
N-MSE = 0.7010

(c) optimal
N-MSE = 0.5849

(d) orthogonal
N-MSE = 0.7028

(e) spectral
N-MSE = 0.7016

(f) truncated
N-MSE = 0.7020

(g) weighted
N-MSE = 0.7013

(h) LSPE-C
N-MSE = 0.4920

(i) LSPE-Exp
N-MSE = 0.4896

Figure 4.6: Recovery of a 40× 40 image from with M = 10N measurements captured
through a scattering medium without the use of a phase retrieval algorithm. LSPEs
outperform all initializers for structured measurements.

error, especially for structured or low-dimensional measurement systems. To

demonstrate the efficacy of LSPEs in practice, we have applied them to complex-

valued phase retrieval problems, in which LSPEs can be used to compute accurate

signal estimates or initialization vectors for other convex or nonconvex phase

retrieval algorithms. We have shown that properly preprocessing the nonlinear

measurements can further improve the performance of LSPEs in practical sce-

narios. Our simulations with synthetic and real data have shown that LSPEs

are able to significantly outperform existing spectral initializers, especially for
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low-dimensional problems, for structured measurement matrices, or for large

oversampling ratios.

There are many avenues for future work. First, one could derive LSPEs for the

asymptotically-optimal preprocessing function in (4.18) or for other commonly

used functions, which may lead to further performance improvements. Second,

the proposed error analysis could be used to generate improved measurement

matrices. Third, an exploration of LSPEs for other nonlinearities that arise in

machine learning and signal processing applications is left for future work.
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CHAPTER 5

HYPER-PARAMETER INITIALIZATION

In numerous machine learning algorithms, non-linearities are deliberately

introduced to the system as a way to better learn the given task. One such

algorithm is neural networks where each layer of the network is equipped with a

non-linearity applied to linear measurements. Our objective, here, is to learn the

parameters introduced in each nonlinear layer of the neural networks. We can

use signal estimation techniques as a method to learn or initialize the parameters

introduced in these nonlinear models. In what follows, we introduce an efficient

initialization method for shallow neural networks.

5.1 Initializing Neural Networks by Layer Fusion

Deep neural networks achieve state-of-the-art performance for a range of classi-

fication and inference tasks. However, the use of (stochastic) gradient descent

combined with the nonconvexity of the underlying optimization problems ren-

ders parameter learning susceptible to initialization. To address this issue, a

variety of methods that rely on random parameter initialization or knowledge

distillation have been proposed in the past. In this chapter, we propose FuseInit,

a novel method to initialize shallower networks by fusing neighboring layers

of deeper networks that are trained with random initialization. We develop

theoretical results and efficient algorithms for optimal fusion of neighboring

dense-dense, convolutional-dense, and convolutional-convolutional layers. We

show experiments for a range of classification and regression datasets, which sug-

gest that deeper neural networks are less sensitive to initialization and shallower

networks can perform better (sometimes as well as their deeper counterparts) if
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initialized with FuseInit.

5.1.1 Introduction

A common approach to improving the performance of neural networks is to

increase the number of parameters [34, 35]. Theoretical and empirical evidence

in [136–138] suggest that over-parametrization (more parameters in the network

than in the training data) enables one to find better minimizers (and often faster)

and reduce the generalization error. Furthermore, [139] has shown that finding

global minimizers can be easier for sufficiently large networks.

Unfortunately, the deployment of deep neural nets with a large number of

parameters in resource-constrained systems, such as mobile devices, unmanned

aerial vehicles, or autonomous cars is extremely challenging in terms of both

storage and computation [140, 141]. Fortunately, the parameters of deep neural

nets often exhibit high redundancy and, with appropriate initialization schemes,

shallower networks can in many situations be trained to perform as well as their

deeper counterparts [142, 143]. [144] has shown that one can significantly com-

press the number of parameters in deep networks, but training of such shallower

networks directly, without using a deeper network, is a notoriously difficult

task. In many situations, the success or failure of training shallower networks

boils down to the initialization method—the design of powerful initialization

strategies, however, remains an active research area.
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Contributions

We propose FuseInit, a novel network initialization method. The key idea of

FuseInit is to first train a deeper neural network with initialization methods

that rely on random weights—the deeper network is then used to initialize

a shallower network by fusing neighboring layers. Using a classical result

by [17], we develop new theory for mean-square error (MSE)-optimal fusion of

neighboring dense-dense, convolutional-dense, and convolutional-convolutional

layers with arbitrary activation functions. We propose efficient algorithms for

FuseInit that scale favorably to deeper neural networks and large datasets. To

demonstrate the efficacy of our approach, we show experimental results for a

range of classification and regression datasets. Our results suggest that deeper

networks are less sensitive to initialization and shallower networks can perform

better (sometimes as well as their deeper counterparts) if initialized with FuseInit.

Relevant Prior Art

The majority of initialization schemes for neural nets deployed in practice rely

on randomly initialized network parameters. A widespread approach to random

initialization is the use of zero-mean Gaussian random variables with small

variance (e.g., 0.01) [145]. [146] proposed random initialization with a variance

that depends on the number of inputs and outputs of the layer to be initialized.

[147] improved upon this approach for networks with ReLU activations by

using random variables with variance 2/N, where N denotes the number of

inputs to the target layer. Other methods that focus particularly on deep network

initialization with random parameters have been proposed in, e.g., [148,149]. Our

focus is on initializing shallow networks. FuseInit combines random initialization
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with an expansion-and-fusion strategy: to initialize a target network, FuseInit

first adds one (or multiple) layers to the network, then initializes the deeper

network with random parameters, trains it, and finally fuses it to the target

architecture.

A prominent approach to train shallow neural networks from deep networks

is knowledge distillation [150]. This approach builds upon the idea of imposing

the outputs of a deeper teacher network to the outputs of the shallower student

network. FuseInit differs from such methods as it starts directly from a deeper

network and successively fuses neighboring layers to initialize the parameters of

the shallower network instead of training the shallower (student) network with

the outputs of the deeper (teacher) network outputs from scratch. FuseInit can

be combined with such methods by initializing the student network, which can

then be trained via knowledge distillation.

ExpandNet is a recent initialization method for shallow networks [151]. The

idea is to learn shallow nets by expanding each layer into multiple linear layers

and training the expanded network. FuseInit differs from this approach in the

following ways. While ExpandNet is using linear layers, FuseInit is able to

optimally fuse nonlinear layers. FuseInit also uses the optimal fusion weights as a

starting point to retrain the shallower network. Our experiments indicate that this

re-training step significantly improves the performance of the shallower network.

While ExpandNet only relies on experiments, we provide theory for mean-

square error (MSE)-optimal fusion of neighboring layers and use experiments

to demonstrate the effectiveness of FuseInit. We furthermore provide an MSE

analysis for the fused layers, which provides a metric to decide which layers to

fuse.
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Slightly less related to FuseInit is the plethora of network simplification

methods that aim at reducing the number of parameters of deep neural nets; see,

e.g., [152, 153] and the references therein. Pruning methods are among the most

prominent ones and remove network parameters based on their magnitude [154]

or the cost function [155–157]. Other network simplification methods include

quantization [158–160], sparsity [161], and low-rank structure [162]. The concept

of FuseInit can be generalized for a range of network architectures, including

networks with sparse and low-rank structure.

5.1.2 FuseInit: Initializing Neural Nets by Layer Fusion

We now detail FuseInit for the three cases illustrated in Figure 5.1: (a) two dense

layers are fused into one dense layer, (b) one convolutional layer and one dense

layer are fused into one dense layer, and (c) two convolutional layers are fused

into a convolutional layer. We start by summarizing the notation and then

present theoretical results for MSE-optimal fusion of neighboring layers. Finally,

we show an efficient FuseInit algorithm that scales to deep neural networks and

large datasets.

Notation

Lowercase and uppercase boldface letters represent column vectors and matrices,

respectively. For a matrix A, the transpose is AT, and the ith row and jth column

entry is A[i, j]. For a vector a, the ith entry is a[i], and the sub-vector containing

the ith to jth entries is a[i : j] = ai:j; furthermore, a[i : j : k] = ai:j:k stands for a

vector consisting of one entry every other k entries taken from the ith to the jth
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entries of vector a; ∑L
i=1,i+=s a[i] denotes summation of a[i] starting from index 1

to L with strides of s. The `2-norm of a is ‖a‖2; flip(a) denotes a vector a with its

entries in reverse order.

FuseInit for Dense-Dense and Convolutional-Dense Layers

Consider the following model for two consecutive layers of a neural network,

with a0 ∈ RL0 as the input to the first layer and a2 ∈ RL2 as the output of the

second layer. Note that these can be any two neighboring layers in a deep neural

network, as long as the second layer is a dense, fully-connected layer. There are

no restrictions on the first layer since we only need its empirical moments: the

function H1(·) fully characterizes the input-output relation of the first layer. Let

the second layer use activation function f2(·), weight matrix W2 ∈ RL2×L1 , and

bias vector b2 ∈ RL2 . The following model describes the end-to-end input-output

relation of the two neighboring layers:

a2 = f2(W2a1 + b2) and a1 = H1(a0). (5.1)

Note that the inputs to the first and second layers may not be vectors; in this case,

we vectorize a0 and a1. In order to fuse two neighboring layers into one, we use

the following three-step procedure. In the first step, we train the parameters of the

entire network by random initialization using a standard training method, e.g.,

stochastic gradient descent. In the second step, we use the trained parameters

to fuse the first and second layer into a single dense layer with input-output

relation

a2 = f2(W̃a0 + b̃), (5.2)

where W̃ ∈ RL2×L0 is a new weight matrix and b̃ ∈ RL2 a new bias vector; we

keep the activation function f2(·) of the second layer. We propose to select the
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(a) dense-dense→ dense
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conv.

(c) conv.-conv. → conv.

Figure 5.1: The three considered scenarios of fusing neighboring dense and/or convolu-
tional layers.

new weight matrix and bias vector to minimize the MSE between the output

of the initial two layers (5.1) and the output of the new fused dense layer (5.2).

Mathematically, we solve the following optimization problem:

{W̃?, b̃?} = arg min
W̃∈RL2×L0 ,b̃∈RL2

MSE. (5.3)

Here, the MSE is defined as

MSE = E
[∥∥(W̃a0 + b̃

)
− (W2H1(a0) + b2)

∥∥2
2

]
, (5.4)

where the expectation E[·] is over the distribution of the input vector a0. In the

third step, we retrain the entire fused neural network (including other layers) by

initializing the fused layer with the new weight matrix W̃? and new bias vector

b̃? obtained from solving (5.3).

Remark 7. While minimizing the MSE is not necessarily optimal in terms of classifi-

cation or regression performance, it yields compact analytical expressions and efficient

algorithms (see Section 5.1.2).

The following result for MSE-optimal weights and biases builds upon the

nonlinear signal decomposition by [17]. See Appendix 7.6.1 in the supplementary

material for the proof.

Theorem 28. Let (5.1) be the input-output relation of two neighboring layers of a

trained neural network. Define the vectors a0 = E[a0] and a1 = E[a1] = E[H1(a0)],
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where expectation is over the distribution of a0. Define the covariance matrix

Ca0 = E
[
(a0 − a0)(a0 − a0)

T
]

, (5.5)

and the cross-covariance matrix

Ca1a0 = Ea0

[
(a1 − a1)(a0 − a0)

T
]
. (5.6)

By assuming that the covariance matrix Ca0 is full rank, the new weight matrix W̃? and

bias vector b̃? of the equivalent layer (5.2) that minimizes MSE in (5.4) are given by

W̃? = W2Ca1a0C−1
a0

and b̃? = W2a1 + b2 − W̃?a0. (5.7)

The only assumption required in Theorem 28 is that the matrix Ca0 has

full rank; a more general condition is to use any new weight matrix W̃? for

which W̃?Ca0 = W2Ca1a0 . In our experiments with the algorithm detailed in

Section 5.1.2, we have not observed this matrix to be rank deficient.

Remark 8. The method in Theorem 28 can also be used to fuse more than two consecutive

layers and more general network structures—the function H1(·) simply represents the

effect of multiple layers.

From Theorem 28, we can obtain the following compact expression for the

MSE incurred by layer fusion; a short derivation is given in Appendix 7.6.2 in

the supplementary material.

Corollary 29. The MSE of the fused layer in (5.4) obtained by Theorem 28 is given by

MSE = trace
(

W2

(
Ca1 −Ca1a0C−1

a0
Ca0a1

)
WT

2

)
. (5.8)

This result could be used to determine which layers in a network to fuse,

without suffering a significant performance loss; a detailed study on methods

that select the best layers to fuse is left for future work.
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FuseInit of Convolutional-Convolutional Layers

Consider the following model for two consecutive convolutional layers of a

neural network. For the sake of simplicity, we detail the 1-dimensional case.

The first layer has M input channels, each of length L0, i.e., {a1
0, . . . , , aM

0 }, and

N output channels, each of length L1, i.e., {a1
1, . . . , aN

1 }. The second layer has P

output channels, each of length L2, i.e., {a1
2, . . . , aP

2 }. In what follows, we assume

that the convolutional layers implement the following zero-padding strategy.

Definition 10. If the vector x is convolved with a filter of length k, then we pad the first

and last entries of x with b k
2c and b k−1

2 c zeros, respectively. We denote this zero-padding

operation by ZS(x).

The following model describes the input-output relation of the two neighbor-

ing convolutional layers:

an
1 = f1

(
∑M

m=1 hm,n
1 ∗ am

0 + bn
1
)
, n = 1, . . . , N (5.9)

ap
2 = f2

(
∑N

n=1 hn,p
2 ∗ an

1 + bp
2
)
, p = 1, . . . , P. (5.10)

Here, the superscripts for the filters hm,n
1 and hn,p

2 denote the input and output

channel index, respectively. We assume that the convolutions performed with

the filters hm,n
1 and hn,p

2 have stride s1 and s2, respectively. The functions f1(·)
and f2(·) describe each layer’s activation function and a max-pool of stride r1

and r2; these functions can also represent batch normalization or dropout.

In order to fuse two neighboring convolutional layers into one, we use a

three-step procedure analogous to that in Section 5.1.2. In the first step, we train

the network parameters of the entire network using random initialization. In the

second step, we use the trained parameters to fuse the two layers in (5.9) and
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(5.10) into a single convolutional layer with input-output relation:

ap
2 = f2

(
∑M

m=1 h̃m,p ∗ am
0 + b̃p), p = 1, . . . , P, (5.11)

where h̃m,p are new filter coefficients and b̃p new bias vectors; we keep the

activation function f2(·) of the second layer. Note that the convolution has stride

s̃ and uses the same zero-padding strategy as defined above. As in Section 5.1.2,

we propose to select the new filter coefficients and bias vectors to minimize the

MSE per output channel p between the output of the initial two layers, denoted

by C-MSEp. Put simply, we seek the quantities h̃m,p, m = 1, . . . , M, and b̃p that

minimize

C-MSEp = E

[∥∥∥(∑N
n=1 hn,p

2 ∗ an
1 + bp

2

)
−
(

∑M
m=1 h̃m,p ∗ am

0 + b̃p
)∥∥∥2

2

]
, (5.12)

for p = 1, . . . , P, where expectation is over the distribution of the input vectors am
0 ,

m = 1, . . . , M. In the third step, we retrain the entire fused neural net (including

the other layers) by initializing the filters of the fused layer with the new filter

coefficients and bias vectors obtained by minimizing (5.12).

We obtain the following result for MSE-optimal filters and bias vectors. See

Appendix 7.6.3 in the supplementary material for the proof.

Theorem 30. Let (5.9) and (5.10) describe the input-output relation of two consecutive

1-dimensional convolutional layers of a trained deep neural network. Define am
0 = E[am

0 ],

m = 1, . . . , M, and an
1 = E

[
an

1
]
, n = 1, . . . , N. Furthermore, define the auxiliary

quantities

vp = ∑N
n=1 hn,p

2 ∗ (an
1 − an

1) and um = flip[Z s(am
0 − am

0 )], (5.13)

and assume that input vectors am
0 from different channels m are uncorrelated, i.e.

E
[(

am
0 − am

0
)(

am′
0 − am′

0
)]

= 0 for m 6= m′. (5.14)
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Select a filter length k̃. Then, the filter and bias vectors that minimize (5.12) of the

convolutional layer in (5.11) for input and output channel indices m′ = 1, . . . , M and

p′ = 1, . . . , P are given by

h̃m′,p′ =
(
Um′)−1zm′,p′ and b̃p′ = ∑N

n=1 hn,p′
2 ∗ an

1 + bp′
2 −∑M

m=1 h̃m,p′ ∗ am
0 ,

(5.15)

with the two auxiliary quantities

Um′ = E

[
∑L0

i=1,i+=s̃

(
um′

L0−i+1:L0−i+k̃

) (
um′

L0−i+1:L0−i+k̃

)T
]

(5.16)

zm′,p′ = E
[
∑L0

i=1,i+=s̃ vp′ [ i−1
s̃ + 1] um′

L0−i+1:L0−i+k̃

]
, (5.17)

where the filter h̃ has stride s̃ = s1r1s2.

Note that the above result requires the matrices Um′ to be full rank; in all our

experiments in Section 5.1.3, we have not observed this matrix to be rank deficient.

Furthermore, the assumption (5.14) may not hold in practice, especially if the

number of channels is large. In our experiments, different channels turned out to

be approximately uncorrelated. As for the case in Theorem 28, the above result

can be used to fuse multiple convolutional layers into one convolutional layer.

Furthermore, a generalization to two or more dimensions follows analogously

but results in arduous expressions.

FuseInit in Practice

While the results in Theorems 28 and 30 enable compact analytical expressions

for MSE-optimal layer fusion, explicit results for the first and second moments

are often unavailable. In fact, one would need to have knowledge of the data

distribution. In addition, even if the distribution were known perfectly, analyti-

cally computing the first and second moment is often difficult, even for relatively
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Algorithm 2 Practical FuseInit algorithm for fusing dense-dense and
convolutional-dense layers
Let the architecture in (5.1) describe two consecutive fully connected layers of a
deep neural network and let the assumptions in Theorem 28 hold. FuseInit is
given by the following 3-step process:

1. Train the original network using random initialization with T training data
samples.

2. Using the trained parameters, compute the fusion weight matrix W̃? and
bias vector b̃? in (5.7) by empirical first and second moments using the T
training data samples.

3. Replace the two fused layers in (5.1) with the single dense layer a2 =
f2(W̃a0 + b̃). Retrain the fused network by initializing the fused layer with
W̃? and b̃? and the remaining layers with the trained parameters obtained
in Step 1.

simple distributions. Since a vast amount of training data is available in most

machine learning applications, we can replace the exact moments with empirical

moments computed with training data. Algorithm 2 summarizes a practical

approach to FuseInit for the case of fusing a neural net into a dense layer—the

algorithm for fusing convolutional layers is analogous.

In Step 1, one can use any of the existing random initialization methods. In

our experiments, we will use two methods: (i) the He-initializer in [147], where

we sample from a truncated zero-mean Gaussian distribution with variance 2/N

(N is the number of inputs), and (ii) zero-mean Gaussian random variables with

variance 0.05. In Step 2, we only need to sample T vectors in the neural network

that correspond to T training samples to calculate the necessary empirical mo-

ments (which we all compute in parallel). As shown by [163], T only needs to be

slightly larger than the number of input dimensions of the layers (L0 and L1) for

the empirical moments to be accurate estimates of the true covariance matrices

Ca0 and Ca1a0 . Hence, the computational complexity of FuseNet is dominated
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by neural network inference for the T training samples and empirical compu-

tation of the two matrices Ca0 and Ca1a0 . In situations where the layers contain

thousands of nodes, the inversion of Ca0 in (5.7) can be done implicitly using

conjugate gradient methods. Furthermore, for such large networks, storage of

Ca0 and Ca1a0 becomes the major bottleneck. In Step 3, the network is retrained

using the same T training samples. As we will show next, far fewer epochs are

required to retrain the network to achieve good performance.

5.1.3 Experimental Results

We now demonstrate the efficacy of FuseInit on five datasets. For each dataset,

we report the mean and standard deviation of the achieved validation accuracy

(or loss) for different initialization methods over 10 trials with randomness in

the initialization of the deeper network. Furthermore, we perform a sufficiently

large number of epochs so that the validation accuracy (or loss) settles to a stable

value.

CIFAR-10

Network Architecture Table 5.1 summarizes the validation accuracy of Fu-

seInit on CIFAR-10 [164], where we classify images of size 32× 32× 3 into 10

classes. We start with a 6-layer convolutional network with 32, 32, 64, 64, 128,

128 channels in each layer, respectively. All convolutional channels have filter

length k = 3, ReLU activations, and maxpool functions with 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2 strides

for each layer, respectively. Every layer is followed by batch normalization; the

2nd, 4th, and 6th layers use dropout with rates 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4, respectively. The
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(a) CIFAR-10 with He initializer
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(b) CIFAR-10 with random initializer

Figure 5.2: Comparison of validation accuracy for FuseInit and random initialization for
different convolutional nets on CIFAR-10. FuseInit outperforms random initialization
for the considered scenario; the 5-layer FuseInit net achieves the same accuracy as the
randomly-initialized 6-layer net.
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last convolutional layer is connected to a dense softmax layer with 10 outputs.

The validation accuracy for this reference network is shown on the first row of

Table 5.1 for two random initialization techniques: (i) The He-initializer and (ii)

the random initializer as detailed in Section 5.1.2.

Results We use FuseInit to fuse one convolutional and one dense layer into one

dense layer. Specifically, we fuse the last convolutional layer and the subsequent

dense layer; this process results in a 5-layer convolutional network with 32,

32, 64, 64, 128 channels in each layer, respectively. The resulting validation

accuracy is shown on the second row in Table 5.1. The same row also shows the

performance of the same 5-layer network architecture initialized with random

weights. FuseInit outperforms both the He and random initializers. Furthermore,

the 5-layer network initialized by FuseInit achieves the same accuracy as the

randomly-initialized 6-layer network.

We also show results where we use FuseInit to additionally fuse the last

convolutional layer of the 5-layer network and the subsequent dense layer. The

validation accuracy of the resulting 4-layer convolutional network with 32, 32,

64, 64 channels is shown on the third row of Table 5.1. Again, FuseInit outper-

forms randomly initialized networks with the same topology. However, the

4-layer FuseInit-initialized network is unable to achieve the same accuracy as

the randomly-initialized 5-layer network; this confirms the intuition that not all

layers in neural networks can be fused without a performance loss. Therefore,

identifying which layers to fuse is an important open research problem.

Figure 5.2 shows the mean and standard deviation of the validation accuracy

over training epochs for CIFAR-10. FuseInit provides a high-quality starting
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point for the network parameters; with this initialization, the network reaches

an accuracy of around 0.85 in only 10 to 20 epochs, while other initialization

strategies that rely on randomness require around 100 epochs to reach the same

accuracy. Moreover, FuseInit-initialized networks converge to an accuracy that is

superior to that of randomly-initialized networks with the same topology. (The

sudden accuracy jump at epoch 75 is due to reduction of learning rate to improve

stability.) These results suggest that FuseInit is capable of improving both the

efficiency and accuracy of neural network training.

Fashion-MNIST

Network Architecture Table 5.2 summarizes the validation accuracy of Fu-

seInit on Fashion-MNIST [165], where we classify images of size 28× 28 into

10 classes. We start by creating a reference 4-layer convolutional network with

2, 4, 8, 16 channels in each layer, respectively. All convolutional channels have

filter length of k = 3, ReLU activation functions, and maxpool functions with

1, 2, 1, 2 strides for each layer, respectively. Every layer is followed by batch

normalization; the 2nd and 4th layers use dropout with rates of 0.2 and 0.3,

respectively. The last convolutional layer is connected to a dense softmax layer

with 10 outputs. The validation accuracy for this reference network is shown on

the first row of Table 5.2.

Results We use FuseInit to fuse the last convolutional layer into the subsequent

dense layer, which results in a 3-layer network. We repeat the same procedure to

obtain a 2-layer and 1-layer network. The results in Table 5.2 show that FuseInit

outperforms all randomly-initialized networks. Furthermore, the 3-layer network
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Table 5.1: Validation accuracy of convolutional networks for CIFAR-10.

Initialization method He-initializer Random initializer
Algorithm FuseInit Random FuseInit Random
6-layer: 32-32-64-64-
128-128

– 0.8843± 0.0038 – 0.8825± 0.0040

5-layer: 32-32-64-64-
128

0.8854± 0.0043 0.8718± 0.0044 0.8826± 0.0041 0.8691± 0.0056

4-layer: 32-32-64-64 0.8492± 0.0069 0.8410± 0.0055 0.8535± 0.0046 0.8417± 0.0060

Table 5.2: Validation accuracy of convolutional networks for Fashion-MNIST.

Initialization method He-initializer Random initializer
Algorithm FuseInit Random FuseInit Random
4-layer: 2-4-8-16 – 0.9061± 0.0023 – 0.9107± 0.0024
3-layer: 2-4-8 0.9100± 0.0023 0.9045± 0.0040 0.9120± 0.0025 0.9104± 0.0017
2-layer: 2-4 0.8976± 0.0023 0.8940± 0.0035 0.9010± 0.0019 0.8971± 0.0024
1-layer: 2 0.8752± 0.0063 0.8735± 0.0047 0.8803± 0.0030 0.8756± 0.0043

Table 5.3: Validation MAE (smaller is better) of dense networks on the wireless position-
ing dataset.

Initialization method He-initializer Random initializer
Algorithm FuseInit Random FuseInit Random
3-layer: 16-128-2 – 8.003± 0.171 – 7.426± 0.112
2-layer: 16-2 7.335± 0.254 8.0838± 0.846 7.221± 0.336 7.277± 0.472
1-layer: 2 12.272± 0.001 12.330± 0.229 12.273± 0.001 12.262± 0.0053

Table 5.4: Validation accuracy of convolutional networks for the HAR dataset.

Initialization method He-initializer Random initializer
Algorithm FuseInit Random FuseInit Random
2-layer: 18-36 – 0.982± 0.005 – 0.962± 0.002
1-layer: 36 0.959± 0.003 0.967± 0.005 0.958± 0.005 0.958± 0.002

Table 5.5: Validation accuracy of convolutional networks for the speech commands
dataset.

Initialization method He-initializer Random initializer
Algorithm FuseInit Random FuseInit Random
4-layer: 32-32-64-64 – 0.888± 0.004 – 0.887± 0.005
3-layer: 32-64-64 0.876± 0.004 0.866± 0.003 0.880± 0.006 0.868± 0.003
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initialized by FuseInit outperforms the randomly-initialized 4-layer network.

Wireless Positioning

Network Architecture Table 5.3 summarizes the validation loss (smaller is

better) of FuseInit of a regression task on a wireless positioning dataset from [166].

The dataset consists of 8,000 channel fingerprints (inputs) that are mapped to

device location (regression variables); 1,000 fingerprints are used to report the

validation loss, which is the mean average error (MAE) of predicted device

location in meters. We start by creating a 3-layer dense reference network with

16, 128, 2 nodes in each layer, respectively. The first and second layer use ReLU

activations; the last layer uses a linear activation. The output of the last layer is

the 2-dimensional device position for a given channel fingerprint. The validation

MAE for this reference network is shown on the first row of Table 5.3.

Results We use FuseInit to fuse the second dense layer with 128 nodes into

the subsequent dense layer, which results in a 2-layer dense network with 16

and 2 nodes (a 70% reduction in the number of parameters). Results on the

second row of Table 5.3 show that the resulting 2-layer network outperforms the

randomly initialized 3-layer and 2-layer networks. The third row of Table 5.3

shows the performance of fusing the 2-layer network into a 1-layer network. In

this case, FuseInit performs on par with randomly initialized networks, but this

case corresponds to linear dimensionality reduction.
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Human Activity Recognition (HAR)

Network Architecture Table 5.4 summarizes the validation accuracy of Fu-

seInit on the human activity recognition (HAR) data set [167], where we classify

6 human activities (walking, standing, etc.). We start by creating a reference

2-layer convolutional network with 18 and 36 channels in each layer, respectively.

All filters have length k = 3, ReLU activations, and maxpool functions with

stride of 2. The last convolutional layer is connected to a dense softmax layer

with 6 outputs. The validation accuracy for this reference network is shown on

the first row of Table 5.4.

Results We use Fuseinit to fuse two convolutional layers into one convolu-

tional layer. Specifically, we fuse the first convolutional layer with the second

convolutional layer, which yields a 1-layer convolutional net with 36 channels.

The resulting validation accuracy is shown on the second row of Table 5.4. Fu-

seInit performs worse than the He-initializer but performs on par with random

initializer. We attribute this behavior to the small number of parameters in this

network architecture.

Speech Commands

Network Architecture Table 5.5 summarizes the validation accuracy of Fu-

seInit on the speech commands data set [168], which is a collection of speech

signals containing a single word from a finite vocabulary. From this data set,

we take all data belonging to 10 classes of words: {go, marvin, one, right, seven,

sheila, six, stop, three, zero}. We use a total of 18,000 training and 4,500 validation
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samples. We start by creating a reference 4-layer convolutional network with 32,

32, 64, 64 channels in each layer, respectively. All convolutional channels have

filter length k = 3, ReLU activation functions, and maxpool functions with 1, 2, 1,

2 strides for each layer, respectively. Every layer is followed by batch normaliza-

tion; the 2nd and 4th layers use dropout with rates of 0.2, 0.3, respectively. The

last convolutional layer is connected to a dense softmax layer with 10 nodes. The

validation accuracy for this network is shown on the first row of Table 5.5.

Results We use FuseInit to fuse the first convolutional layer into the subse-

quent convolutional layer, which results in a 3-layer network with 32, 64, 64

channels. Once again, we see in Table 5.5 that FuseInit outperforms the randomly-

initialized networks. Note that this convolutional network has more filter param-

eters than the HAR dataset in Section 5.1.3, which enables FuseInit to identify

superior initializers than random initialization methods.

5.1.4 Conclusions

We have proposed FuseInit, a novel method to fuse neighboring layers in multi-

layer neural networks. FuseInit can be used to initialize shallower networks

by first training deeper dense or convolutional networks with random weight

initialization strategies, followed by layer fusion and retraining. For mean-

square error (MSE)-optimal layer fusion, we have developed analytical results

and efficient algorithms. Our experiments on five datasets have shown that

FuseInit is able to consistently outperform random weight initialization methods.

Furthermore, our results reveal that shallower networks can sometimes perform

as well as their deeper counterparts if initialized with FuseInit.
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There are many avenues for future work. FuseInit can be modified to train and

initialize networks with special structure, such as residual or sparse networks; a

corresponding study is part of ongoing work. The MSE expression in Corollary 29

can potentially be used to identify the best layers that should be fused in deep

neural network architectures. Furthermore, since FuseInit builds upon ideas

from Bussgang’s theorem, one could study lower-bounds on the information

flow of neural networks.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

nonlinearities are ubiquitous in many fields, including (but not limited to)

wireless communication, signal and image processing, and machine learning.

However, a performance analysis of nonlinear systems and recovering signals

from nonlinear measurements are generally difficult tasks. As a consequence,

research often has to rely on simplifying and unrealistic assumptions to develop

parameter estimation algorithms and provide theoretical analysis. In this thesis,

we have provided models, algorithms, and theory in order to design general esti-

mation algorithms for a variety of nonlinear signal and information processing

systems that perform well under realistic and practical assumptions. Our pro-

posed algorithms are general and can be applied to a broad range of applications.

In particular, the focus of this thesis has been on three distinct applications of

(i) wireless communications, (ii) imaging, and (iii) machine learning as detailed

below.

(i) Wireless Communications

In the applications of wireless communications, we proposed impairment-

aware and non-parametric data detection and signal estimation algorithms. We

introduced AMPI (short for Approximate Message Passing with Input noise) in

Chapter 2, a novel data detection and estimation algorithm for linear systems

that are corrupted by input noise. AMPI is computationally efficient and can

be used for a broad range of input-noise models. In Chapter 3, we introduced

two non-parametric algorithms in wireless communication applications using

principles of Stein’s Unbiased Risk Estimator (SURE). We developed NOPE

(short for NOn-Parametric Equalizer), an efficient data detection algorithm that
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is non-parametric (does not require knowledge of the signal and noise powers).

We also proposed a new channel denoising algorithm for massive MU-MIMO

mmWave communication systems called BEACHES (short for BEAmspace CHan-

nel EStimation). BEACHES is a non-parametric channel estimation algorithm

that performs at orders-of-magnitude lower complexity than other sophisticated

channel estimation algorithms while achieving the same performance.

There are many avenues for future work to make all three algorithms ro-

bust to a broad range of application scenarios and more resilient to system and

model mismatches. We can improve both NOPE and AMPI so that they can

automatically tune a broad range of parameters for the most common hardware

impairments and channel-model uncertainties. Furthermore, we can extend

BEACHES to systems with low-precision quantizers and single-carrier trans-

mission. Such fully non-parametric algorithms not only improve the spectral

efficiency by avoiding dedicated training phases (which are used to learn the

parameters by conventional compensation methods), but also avoid tedious,

manual tuning to the environment. Evidently, the large number of data available

in massive MU-MIMO allows for a unique opportunity to design such non-

parametric algorithms, which was not possible in traditional, small-scale MIMO

systems as the SURE estimator requires large problem sizes.

(ii) Imaging

In the fields of imaging, we studied phase retrieval. Phase Retrieval refers

to the problem of recovering real- or complex-valued vectors from magnitude

measurements. In this chapter, we proposed two algorithms: (i) PhaseLin, an

MSE-optimal linear estimator that recovers signals from magnitude measure-

ments, and (ii) LSPE, a novel class of spectral estimators suitable as an initializa-
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tion method for phase retrieval problems. We have provided simulation results

with synthetic and real data that shows that both PhaseLin and LSPE are able

to significantly outperform existing methods, especially for low-dimensional

problems and/or structured measurement matrices.

There are many avenues for future work. For PhaseLin, analyzing the mean

square error of its iterative version is a challenging open research problem. More-

over, selecting the correct error covariance matrix Ce on a per-iteration basis

may yield improved performance. For LSPEs, one could derive LSPE for the

asymptotically-optimal preprocessing function in (4.18) or for other commonly

used functions, which may lead to further performance improvements. Addi-

tionally, one can use the error analysis of LSPE to optimize for the choice of

preprocessing functions. While the focus of LSPE has been on phase retrieval

method, an exploration of LSPEs for other nonlinearities that arise in machine

learning and signal processing applications is a promising future direction. In

fact, the idea for Chapter 5 was originated from LSPE and its application to other

machine learning applications.

(iii) Machine Learning

In the last chapter of this thesis, we brought our attention to machine learning

applications and in particular neural networks. We proposed FuseInit, a novel

method to initialize shallow neural networks by optimally fusing neighboring

layers of deeper networks. We have provided simulation results with real data

that shows that FuseInit consistently outperforms randomly-initialized networks

with the same topology as FuseInit.

There are many avenues for future work. FuseInit can be modified to train and
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initialize networks with special structure, such as residual or sparse networks.

The MSE expression in Corollary 29 can potentially be used to identify the best

layers that should be fused in deep neural network architectures. Furthermore,

since FuseInit builds upon ideas from LSPE and Bussgang’s theorem, one could

study lower-bounds on the information flow of neural networks using this

theorem.
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CHAPTER 7

PROOFS

7.1 Proofs of Chapter 2

7.1.1 Proof of Theorem 2

Proof Outline

Let us focus on an optimality proof for an application where AMPI solves the IO

problem in (2.2). This means that in Step 2 of AMPI, we use the MAP estimate.

The optimality proof where AMPI is supposed to minimize the MSE follows

analogously.

Suppose that we use AMPI with an arbitrary set of pseudo-Lipschitz functions

F1, . . . ,Ftmax+1 as described in (2.16). This proof establishes the fact that AMPI

in Algorithm 2 chooses the functions {F1, . . . ,Ftmax+1} such that the outputs

ŝ` for ` = 1, . . . , N, correspond to the solution of the IO problem (2.2) in the

large-system limit.

The optimality criterion in (2.2) can equivalently be written as:

Ftmax+1(z
tmax+1
` , σ2

tmax+1) = arg min
F

P
(
F(ztmax+1

` , σ2
tmax+1) 6= s`

)
. (7.1)

In words, the estimate generated by the function Ftmax+1(z
tmax+1
` , σ2

tmax+1) during

Step 2 at iteration tmax + 1 minimizes the per-entry symbol-error probability.

Note that the functions F1, . . . ,Ftmax+1 are assumed to operate element-wise on

vectors.
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Remark 9. The criterion (7.1) appears to only consider the `th entry. Since, however,

the probability in (7.1) is taken with respect to the randomness in the matrix H, the

vector s, as well as the transmit impairments and receive noise, the criterion is in fact

affected by all other entries.

We now establish our optimality proof by the following two lemmas, whose

proofs are given in Appendix 7.1.1 and 7.1.1. In what follows, we assume the ran-

dom variables S ∼ p(s`), X|S ∼ p(x`|s`), and Z ∼ CN (0, 1) to be independent

of X and S.

Lemma 31. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2 hold. Then, for the criterion (7.1) to hold

for ` = 1, . . . , N, the function Ftmax+1(z
tmax+1
` , σ2

tmax+1) at iteration tmax + 1 must be

the MAP estimator, i.e.,

Ftmax+1(z
tmax+1
` , σ2

tmax+1) = arg max
s`∈O

pS|X+σtmax+1Z(s`|ztmax+1
` ).

Lemma 32. Let the assumptions made in Theorem 2 hold. Then, for the criterion (7.1)

to hold for ` = 1, . . . , N, the functions Ft(zt
`, σ2

t ), t = 1, . . . , tmax, must be the unique

set of MMSE estimators, i.e., Ft(zt
`, σ2

t ) = EX|X+σtZ[x`|zt
`].

Lemma 31 suggests that for optimality to hold, the function

Ftmax+1(z
tmax+1
` , σ2

tmax+1) must be the MAP estimator as provided in Step 2

of Algorithm 2. Furthermore, Lemma 32 suggest that if the solution to the

fixed-point equation of (2.17) is unique, then the set of functions F1, . . . , Ftmax that

satisfy the optimality criterion are given by the unique set of MMSE functions

Ft(zt
`, σ2

t ) = EX|X+σtZ[x`|zt
`] for t = 1, . . . , tmax. These MMSE functions match

the posterior mean function F (defined by (2.10)) in Step 1 of Algorithm 2. Thus,

from Lemma 31 and Lemma 32, we conclude that AMPI as in Algorithm 2 solves

the IO problem (2.2) given that the solution to the fixed point equation of (2.17)

is unique.
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Proof of Lemma 31

We start with the following lemma.

Lemma 33. Define ζN = 1
N ∑N

`=11(Ftmax+1(z
tmax+1
` , σ2

tmax+1) 6= s`). Fix the system ratio

β = N/M and let N → ∞. Then, for a given H we have

ζN
a.s.→ EX,S,Z

[
1(Ftmax+1(X + σtmax+1Z, σ2

tmax+1) 6= S)
]
= ζ∞, (7.2)

The proof follows from [66, Thm. 1] and we briefly summarize the main

ideas without providing the details. Note that [66] has established that for any

Pseudo-Lipschitz function ψ in the large-system limit we have:

1
N

N

∑
`=1

ψ(zt
`, x`)→ E [ψ(X + σtZ, X)] . (7.3)

Note that the expression on the left in (7.3) is the expectation under the empirical

distribution of the joint random variables (zt
`, x`). Hence, we can say this equa-

tion corresponds to one of the forms of convergence in distribution as pointed

out in [169, Lem. 2.2]. Based on this lemma, (7.3) suggests that the empirical

distribution of (zt
`, x`) also converges weakly to the distribution of (X + σtZ, X).

Furthermore, since s` → x` → y forms a Markov chain, zt
` (which is a function

of y) is independent of s` given x`; this implies that the empirical distribution

of (zt
`, s`) converges weakly to the distribution of (X + σtZ, S). Hence, based on

the same Lemma 2.2 in [169] we can conclude that if B is a Borel measurable

set, whose boundary has Lebesgure measure zero (and if X + σtZ is absolutely

continuous with respect the Lebesgue measure) then

1
N

N

∑
`=1

1
(
(zt

`, s`) ∈ B
)
→ P ((X + σtZ, S) ∈ B) .

From this result, we conclude that (7.2) holds.
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Notice from Lemma 33 that ζN is bounded. As a consequence, in the large-

system limit, we have

Ey,H[ζN]→ Ey,H[ζ∞] . (7.4)

Let us compute

Ey,H [ζN] = Ey,H

[
1
N

N

∑
`=1

1(Ftmax+1(z
tmax+1
` , σ2

tmax+1) 6= s`)

]

=
1
N

N

∑
`=1

P
(
Ftmax+1(z

tmax+1
` , σ2

tmax+1) 6= s`
)

= P
(
Ftmax+1(z

tmax+1
` , σ2

tmax+1) 6= s`
)

, ` = 1, . . . , N (7.5)

Here, the last equality holds because under the permutations of the entries in s,

the distribution does not change and thus, P
(
F(ztmax+1

` , σ2
tmax+1) 6= s`

)
does not

depend on the index `. Hence, using (7.4) and (7.5), in the large system limit we

have

P
(
Ftmax+1(z

tmax+1
` , σ2

tmax+1) 6= s`
)
→ Ey,H[ζ∞] = P

(
Ftmax+1(X + σtmax+1Z, σ2

tmax+1) 6= S
)

.

This result indicates that instead of minimizing P
(
F(ztmax+1

` , σ2
tmax+1) 6= s`

)
in criterion (7.1), we can minimize P

(
F(X + σtmax+1Z, σ2

tmax+1) 6= S
)

. There-

fore, the optimal choice of F at iteration tmax + 1 is the MAP estimator

Ftmax+1(z
tmax+1
` , σ2

tmax+1) = arg max
s`∈O

pS|X+σtmax+1Z(s`|ztmax+1
` ), which concludes

the proof for Lemma 31.

Proof of Lemma 32

We next show that satisfying (7.1), requires the functions Ft(zt
`, σ2

t ), t =

1, . . . , tmax, to be the MMSE estimators. Let us call the MAP estimator Ftmax+1 at

iteration tmax + 1 from Lemma 31 as FMAP
σ . Then, the following lemma holds.
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Lemma 34. P
(
FMAP

σ (x` + σZ, σ2) 6= s`
)

is a non-decreasing function in σ.

The proof follows by contradiction. In particular, we try to show that there

exists two quantities σ1<σ2 such that

P
(
FMAP

σ1
(x` + σ1Z, σ2

1 ) 6= s`
)
> P

(
FMAP

σ2
(x` + σ2Z, σ2

2 ) 6= s`
)

.

Based on x` + σ1Z, we consider the randomized estimator FMAP
σ2

(x` + σ1Z +
√

σ2
2 − σ2

1 Z̃, σ2
2 ), where Z̃ ∼ CN (0, 1) independent of Z. It is easy to see that

since σ1Z +
√

σ2
2 − σ2

1 Z̃ is distributed according to CN (0, σ2
2 ), we have

P
(
FMAP

σ2
(x` + σ1Z +

√
σ2

2 − σ2
1 Z̃, σ2

2 ) 6= s`
)
= P

(
FMAP

σ2
(x` + σ2Z, σ2

2 ) 6= s`
)

.

(7.6)

Hence,

EZ̃

[
P
(
FMAP

σ2
(x` + σ1Z +

√
σ2

2 − σ2
1 Z̃, σ2

2 ) 6= s`
∣∣∣ Z̃
)]

= P
(
FMAP

σ2
(x` + σ2Z, σ2

2 ) 6= s`
)

.

Hence, there exists a value of Z̃, call it Z̄, for which

P
(
FMAP

σ2
(x` + σ1Z +

√
σ2

2 − σ2
1 Z̄, σ2

2 ) 6= s`
)
< P

(
FMAP

σ2
(x` + σ2Z, σ2

2 ) 6= s`
)

.

Note that this estimator is the non-randomized estimator of x` + σ1Z. Conse-

quently, we have

P
(
FMAP

σ2
(x` + σ1Z +

√
σ2

2 − σ2
1 θ̃, σ2

2 ) 6= s`
)
≤ P

(
FMAP

σ2
(x` + σ2θ, σ2

2 ) 6= s`
)

,

which is in contradiction with (7.6).

Lemma 34 reveals that in order for FMAP
σ to provide the smallest probability

of error in (7.1), the function sequence {F1, . . . ,Ftmax} should lead to the min-

imum possible σ2
tmax+1. In Lemma 36, we prove that σ2

tmax+1 is minimal only

if {F1, . . . ,Ftmax} are the MMSE estimators. In what follows, we first provide

Lemma 35, which is required in the proof for Lemma 36.
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Lemma 35. inf
F

EX,Z

[∣∣F(X + σZ, σ2)− X
∣∣2] is a nondecreasing function in σ.

The proof follows by contradiction. Suppose that the statement of Lemma 35

were not true. Then, there exists two quantities σ̂1 < σ̂2 such that

inf
F

EX,Z

[∣∣∣F(X + σ̂1Z, σ̂2
1 )− X

∣∣∣2] > inf
F

EX,Z

[∣∣∣F(X + σ̂2Z, σ̂2
2 )− X

∣∣∣2]. (7.7)

Now suppose that both infima in (7.7) are achieved with Fσ̂1 and Fσ̂2 , respectively.

Then, we can construct a new estimator F̃σ̂1 for the variance σ̂1 as

F̃σ̂1(X + σ̂1Z, σ̂2
1 ) = EZ̃

[
Fσ̂2(X + σ̂1Z +

√
σ̂2

2 − σ̂2
1 Z̃, σ̂2

2 )
∣∣∣ Z
]
,

where Z̃ ∼ CN (0, 1). Hence, σ̂1Z +
√

σ̂2
2 − σ̂2

1 Z̃ ∼ CN (0, σ̂2
2 ). We now prove

that F̃σ̂1 has a lower risk than Fσ̂1 , which is in contradiction with Fσ̂1 achieving

infimum of the function EX,Z

[∣∣F(X + σ̂1Z, σ̂2
1 )− X

∣∣2] for σ̂1, i.e.,

E?

[∣∣∣F̃σ̂1(X + σ̂1Z, σ̂2
1 )− X

∣∣∣2]
= E?

[∣∣∣EZ̃

[
Fσ̂2(X + σ̂1Z +

√
σ̂2

2 − σ̂2
1 Z̃, σ̂2

2 )
∣∣∣ Z
]
− X

∣∣∣2]
(a)
≤E?

[
EZ̃

[∣∣∣Fσ̂2(X + σ̂1Z +
√

σ̂2
2 − σ̂2

1 Z̃, σ̂2
2 )− X

∣∣∣2∣∣∣∣ Z
]]

= E?

[∣∣∣Fσ̂2(X + σ̂2Z, σ̂2
2 )− X

∣∣∣2]
(b)
< E?

[∣∣∣Fσ̂1(X + σ̂1Z, σ̂2
1 )− X

∣∣∣2] ,

where E?[·] is the expectation over the random variables X and Z. Here, the

two inequalities (a) and (b) come from Jensen’s inequality and assumption (7.7),

respectively.

Lemma 36. The sequence of functions {F1, . . . ,Ftmax} must be the MMSE estimators

to lead to the minimum σ2
tmax+1.
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The proof follows by induction. Suppose that the functions F1, . . . ,Ft−1 are

MMSE estimators to minimize σ2
t . Then, we prove by contradiction that to

minimize σ2
t+1, all functions F1, . . . , Ft must be MMSE estimators. Now, suppose

that F∗1 , . . . , F∗t are the optimal functions that lead to the minimum effective noise

variance that we call σ∗2t+1. And assume that at least one of these functions is not an

MMSE estimator. Then, we prove that if F̄1, . . . , F̄t are all MMSE estimators, they

generate a lower variance σ̄2
t+1. Let us compute σ̄2

t+1 from the c-SE framework in

Theorem 1:

σ̄2
t+1(F̄1, . . . , F̄t)

(a)
= N0 + β EX,Z

[∣∣∣F̄t(X + σ̄tZ, σ̄2
t )− X

∣∣∣2]
(b)
= N0 + β inf

Ft
EX,Z

[∣∣∣Ft(X + σ̄tZ, σ̄2
t )− X

∣∣∣2]
(c)
≤ N0 + β inf

Ft
EX,Z

[∣∣∣Ft(X + σ∗t Z, σ∗2t )− X
∣∣∣2]

≤ N0 + β EX,Z

[∣∣∣F∗t (X + σ∗t Z, σ∗2t )− X
∣∣∣2]

(d)
= σ∗2t+1(F

∗
1 , . . . ,F∗t ). (7.8)

Here, (a) and (d) follow from cSE, (b) follows from the fact that F̄t is an MMSE

estimator. Lastly, (c) follows from Lemma 35 and the base case of induction,

i.e., σ̄2
t (F̄1, . . . , F̄t−1) < σ∗2t (F∗1, . . . ,F∗t−1). By inspecting inequality (7.8), we see

that it is in contradiction with the optimality assumption of F∗1, . . . ,F∗t unless

F∗i = F̄i for i = 1, . . . , t. Note that here we have assumed that at every stage, the

MMSE estimator is unique. Because otherwise, there can be another set of MMSE

estimators F̃1, . . . , F̃t which generates a lower σ̃2
t+1. Thus, this lemma proves

that if F1, . . . ,Ftmax are a unique set of MMSE estimators, then they generate the

minimum σ2
tmax+1 by letting tmax → ∞.

From Lemma 34 and 36, we conclude that to satisfy (7.1), the func-
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tions Ft(zt
`, σ2

t ), t = 1, . . . , tmax, must be the set of MMSE estimators, i.e.,

Ft(zt
`, σ2

t ) = EX|X+σtZ[x`|zt
`], which is equivalent to the message mean (2.10)

for t = 1, . . . , tmax in Step 1 of AMPI. Note that for optimality to hold, we need

the MMSE estimators to be unique. If the solution to the fixed-point equation of

(2.17) is unique, then it guarantees uniqueness of the MMSE estimators.

7.1.2 Proof of Lemma 4

Starting with Definition 3 of βmax, assume that the minimum in this equation is

achieved by σ2 = σ̄2. Thus,

βmax =

(
Ψ(σ̄2, σ̄2)

σ̄2

)−1

≥ 1. (7.9)

Here, the inequality comes from [170, Prop. 4] which provides an upper bound

for the MSE function Ψ(σ2, σ2) as follows:

Ψ(σ2, σ2) ≤ σ2, ∀σ2 ≥ 0

In reference [171], Wu and Verdú define a metric called MMSE dimension to

study some of the properties of MMSE estimation in AWGN channels. Recall

from Section 2.1.2 that AMPI decouples the system into a set of N parallel and

independent AWGN channels z` = x` + σZ with Z ∼ N (0, 1) and σ2
t being the

effective noise variance computed using state evolution equations in Section 2.1.2.

Hence, using [171, Thm. 12] for each AWGN channels, we conclude that if the

prior signal distribution p(x`) is continuous and bounded, then the MMSE

dimension D as defined below will have the value of 1, i.e.,

D(x`, Z) = lim
σ2→0

Ψ(σ2, σ2)

σ2 = 1.
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Using this equation along with the definition of βmax in Definition 3, we obtain

βmax = min
σ2>0

{(
Ψ(σ2, σ2)

σ2

)−1}
≤
(

lim
σ2→0

Ψ(σ2, σ2)

σ2

)−1

= 1. (7.10)

From (7.9) and (7.10), we have βmax = 1. Additionally by [39, Lem. 4], βmin ≤
βmax = 1 which completes the proof.

7.1.3 Derivation of F and G for Gaussian Transmit Noise

We first derive p(x) as used in Step 1) of Algorithm 2. From (2.6) and the Gaussian

transmit-noise model p(x`|s`) ∼ CN (0, NTIN), which assumes independence

from s`, we can write effective transmit signal prior (2.6) as follows:

p(x`) =
∫

C

1
πNT

exp
(
− 1

NT
|s` − x`|2

)
∑

a∈O
paδ(s` − a)ds

= ∑
a∈O

pa
1

πNT
exp

(
− 1

NT
|x` − a|2

)
.

With this result, we can write the message posterior distribution p(x`|zt
`, σ2

t )

defined in Step 1) of Algorithm 2 as:

p(x`|zt
`, σ2

t ) =
1

Zπ2NTσ2
t

∑
a∈O

pa exp

(
−|z

t
` − a|2

NT + σ2
t

)

× exp

−NT + σ2
t

NTσ2
t

∣∣∣∣∣x` − NTzt
` + σ2

t a
NT + σ2

t

∣∣∣∣∣
2
 .

Here the normalization constant Z is chosen so that
∫

C
p(x`|zt

`, σ2
t )dx` = 1, which

can be computed as:

Z = ∑
a∈O

pa
1

π(NT + σ2
t )

exp

(
−|z

t
` − a|2

NT + σ2
t

)
.

Therefore, the posterior mean F(zt
`, σ2

t ) in (2.10) is given by:

F(zt
`, σ2

t ) =
∫

C
x`p(x`|zt

`, σ2
t )dx` = ∑

a∈O
wa

NTzt
` + σ2

t a
NT + σ2

t
,
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with the shorthand notation (2.20). The message variance G(zt
`, σ2

t ) defined in

(2.11) can be derived similarly.

For Step 2) of Algorithm 2, the effective noise wtmax
` is distributed

as p(wtmax
` ) ∼ CN

(
0, N0(1 + τtmax)

)
. Using the transmit-noise model

x`|s` ∼ CN (0, NT) together with the relation (2.12) yields p(ztmax
` |s`) ∼

CN
(
s`, N0(1 + τtmax) + NT

)
. Now, using (2.13) yields the following posterior

distribution:

p(s`|ztmax
` ) ∝ p(s`)p(ztmax

` |s`)

= ∑
a∈O

δ(s` − a)
pa

π(NT + N0(1 + τtmax))

× exp

(
−|ztmax

` − s`|2
NT + N0(1 + τtmax)

)
. (7.11)

Using the posterior distribution given in (7.18), we now compute the MAP

estimator (2.19):

ŝtmax
` = arg max

s`∈O
∑

a∈O
δ(s` − a) pa exp

(
−|ztmax

` − s`|2
NT + N0(1 + τtmax)

)

= arg min
a∈O

(
|ztmax
` − a|2

NT + N0(1 + τtmax)
− log pa

)
.

7.1.4 Proof of Theorem 6

To simplify notations, all distributions are assumed to have probability density

functions denoted by p. The same proof strategy holds for cases where this

assumption is not made. We characterize the error probability of IO data detector.

Let us start with the hard-soft assumption

P(ŝIO
` 6= s`) = P(D(E(s`|y, H)) 6= s`). (7.12)
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Based on this assumption, in order to characterize the error probability of IO data

detector, we have to characterize the joint distribution of (s`, E(s`|y, H)). Note

that in [69] the limiting distribution of (x`, E(x`|y, H)) has been characterized.

Thus, we will use this limiting distribution to characterize (s`, E(s`|y, H)).

From the system model definition in (2.1), it is evident that s` → x` → y

is a Markov chain. This implies that the random variable q` = E(s`|y, H),

which is a function of y and H, is independent of s` given x`. Hence,

instead of (s`, E(s`|y, H)), we can characterize the limiting distribution of

(s`, x`, E(s`|y, H)) which can be written as:

p(s`, x`, E(s`|y, H)) = p(s`, x`)p(E(s`|y, H)|x`, s`) = p(s`, x`)p(E(s`|y, H)|x`).

Since the joint distribution p(s`, x`) is known, characterizing the distribution of

(s`, x`, E(s`|y, H)) simplifies to characterizing the distribution of (E(s`|y, H)|x`)
(or equivalently (x`, E(s`|y, H))). Let us compute E(s`|y, H), which is given by

E(s`|y, H) =
∫

s`p(s`|y, H)ds`

=
∫

s`
∫

p(s`|x`, y, H) f (x`|y)dx`ds`

=
∫

s`
∫

p(s`|x`)p(x`|y, H)dx`ds`

=
∫

E(s`|x`)p(x`|y, H)dx`.

Define L(x`) , E(s`|x`). Thus, our original problem of characterizing the

limiting distribution of (s`, E(s`|y, H)) is simplified to characterizing the limiting

distribution of (x`, E(L(x`)|y, H)). This latter problem can be solved by the

replica method as explained in [69]. Assuming that the assumptions underlying

the replica symmetry in [69] are correct, we can argue from Claim 1 in this paper

that

(x`, E(L(x`)|y, H)
d→ (X, E(L(X)|X + σ̃Z)), (7.13)
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where S ∼ p(s`), X|S ∼ p(x`|s`), and Z ∼ N(0, 1) is independent of both S and

X, and finally σ̃ satisfies the fixed point equation

σ̃2 = N0 + βΨ(σ̃2). (7.14)

Note that

E(L(X)|X + σ̃Z) = E(E(S|X)|X + σ̃Z) = E(S|X + σ̃Z).

In other words, (7.13) can be written as

(x`, E(L(x`)|y, H)
d→ (X, E(S|X + σ̃Z)).

Next, we use this result to characterize the joint limiting distribution of

(s`, x`, E(s`|y, H)). If we define q` = E(s`|y, H) and Q = X + σ̃Z, we can

say that for every s, x, q ∈ R, we have

pq`,x`(q, x)→ pQ,X(q, x),

and, furthermore,

fs`,x`,q`(s, x, q) = ps`|x`(s|x)pq`,x`(q, x) = pS|X(s|x)pq`,x`(q, x),

which will converge to pS|X(s|x)pQ,X(q, x). 1 This means that (s`, x`, E(s`|y, H))

converges in distribution to (S, X, E(S|X + σ̃Z)), which since s` → x` →
E(s`|y, H) is a Markov chain leads to the following result

(s`, q`)
d→ (S, Q),

or, equivalently,

pq`|s`(q|s)
d→ pQ|S(q|s). (7.15)

1note that we used PDF here. For mixture distributions of x this proof does not work.
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Next, we will use this result to characterize the error probability of IO data detec-

tor P(ŝIO
` 6= s`). To simplify the rest of the proof we make several assumptions

that are correct for MU-MIMO systems in wireless communication. Suppose

s` ∈ O and that the cardinality of this set is finite. From (7.12), the IO error

probability can be written as P(D(q`) 6= s`) which converges as follows for a

given s` = s:

P(D(q`) 6= s` | s` = s) = 1−P(q` ∈ D−1(s) | s` = s)→ 1−P(Q ∈ D−1(s) | S = s).

The last claim is a direct result of [169, Lem. 2.2] which connects convergence in

distribution of (7.15) to the convergence in probability above. This relation holds

due to the fact that the boundary of D−1 has Lebesgue measure zero. Averaging

over all values of s` ∈ O, we obtain

P(D(q`) 6= s`) = ∑
s∈O

P(D(q`) 6= s` | s` = s)p(s` = s)

→ ∑
s∈O

P(D(Q) 6= S | S = s)p(S = s) = P(D(Q) 6= S).

Hence, we have P(ŝIO
` 6= s`)→ P(D(Q) 6= S), which completes the proof.

7.1.5 Proof of Theorem 7

Throughout this section, we assume that the random variables S ∼ p(s`), X|S ∼
p(x`|s`) and Z ∼ CN (0, 1) are independent of X and S. We start the proof with

the following lemma.

Lemma 37. P(S 6= D(X + σZ)) is a continuous function in σ.

Note that P(S 6= D(X + σZ)) = ∑s∈O P(S 6= D(X + σZ)|S = s)p(S = s).

Hence, if we prove that P(S 6= D(X + σZ)|S = s) is continuous then, so is
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P(S 6= D(X + σZ)). Furthermore, P(S 6= D(X + σZ)|S = s) = P(X + σZ ∈
D−1(s)|S = s). It is straightforward to write this probability in its integral form

and confirm that it is a continuous function of σ.

Suppose that we run AMPI for t iterations and then apply D to zt and σt to

obtain the signal estimate ŝt
`. Then, according to Lemma 33, the asymptotic error

probability of AMPI can be characterized as follows:

P(s` 6= ŝt
`) = P(S 6= D(X + σtZ)). (7.16)

Also, note that the effective noise variance σt is given by the cSE recursion in

(2.14); this means that for t → ∞, σt converges to the solution of AMPI’s fixed-

point equation as given in (2.17). Now, since the fixed-point equation of AMPI

in (2.17) coincides with fixed-point equation of the IO data detector in (7.14), we

have σt → σ̃.

The rest of the proof is a simple continuity argument with two statements:

1. Since P(S 6= D(X+σZ)) is a continuous function in σ, for every ε > 0 there

exists ∆σ such that if σ̄ ∈ (σ̃ − ∆σ, σ̃ + ∆σ), then P(S 6= D(X + σ̄Z)) <

P(S 6= D(X + σ̃Z)) + ε.

2. Since σt → σ̃ as t→ ∞, we know that there exists a t0 such that for t > t0,

σt < σ̃ + ∆σ.

By combining these two statements, we conclude that for every ε > 0, there

exists a t0 such that for t > t0

P(s` 6= ŝt0
` )

(a)
= P(S 6= D(X + σt0 Z)) < P(S 6= D(X + σ̃Z)) + ε

(b)
= P(s` 6= ŝIO

` ) + ε.

Here, (a) and (b) follow from (7.16) and Theorem 7, respectively. The proof is

complete by averaging over all ` = 1, . . . , N.
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7.1.6 Derivation of F and G in Compressed Sensing

We start by deriving the PDF for x = s + e, where s` ∼ p(s`) and e` ∼ N (0, NT)

for all ` = 1, . . . , N. For p(s`) = λ
2 exp (−λ|s`|), e` ∼ N (0, NT), and with the

relation x` = s` + e`, we have

p(x`) =
∫

R

1√
2πNT

exp
(
− 1

2NT
(s` − x`)2

)
λ

2
exp (−λ|s`|)ds`

=
λ

2
exp

(
λx` +

λ2NT

2

) ∫ 0

−∞

1√
2πNT

exp
(
− 1

2NT
(x` − (s` + λNT))

2
)

ds`

+
λ

2
exp

(
−λx` +

λ2NT

2

) ∫ ∞

0

1√
2πNT

exp
(
− 1

2NT
(x` − (s` − λNT))

2
)

ds`.

With the Q-function Q(x) =
∫ ∞

x
1√
2π

exp
(
− t2

2

)
dt, the above integral “simplifies”

to

p(x`) =
λ

2
exp

(
λ2NT

2

)
×
(

exp(λx`)Q
(

x` + λNT√
NT

)
+ exp(−λx`)

(
1−Q

(
x` − λNT√

NT

)))
.

(7.17)

Note that as NT → 0 (x→ s), Q
(

x`√
NT

)
→ 1−sign(x`)

2 , we have that

lim
NT→0

p(x`)→
λ

2

(
exp(λx`)

(
1− sign(x`)

2

)
+ exp(−λx`)

(
sign(x`) + 1

2

))
=

λ

2
exp (−λ|x`|) ,

which is the distribution of s` as expected.

With the PDF of the new prior p(x) = ∏N
` p(x`) where p(x`) is given in (7.17),

we now proceed to compute the functions relevant to the cB-AMP algorithm

given in Algorithm 1.

We start by computing the posterior p(x`|zt
`, σ2

t ) in (2.10), where we have
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p(zt
`|x`, σ2

t ) ∼ CN (x`, σ2
t ):

p(x`|zt
`, σ2

t ) =
p(zt

`|x`, σ2
t )p(x`)∫

R
p(zt

`|x`, σ2
t )p(x`)dx`

(7.18)

=
1√

2πσ2
t

exp
(
− 1

2σ2
t
(zt

` − x`)2
)

p(x`)

p(zt
`)

, (7.19)

where p(zt
`) is derived as follows:

p(zt
`) =

∫
R

p(zt
`|x`, σ2

t )p(x`)dx`

(a)
=

λ

2
exp

(
λ2NT

2

) ∫
R

exp(λx`)Q
(

x` + λNT√
NT

)
× 1√

2πσ2
t

exp
(
− 1

2σ2
t
(x` − zt

`)
2
)

dx`

+
λ

2
exp

(
λ2NT

2

) ∫
R

exp(−λx`)
(

1−Q
(

x` − λNT√
NT

))
× 1√

2πσ2
t

exp
(
− 1

2σ2
t
(x` − zt

`)
2
)

dx`

(b)
=

λ

2
exp

(
λzt

` +
λ2(NT + σ2

t )

2

)
Q

zt
` + λ(NT + σ2

t )√
NT + σ2

t


+

λ

2
exp

(
−λzt

` +
λ2(NT + σ2

t )

2

)1−Q

zt
` − λ(NT + σ2

t )√
NT + σ2

t

 . (7.20)

Here, (a) follows from replacing p(x`) from (7.17) and p(zt
`|x`, σ2

t ) ∼ CN (x`, σ2
t )

from its definition in Algorithm 1; and (b) follows from a precomputed integral

relation in [172, Eq. 8.259] as follows:

∫
R

1√
2πτ

Q
(

b +
x
σ

)
exp

(
− 1

2τ
x2
)

dx = Q
(

bσ√
σ2 + τ

)
. (7.21)

We now compute the posterior mean and variance functions F(zt
`, σ2

t ) and

G(zt
`, σ2

t ) as defined in (2.10) and (2.11).
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Posterior Mean The posterior mean can be derived as follows:

F(zt
`, σ2

t )

=
∫

R
x`p(x`|zt

`, σ2
t )dx`

=
λ exp

(
λ2NT

2

)
2p(zt

`)

∫
R

x` exp(λx`)√
2πσ2

t

exp
(
− 1

2σ2
t
(x` − zt

`)
2
)

Q
(

x` + λNT√
NT

)
dx`

(7.22)

+
λ exp

(
λ2NT

2

)
2p(zt

`)

∫
R

x` exp(−λx`)√
2πσ2

t

exp
(
− 1

2σ2
t
(x` − zt

`)
2
)(

1−Q
(

x` − λNT√
NT

))
dx`.

(7.23)

We first simplify (7.22) with K =
λ exp

(
λ2NT

2

)
2p(zt

`)
which yields

(7.22) = K exp
(

λzt
` +

λ2σ2
t

2

)
×
∫

R

x`√
2πσ2

t

exp
(
− 1

2σ2
t
(x` − (zt

` + λσ2
t ))

2
)

Q
(

x` + λNT√
NT

)
dx`.

We start with the following simplification, which is obtained by integration

by parts:

−
∫

R

x− u
σ2

t

1√
2πσ2

t

exp
(
− 1

2σ2
t
(x− u)2

)
Q
(

x− v√
NT

)
dx

=

√
NT√

2π(σ2
t + NT)

exp
(
− 1

2(σ2
t + NT)

(u− v)2)

)
. (7.24)
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Therefore, we have

∫
R

x`√
2πσ2

t

exp
(
− 1

2σ2
t
(x` − (zt

` + λσ2
t ))

2
)

Q
(

x` + λNT√
NT

)
dx`

= (zt
` + λσ2

t )
∫

R

1√
2πσ2

t

exp
(
− 1

2σ2
t
(x` − (zt

` + λσ2
t ))

2
)

Q
(

x` + λNT√
NT

)
dx`

+ σ2
t

∫
R

x` − (zt
` + λσ2

t )

σ2
t

1√
2πσ2

t

exp
(
− 1

2σ2
t
(x` − (zt

` + λσ2
t ))

2
)

Q
(

x` + λNT√
NT

)
dx`

(a)
= (zt

` + λσ2
t )Q

zt
` + λ(NT + σ2

t )√
NT + σ2

t


(b)
− σ2

t
√

NT√
2π(σ2

t + NT)
exp

(
− 1

2(σ2
t + NT)

(zt
` + λ(NT + σ2

t ))
2)

)
,

where (a) follows from (7.21) and (b) follows from (7.24). Similarly, we have (7.23)

as

(7.23) = K exp
(
−λzt

` +
λ2σ2

t
2

) ∫
R

x`√
2πσ2

t

exp
(
− 1

2σ2
t
(x` − (zt

` − λσ2
t ))

2
)

×
(

1−Q
(

x` − λNT√
NT

))
dx`.
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This expression can be simplified to

∫
R

x`√
2πσ2

t

exp
(
− 1

2σ2
t
(x` − (zt

` − λσ2
t ))

2
)(

1−Q
(

x` − λNT√
NT

))
dx`

= zt
` − λσ2

t −
∫

R

x`√
2πσ2

t

exp
(
− 1

2σ2
t
(x` − (zt

` − λσ2
t ))

2
)

Q
(

x` − λNT√
NT

)
dx`

= zt
` − λσ2

t

− σ2
t

∫
R

x` − (zt
` − λσ2

t )

σ2
t

1√
2πσ2

t

exp
(
− 1

2σ2
t
(x` − (zt

` − λσ2
t ))

2
)

Q
(

x` − λNT√
NT

)
dx`

− (zt
` − λσ2

t )
∫

R

1√
2πσ2

t

exp
(
− 1

2σ2
t
(x` − (zt

` − λσ2
t ))

2
)

Q
(

x` − λNT√
NT

)
dx`

= zt
` − λσ2

t +
σ2

t
√

NT√
2π(σ2

t + NT)
exp

(
− 1

2(σ2
t + NT)

(zt
` − λ(NT + σ2

t ))
2)

)

− (zt
` − λσ2

t )Q

zt
` − λ(NT + σ2

t )√
NT + σ2

t

 .

Therefore, with K1 = λ
2p(zt

`)
exp

(
λ2(NT+σ2

t )
2

)
exp

(
λzt

`

)
and K2 =

λ
2p(zt

`)
exp

(
λ2(NT+σ2

t )
2

)
exp

(
−λzt

`

)
we have

F(zt
`, σ2

t ) = K1(zt
` + λσ2

t )Q

zt
` + λ(NT + σ2

t )√
NT + σ2

t


− K1

σ2
t
√

NT√
2π(σ2

t + NT)
exp

(
− (zt

` + λ(NT + σ2
t ))

2

2(σ2
t + NT)

)

+ K2(zt
` − λσ2

t )

+ K2
σ2

t
√

NT√
2π(σ2

t + NT)
exp

(
− (zt

` − λ(NT + σ2
t ))

2

2(σ2
t + NT)

)

− K2(zt
` − λσ2

t )Q

zt
` − λ(NT + σ2

t )√
NT + σ2

t

 ,
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which can be simplified to

F(zt
`, σ2

t ) = K1(zt
` + λσ2

t )Q

zt
` + λ(NT + σ2

t )√
NT + σ2

t


+ K2(zt

` − λσ2
t )Q

−zt
` + λ(NT + σ2

t )√
NT + σ2

t

 . (7.25)

Since this function contains a multiplication of the Q-function with exponentials,

it is numerically unstable to compute. In order to compute this quantity, one

can use the more stable function erfcx(x) = x2erfc(x), where erfc(x) is the error

function that satisfies

erfc(x) = 2Q(
√

2x).

By replacing the values of K1 and K2 and Q-function, we obtain

F(zt
`, σ2

t ) = zt
` + λσ2

t η,

where

η =
erfcx(α)− erfcx(β)

erfcx(α) + erfcx(β)

α =
zt
` + λ(NT + σ2

t )√
2(NT + σ2

t )

β =
−zt

` + λ(NT + σ2
t )√

2(NT + σ2
t )

.

Posterior Variance The posterior variance can be computed as follows:

G(zt
`, σ2

t ) =
∫

R
x2
` p(x`|zt

`)dx` − F2(zt
`, σ2

t ).
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Here, we have

∫
R

x2
` p(x`|zt

`)dx`

=
λ exp

(
λ2NT

2

)
2p(zt

`)

∫
R

x2
` exp(λx`)√

2πσ2
t

exp
(
− 1

2σ2
t
(x` − zt

`)
2
)

Q
(

x` + λNT√
NT

)
dx`

(7.26)

+
λ exp

(
λ2NT

2

)
2p(zt

`)

∫
R

x2
` exp(−λx`)√

2πσ2
t

exp
(
− 1

2σ2
t
(x` − zt

`)
2
)

Q
(−x` + λNT√

NT

)
dx`.

(7.27)

Let us first compute (7.26), which yields

(7.26) = K1

∫
R

x2
`√

2πσ2
t

exp

(
− (x` − (zt

` + λσ2
t ))

2

2σ2
t

)
Q
(

x` + λNT√
NT

)
dx`

= K1

∫
R

(t + (zt
` + λσ2

t ))
2√

2πσ2
t

exp
(
− t2

2σ2
t

)
Q

(
t + zt

` + λ(σ2
t + NT)√

NT

)
dt

= K1

∫
R

t2√
2πσ2

t

exp
(
− t2

2σ2
t

)
Q

(
t + zt

` + λ(σ2
t + NT)√

NT

)
dt (7.28)

+ K1(zt
` + λσ2

t )
2
∫

R

1√
2πσ2

t

exp
(
− t2

2σ2
t

)
Q

(
t + zt

` + λ(σ2
t + NT)√

NT

)
dt

(7.29)

+ K1 × 2(zt
` + λσ2

t )
∫

R

t√
2πσ2

t

exp
(
− t2

2σ2
t

)
Q

(
t + zt

` + λ(σ2
t + NT)√

NT

)
dt.

(7.30)

Using the relations [172, Eq. 8.259], (7.21) and (7.24) respectively for (7.28),
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(7.29) and (7.30) we obtain

(7.26) = K1

(
σ2

t + (zt
` + λσ2

t )
2
)

Q

zt
` + λ(NT + σ2

t )√
(NT + σ2

t )


+ K1

σ4
t (z

t
` + λ(NT + σ2

t ))√
2π(NT + σ2

t )
3
2
− 2σ2

t (z
t
` + λσ2

t )√
2π(NT + σ2

t )

 exp

(
− (zt

` + λ(NT + σ2
t ))

2

2(σ2
t + NT)

)
.

Similarly, we have for (7.27) the following expression:

(7.27) = K2

(
σ2

t + (zt
` − λσ2

t )
2
)

Q

−zt
` + λ(NT + σ2

t )√
(NT + σ2

t )


− K2

σ4
t (z

t
` − λ(NT + σ2

t ))√
2π(NT + σ2

t )
3
2
− 2σ2

t (z
t
` − λσ2

t )√
2π(NT + σ2

t )

 exp

(
− (zt

` − λ(NT + σ2
t ))

2

2(σ2
t + NT)

)
.

Therefore, we have

G(zt
`, σ2

t ) = K1

(
σ2

t + (zt
` + λσ2

t )
2
)

Q

zt
` + λ(NT + σ2

t )√
(NT + σ2

t )


+ K2

(
σ2

t + (zt
` − λσ2

t )
2
)

Q

−zt
` + λ(NT + σ2

t )√
(NT + σ2

t )


+ K1

σ4
t (z

t
` + λ(NT + σ2

t ))√
2π(NT + σ2

t )
3
2
− 2σ2

t (z
t
` + λσ2

t )√
2π(NT + σ2

t )

 exp

(
− (zt

` + λ(NT + σ2
t ))

2

2(σ2
t + NT)

)

− K2

σ4
t (z

t
` − λ(NT + σ2

t ))√
2π(NT + σ2

t )
3
2
− 2σ2

t (z
t
` − λσ2

t )√
2π(NT + σ2

t )

 exp

(
− (zt

` − λ(NT + σ2
t ))

2

2(σ2
t + NT)

)

− F2(zt
`, σ2

t )

By replacing K1, K2, F and using erfcx(x) instead of Q for improved numerical

stability, we obtain

G(zt
`, σ2

t ) = σ2
t + λ2σ4

t (1− η2)− 4
γ

λσ4
t√

2π(NT + σ2
t )

,

where, we define

γ = erfcx(α) + erfcx(β).
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7.1.7 Proof of Lemma 10

We know that x = s + e, where s and e are two independent random vari-

ables and both p(e) and p(s) are log-concave [173]. By using properties of

log-concavity [174, Sec. 3.5.2], the convolution of two log-concave functions,

here p(x) = p(s) ∗ p(e), is also log-concave. Thus, − log p(x) is convex. Clearly,

1
2N0
‖y−Hx‖2

2 is also convex and their sum q(x) remains convex.

Now, we can compute the gradient of q(x), which is given by

∇xq(x) = −∇x [log p(x)] +
1

N0
(Hx− y)TH,

where

−∇x [log p(x)] =


∂ log p(x)

∂x1
...

∂ log p(x)
∂xN

 .

The missing piece is to compute ∂ log p(x)
∂xi

. From Lemma 9, we have

log p(x) = N log
(

λ

2

)
+ N

λ2NT

2

+
N

∑
i=1

log
[

eλxi Q
(

xi + λNT√
NT

)
+ e−λxi Q

(−xi + λNT√
NT

)]
.

As a consequence, we have

∂ log p(x)
∂xi

=
λeλxi Q( xi+λNT√

NT
)− λe−λxi Q(−xi+λNT√

NT
)

eλxi Q( xi+λNT√
NT

) + e−λxi Q(−xi+λNT√
NT

)

= λ
erfcx(xi+˘NT√

2NT
)− erfcx(−xi+˘NT√

2NT
)

erfcx(xi+˘NT√
2NT

) + erfcx(−xi+˘NT√
2NT

)

= λη(xi, τ = 0),

where η(zt
`, τ) is defined in (2.24).
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7.2 Proofs for Chapter 3

7.2.1 Proof of Theorem 11

The MSE for x̂ = µ(y) is defined as

MSE = E
[

1
B‖x̂− x‖2

2

]
= E

[
1
B‖µ(y)− x‖2

2

]
,

where we decompose the complex-valued vector y into the real part yR ∼
N (xR, E0

2 IN) and imaginary part yI ∼ N (xI , E0
2 IN). Note that expectation is

with respect to the noisy observation y. Define g(y) = µ(y)− y. Hence,

MSE = 1
B E
[
‖g(y) + y− x‖2

2
]

= E
[

1
B‖g(y)‖2

2

]
+ E

[
1
B‖y− x‖2

2

]
+ E

[ 2
B
[
g(y)H(y− x)

]
R
]
. (7.31)

The last term can be simplified as

2
B E
[[

g(y)H(y−x)
]
R
]
= 2

B E
[
gR(y)T(yR−xR)

]
+ 2

B E
[
gI(y)T(yI−xI)

]
.

We can now expand 2
B E
[
gR(y)T(yR − xR)

]
which yields

2
B E
[

gR(y)T(yR − xR)
]

(7.32)

(a)
= 2

B

∫
yI

fN
(

yI ; xI , E0
2 IB

)
∑B

b=1
∫

yR
1(

2π
E0
2

)B/2×

exp
(
− ‖yR−xR‖2

2 E0
2

)
E0
2

∂[gR(y)]b
∂[yR]b

dyRdyI (7.33)

= E0
B E

[
∑B

b=1

(
∂[µR(y)]b

∂[yR]b
− 1
)]

, (7.34)

where (a) follows from integration by parts. Similarly, we have

2
BE
[
gI(y)T(yI−xI)

]
= E0

B E
[
∑B

b=1

(
∂[gI (y)]b

∂[yI ]b
−1
)]

. (7.35)
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Recall that g(y) = µ(y)− y and replace (7.34) and (7.35) in the original MSE

expression in (7.31). This leads to

MSE = E
[

1
B‖µ(y)− y‖2

2

]
+ E

[
1
B‖y− x‖2

2

]
+ E0

B E
[
∑B

b=1

(
∂[µR(y)]b

∂[yR]b
+ ∂[µI (y)]b

∂[yI ]b
− 2
)]

.

The second term in the MSE expression above equals E0. For the first and third

term we remove their expectations to arrive at the following SURE expression:

SURE = 1
B‖µ(y)− y‖2

2 + E0

+ E0
B ∑B

b=1

(
∂[µR(y)]b

∂[yR]b
+ ∂[µI (y)]b

∂[yI ]b
− 2
)

,

which establishes the fact that E[SURE] = MSE.

7.3 Proof of Lemma 17

By following the steps in [71, Sec. 4.4], we see that minimizing the SURE func-

tion (3.5) for the NOPE algorithm results in optimal tuning. Since optimal tuning

is used, the SE equation from [86, Sec. III-A] is valid for NOPE.

The state evolution equation in (3.6) is a first-order rational differ-

ence equation. To solve it, we transform this relation into a linear re-

currence relation by defining a new variable Vt = 1
η+σ2

t
, where η =

1
2

(
(1− β)Ex − N0 +

√
((1− β)Ex − N0)2 + 4N0Ex

)
[175]. Then we can rewrite

the recurrence relation as follows

Vt+1 = αVt + γ, (7.36)

with α = Ex−η
N0+βEx+η and γ = 1

N0+βEx+η . By writing the relation for t + 1 as Vt+2 =

αVt+1 + γ and subtracting it from (7.36), we get Vt+2 = (α + 1)Vt+1− αVt, which
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is an order-2 homogeneous linear recurrence relation with constant coefficients

c1 = α + 1 and c2 = −α. Reference [176, Sec. 2.1.1-A] provides a straight-forward

approach to find a closed-form solution as a non-recursive function of t. This

approach involves finding the roots of the characteristic polynomial as described

below.

From the coefficients c1 and c2, we compute the characteristic polynomial

p(r) = r2− c1r− c2 = r2− (α + 1)r + α whose roots are r1 = α and r2 = 1. Then

the solution to the recurrence relation (7.36) is given by

Vt = k1rt
1 + k2rt

2 = k1αt + k2,

or equivalently

σ2
t =

1
k1αt + k2

− η

where we picked k1 = 1
α

(
(N0 + βEx + η)−1 − k2

)
and k2 = γ

1−α = 1
N0+βEx+η to

fit equation (7.36) and the initialization σ2 = N0 + βEx.

7.3.1 Proof of Lemma 14

Recall that the maximum achievable rate of IO-PME at SNR Ex/N0 is given

by CAWGN = log2(1 + Ex/N0). In the large antenna limit, the maximum

achievable rates for MRC, ZF and L-MMSE at SNR Ex/N̂0 are given by R =

log2
(
1 + Ex/σ2), where σ2 is obtained from the following fixed-point equation:

σ2 = N̂0 + β?Ψ(σ2), (7.37)

where Ψ(σ2) is Ex, σ2, and Ex
Ex+σ2 σ2 for MRC, ZF and L-MMSE, respectively [76].

Hence, the SNR loss is given by:

δSNR = N0
N̂0

(a)
= N0

σ2−β?Ψ(σ2)

(b)
=
(

1− β?Ψ
( Ex

2R−1

)2R−1
Ex

)−1
.
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Here, (a) follows from (7.39), and (b) follows from the fact that since R = CAWGN,

we have σ2 = N0 = Ex
2R−1 . We can now extract β? given δSNR as given by

Lemma 14. Moreover, for any β ≤ β? the SNR loss will be smaller than δSNR.

7.3.2 Proof of Theorem 19

By the decoupling property of GAMP [62], each entry of the output zt can be

modeled as zt
` = d̂2

`x` + d̂`wt
` in the large-antenna limit, with wt

` ∼ CN (0, σ2
t )

where σ2
t is computed using the SE framework [62, Sec. V-C]. In the large-antenna

limit, we estimate the signal power from the expression

lim
N→∞

1
N

∥∥D̂−1zt
∥∥2

2
(a)
= lim

N→∞
1
N ∑N

`=1E
[∣∣zt

`/d̂`
∣∣2]

= lim
N→∞

1
N ∑N

`=1E[|wt
`|2]+E[|x`|2]d̂2

`

= σ2
t + Êx limN→∞

1
N ∑N

`=1 d̂2
` . (7.38)

Here, (a) follows from Kolmogorov’s strong law of large numbers [177] given

that ∑∞
`=1(Exd2

` + σ2)/`2<∞, which is satisfied since the user gains d2
` are finite

for all users. As shown in [48], the parameters τt and σ2
t in (7.38) can be estimated

from ‖rt‖2/M. We can finally solve (7.38) for Êx and obtain (3.10).

7.4 Proof of Lemma 20

Assume system model Section 3.2.2 with a per-user SNR of Ex/N̂0. In the large

antenna limit, the maximum per-user achievable rate of this system for L-MMSE

estimator is given by RLMMSE = log2
(
1 + Ex/σ2), where σ2 is obtained from the
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following fixed-point equation [76]:

σ2 = N̂0 + β
Ex

Ex + σ2 σ2. (7.39)

As stated in Lemma 17, NOPE algorithm decouples the MIMO system into

B parallel and independent AWGN channels with variance σ2
t obtained from

(3.7). The per-user achievable rate of NOPE for an SNR of Ex/N0 is thus given

by RNOPE = log2
(
1 + Ex/σ2

t
)
. Here, N0 can be obtained from the definition of

SNR loss and (7.39) as follows:

N0 =
δSNR

N̂0
=

δSNR
σ2 − β Ex

Ex+σ2 σ2
,

where σ2 = Ex
2R−1 from the definition of RLMMSE above.

Now, since RLMMSE = RNOPE = R, we have σ2
t = σ2 = Ex

2R−1 . Knowing the

relation for σ2
t as a function of t in (3.7), we can find iteration number t? for which

σ2
t = σ2 as follows:

t? = max
(⌈

logα

[
1
k1

(
(σ2 + η)−1 − k2

)]⌉
, 1
)

,

where η, α, k1 and k2 are introduced in (3.8). Here, we also added the maximum

function to make sure t? is always larger than 1.

7.4.1 Proof of Theorem 21

SURE in (3.1) for µ(ŷ) = η(ŷ, τ) is derived as follows. The only unknowns in the

expression of SURE are its derivative of real and imaginary parts. For |ŷb| < τ,

we have

∂[ηR(ŷ,τ)]b
∂[ŷR]b

= ∂[ηI (ŷ,τ)]b
∂[ŷI ]b

= 0.
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For |ŷb| > τ, we have

∂[ηR(ŷ,τ)]b
∂[ŷR]b

= ∂
∂[ŷR]b

(
[ŷR]b − [ŷR]bτ√

[ŷR]2b+[ŷI ]2b

)
= 1− τ

[ŷI ]2b
([ŷR]2b+[ŷI ]2b)

3/2

and

∂[ηI (ŷ,τ)]b
∂[ŷI ]b

= 1− τ
[ŷR]2b

([ŷR]2b+[ŷI ]2b)
3/2 .

Note that at |ŷb| = τ, there is a discontinuity and thus the derivative and

consequently SURE are not defined for this value. The complex-valued SURE

expression reduces to

SUREτ = 1
B ∑B

b=1 min{|ŷb|, τ}2 + E0

+ E0
B ∑b:|ŷb|>τ

(
2− τ 1√

[ŷR]2b+[ŷI ]2b
− 2
)

+ E0
B ∑b:|ŷb|<τ (0− 2).

We now prove the convergence of SURE in (3.16). In [71, Lem. 4.3.], the

authors prove convergence of SURE to MSE in the real domain for the soft-

thresholding function. We follow the same procedure for the complex domain.

Using [108, Thm. III.15 & III.16], we have that for any pseudo-Lipschitz function

γ : C→ R the following equality holds:

lim
B→∞

1
B ∑B

b=1 γ(η(ŷb, τ), ĥb)

= E
[
γ(η(H +

√
E0Z, τ), H)

]
. (7.40)

Here, Z ∼ CN (0, 1) and H is a random variable with the sparse distribution

of the channel vector in the beamspace domain ĥb. Using (7.40), we have the

following result

lim
B→∞

1
B ∑B

b=1 |η(ŷb, τ)− ŷb|2 = Eŷb̃

[
|η(ŷb̃, τ)− ŷb̃|2

]
,
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where, ŷb̃ is any element of the random vector ŷ. The expression above can be

rewritten as

lim
B→∞

1
B ∑B

b=1 |η(ŷb, τ)− ŷb|2 = Eŷ

[
1
B‖η(ŷ, τ)− ŷ‖2

2

]
. (7.41)

Now, since ∂[ηR(ŷ,τ)]b
∂[ŷR]b

+ ∂[ηI (ŷ,τ)]b
∂[ŷI ]b

is bounded, it is pseudo-Lipschitz and, hence,

we can use (7.40) to obtain the following convergence result:

lim
B→∞

1
B ∑B

b=1

(
∂[µR(ŷ)]b

∂[ŷR]b
+ ∂[µI (ŷ)]b

∂[ŷI ]b
− 2
)

= 1
B E
[
∑B

b=1

(
∂[µR(ŷ)]b

∂[ŷR]b
+ ∂[µI (ŷ)]b

∂[ŷI ]b
− 2
)]

. (7.42)

By summing (7.41) and (7.42) and using E
[

1
B‖ŷ− ĥ‖2

2

]
= E0, we have estab-

lished that limB→∞ SUREτ = MSE.

7.5 Proofs for Chapter 4

7.5.1 Proof of Theorem 22

Our goal is to derive a linear (or affine) estimate x̂L-MMSE = Wy + b for the un-

known signal x that minimizes the MSE defined in (4.2). The necessary quantities

of this linear minimum MSE (L-MMSE) estimator are given by

W = Cx,yC−1
y and b = x̄−Wȳ, (7.43)

with x̄ = E[x], ȳ = E[y], and

Cx,y = Cov[x, y] = E
[
(x− x̄)(y− ȳ)H

]
= E

[
xyH

]
− x̄ȳH

Cy = Var[y] = E
[
(y− ȳ)(y− ȳ)H

]
= E

[
yyH

]
− ȳȳH,
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where we assumed that Cy is full rank. Our task is to compute the remaining

quantities ȳ, Cx,y, and Cy. We will frequently use the following lemma with

proof given in [178, Sec. 3.1].

Lemma 38. Let (u1, u2) ∼ N (µ, Σ) be a pair of real-valued jointly Gaussian random

variables with covariance matrix

Σ =

 σ2
1 σ2

1,2

σ2
1,2 σ2

2

.

Then, for i = 1, 2, the pair of random variables (ν1, ν2) with ν1 = u2
1 and ν2 = u2

2

follows the bivariate folded normal distribution with moments

ν̄i = E
[
u2

i

]
= σ2

i + µ2
i

[Cν]1,2 = E[(ν1 − ν̄1)(ν2 − ν̄2)] = 4µ1µ2σ2
1,2 + 2σ4

1,2

[Cν]i,i = E
[
(νi − ν̄i)

2
]
= 2σ4

i + 4µ2
i σ2

i .

Define the vector z = Ax + nz to contain the phased measurements, z̄ = E[z]

its mean vector, and Cz its covariance matrix. Clearly, under Assumptions 1, the

phased observations in z are jointly Gaussian, with mean z̄ = Ax̄ and covariance

matrix Cz = ACeAT + Cnz . We are now ready to compute the missing quantities

ȳ, Cx,y, and Cy.

Phased Measurement Mean ȳ

Using Lemma 39, we have

ȳm = E
[
|zm|2 + ny

]
= σ2

m + |z̄m|2 + n̄y
m, (7.44)

where σ2
m = [Cz]m,m. Hence, the quantity ȳ reads

ȳ = diag(Cz) + |z̄|2 + n̄y.
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Cross-Covariance Matrix Cx,y

To compute the cross-covariance matrix Cx,y, we will use a classical result due to

Brillinger given in [10, Lem. 1] that states

Cov[ym, xn] = Cov
[
|zm|2, xn

]
=

Cov
[
|zm|2, zm

]
Var[zm]

Cov[zm, xn] .

By using Stein’s lemma [179], we have

Cov
[
|zm|2, zm

]
Var[zm]

= E[2zm] = 2z̄m.

We also have

Cov[zm, xn] = E[(zm − z̄m)(xn − x̄n)
∗]

= aT
m E[(x− x̄)(xn − x̄n)

∗] = aT
m[Ce]:,n,

where [Ce]:,n corresponds to the nth column of Ce and aT
m to the mth row of A.

Hence, we obtain

[Cy,x]m,n = 2z̄maT
m[Ce]:,n, (7.45)

and Cx,y = CH
y,x. In compact vector form, the cross-covariance matrix Cx,y reads

Cx,y = 2CeAT diag(z̄).
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Observation Covariance Matrix Cy

The last quantity required is the matrix Cy. We compute the following quantity:

[Cy]m,m′ = E[(ym − ȳm)(ym − ȳm)
∗]

= E[(|zm|2 + ny
m − (E

[
|zm|2

]
+ n̄y

m))

× (|zm′ |2 + ny
m′ − (E

[
|zm′ |2

]
+ n̄y

m′))
∗]

= E[(|zm|2 −E
[
|zm|2

]
)(|zm′ |2 −E

[
|zm′ |2

]
)∗]

+ [Cny ]m,m′ .

Using Lemma 39, we can compute the above expression as follows. For m = m′,

we have

[Cy]m,m = 2σ4
m + 4z̄2

mσ2
m,

where σ2
m = [Cz]m,m. Similarly, for m 6= m′, we have

[Cy]m,m′ = 4z̄mz̄m′σ
2
mm′ + 2σ4

mm′ ,

where σ2
mm′ = [Cz]m,m′ . In summary, the observation covariance matrix Cy is

given by

Cy = (4z̄z̄T + 2Cz)�Cz + Cny .

Next, we will compute the complexity of the algorithm in terms of the num-

ber of real-valued multiplications. Let us first focus on pre-processing quan-

tities that only need to be computed once given the statistics of the problem.

Post-processing quantities are those that need to be computed for every new

measurement vector y.
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Pre-processing

• z̄ = Ax̄ : MN

• Cz = ACeAT + Cnz : MN2 + NM2

• ȳ = diag(Cz) + |z̄|2 + n̄y : M

• Cx,y = 2CeAT diag(z̄) : NM + M + N2M

• Cy = (4z̄z̄T + 2Cz)�Cz+Cny : M + 3M2

• C−1
y : 1

2 M3

• Cx,yC−1
y : M2N

Here, matrix inversion follows from using Cholesky decomposition with the

complexity given in [180].

Post-processing

• x̂ = Cx,yC−1
y (y− ȳ) + x̄ : MN

Hence, the overall complexity of PhaseLin-R given by the sum of number of

all multiplications is 1
2 M3 + 2MN(N + M) + 3M2 + 3MN + 3M.

7.5.2 Proof of Theorem 23

For complex-valued signals, the so-called widely linear minimum MSE (WL-

MMSE) estimator [181, 182], which is of the form W1y + W2y∗, often provides

superior results compared to the standard L-MMSE estimator. In our setting,
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both the WL-MMSE and L-MMSE estimators yield the same results. Hence, for

Assumptions 2, the linear estimator is simply given by x̂ = Wy + b with W and

b given in (7.43). As a consequence, we only need to compute the following

quantities for complex-valued signals: ȳ, Cx,y, and Cy.

Let z = Ax + nz contain the phased measurements, z̄ = E[z] denote its mean

vector, and Cz denote its covariance matrix. Given Assumptions 2, the phased

observations in z are jointly complex Gaussian, where we can easily compute the

mean z̄ = Ax̄ and covariance Cz = ACeAH + Cnz . From the covariance Cz, we

can easily extract the covariance of the real and imaginary parts of z separately

as follows:

E[zRz∗R]
(a)
= E[zIz∗I ] = 1/2<{Cz} = 1/2Cz,R (7.46)

E[zIz∗R]
(a)
= −E[zRz∗I ] = 1/2={Cz} = 1/2Cz,I . (7.47)

Here, (a) follows from the circular symmetry of the complex-valued random

variable x. We will use these covariances to compute Cy later in the section. We

are now ready to compute the missing quantities ȳ, Cx,y, and Cy.

Phased Measurement Mean ȳ

To compute the entries of ȳ, we have

ȳm = E
[
|zm|2 + ny

]
= E

[
|zm,R|2 + |zm,I |2 + ny

m

]
(b)
= |z̄m,R|2 +

σ2
m,R
2

+ |z̄m,I |2 +
σ2

m,R
2

+ n̄y
m

(c)
= |z̄m|2 + σ2

m + n̄y
m, (7.48)

where σ2
m,R = [Cz,R]m,m and σ2

m = [Cz]m,m. Here, (b) follows from Lemma 39,

and (c) follows from the fact that we can conclude [Cz,R]m,m = [Cz]m,m from
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equations (7.69) and (7.47). Hence, ȳ in vector form reads

ȳ = diag(Cz) + |z̄|2 + n̄y.

Cross-Covariance Matrix Cx,y

We next compute the individual entries of the cross-covariance matrix

[Cx,y]n,m = E[(xn − x̄n)(ym − ȳm)
∗] = E[xny∗m]− x̄nȳ∗m.

Let us first focus on the quantity E[xny∗m]. We have

E[xny∗m]

= E

[
xn

(
(

N

∑
i=1

Am,ixi + nz
m)(

N

∑
j=1

Am,jxj + nz
m)
∗+ ny

m

)∗]

= E

[
xn

N

∑
i=1

Am,ixi

N

∑
j=1

A∗m,jx
∗
j

]
+ x̄n[Cnz ]m,m + x̄nn̄y

m

= x̄n

N

∑
i=1

N

∑
j=1

Am,i A∗m,j x̄i x̄∗j + x̄n

N

∑
i=1

N

∑
j=1

Am,i A∗m,j[Ce]i,j

+
N

∑
i=1

Am,i x̄i

N

∑
j=1

A∗m,j[Ce]n,j + x̄n[Cnz ]m,m + x̄nn̄y
m. (7.49)

Next, using (7.68), we obtain

x̄nȳ∗m = x̄n(σ
2
n + |z̄m|2 + n̄y

m)

= x̄n([ACeAH + Cnz ]m,m + |aH
mx̄|2 + n̄y

m)

= x̄n

N

∑
i=1

N

∑
j=1

Am,i A∗m,j[Ce]i,j + x̄n[Cnz ]m,m

+ x̄n

N

∑
i=1

N

∑
j=1

Am,i A∗m,j x̄i x̄∗j + x̄nn̄y
m. (7.50)

Hence, from (7.49) and (7.50), we finally get

[Cx,y]n,m =
N

∑
i=1

Am,i x̄i

N

∑
j=1

A∗m,j[Ce]n,j,

which, in compact form, reads Cx,y = CeAH diag(z̄).
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Observation Covariance Matrix Cy

To obtain the entries of the matrix Cy, we first calculate

[Cy]m,m′ = E[(ym − ȳm)(ym − ȳm)
∗]

= E[(|zm|2 + ny
m − (E

[
|zm|2

]
+ n̄y

m))

× (|zm′ |2 + ny
m′ − (E

[
|zm′ |2

]
+ n̄y

m′))
∗]

= E[(|zm,R|2−E
[
|zm,R|2

]
+|zm,I |2−E

[
|zm,I |2

]
)

×(|zm′,R|2−E
[
|zm′,R|2

]
+|zm′,I |2−E

[
|zm′,I |2

]
)∗]

+ [Cny ]m,m′ .

Using the expressions in (7.69) and (7.47) together with Lemma 39, we can

compute the above expressions. For m = m′, we have

[Cy]m,m = 2
σ4

m,R
4

+ 4z̄2
m,R

σ2
m,R
2

+ 2
σ4

m,R
4

+ 4z̄2
m,I

σ2
m,R
2

+ 4z̄m,I z̄m,R
σ2

m,I
2

+ 2
σ4

m,I
4

+ 4z̄m,Rz̄m,I
σ2

m,I
2

+ 2
σ4

m,I
4

+ [Cny ]m,m,

where σ2
m,R = [Cz,R]m,m and σ2

m,I = [Cz,I ]m,m. From (7.47) we see that σ2
m,I = 0.

Hence, [Cy]m,m can be written as

[Cy]m,m = σ4
m,R + 2(z̄2

m,R + z̄2
m,I)σ

2
m,R + [Cny ]m,m.
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Similarly, for m 6= m′ we have

[Cy]m,m′ = 4z̄m,Rz̄m′,R
σ2

mm′,R
2

+ 2
σ4

mm′,R
4

+ 4z̄m,I z̄m′,I
σ2

mm′,R
2

+ 2
σ4

mm′,R
4

− 4z̄m,Rz̄m′,I
σ2

mm′,I
2

+ 2
σ4

mm′,I
4

+ 4z̄m,I z̄m′,R
σ2

mm′,I
2

+ 2
σ4

mm′,I
4

+ [Cny ]m,m′ ,

where σ2
mm′,R = [Cz,R]m,m′ and σ2

mm′,I = [Cz,I ]m,m′ . As a result, the observation

covariance matrix Cy is given by

Cy = 2<
{(

z̄z̄H
)
�C∗z

}
+ Cz �C∗z + Cny .

Next, we will compute the complexity of the algorithm in terms of the num-

ber of real-valued multiplications. Let us first focus on pre-processing quan-

tities that only need to be computed once given the statistics of the problem.

Post-processing quantities are those that need to be computed for every new

measurement vector y.

Pre-processing

• z̄ = Ax̄ : 4MN

• Cz = ACeAH + Cnz : 4MN2 + 4M2N

• ȳ = diag(Cz) + |z̄|2 + n̄y : 2M

• Cx,y = CeAH diag(z̄) : 4MN + 4N2M− 2MN

• Cy = 2<
{(

z̄z̄H)�C∗z
}
+ Cz �C∗z + Cny : 8M2 −M
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• C−1
y : 2M3 − 2M + 1

• Cx,yC−1
y : 4M2N

Here, matrix inversion follows from using Cholesky decomposition with the

complexity given in [183].

Post-processing

• x̂ = Cx,yC−1
y (y− ȳ) + x̄ : 4MN

Hence, the overall complexity of PhaseLin-C given by the sum of number of

all multiplications is 2M3 + 8MN(M + N) + 8M2 + 6MN −M + 1.

7.5.3 Proof of Lemma 24

The MSE of the PhaseLin estimator is given in (4.2). If Cy is full rank, then

x̂ = Cx,yC−1
y (y− ȳ) + x̄. Inserting this PhaseLin estimator in the MSE expression
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leads to

MSE = E e,nz,ny

[
‖Cx,yC−1

y (y− ȳ) + x̄− x‖2
2

]
= tr (E e,nz,ny

[
Cx,yC−1

y (y− ȳ)(y− ȳ)HC−1
y CH

x,y

]
)

− tr (E e,nz,ny

[
Cx,yC−1

y (y− ȳ)(x− x̄)H
]
)

− tr (E e,nz,ny

[
(x− x̄)(y− ȳ)HC−1

y CH
x,y

]
)

+ tr (E e

[
(x− x̄)(x− x̄)H

]
)

= tr (Cx,yC−1
y CH

x,y)− tr (Cx,yC−1
y Cy,x)

− tr (Cx,yC−1
y CH

x,y) + tr (Ce)

= tr (Ce −Cx,yC−1
y Cy,x),

where we have used the fact that Cy,x = CH
x,y.

7.5.4 Proof of Theorem 25

The proof proceeds in two steps detailed as follows.

Mean Matrix We first compute the mean matrix W0. Since (4.9) is a quadratic

form, we can take the derivative in W̃H
0 and set it to zero, i.e.,

d
dW̃H

0

E

∥∥∥∥∥W̃0 +
M

∑
m=1
T (ym)W̃m − xxH

∥∥∥∥∥
2

F

= 0.

Basic matrix calculus yields

W̃0 = Kx −∑M
m=1 T (ym)W̃m (7.51)

with T (ym) = E[T (ym)] and Kx = E
[
xxH].
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Linear Estimation Matrix With (7.51) and the fact that (4.9) is a quadratic form

in the matrices Wm, m = 1, . . . , M, we take the derivatives in WH
m and setting

them to zero:

d
dW̃H

m
E

[∥∥∥∥ M

∑
m=1

(T (ym)−T (ym))W̃m−(xxH−Kx)

∥∥∥∥2

F

]
=0.

By interchanging the derivative with expectation and with basic manipulations,

we obtain the following set of optimality conditions for Wm for m = 1, . . . , M:

∑M
m′=1 W̃m′ E

[
(T (ym)− T (ym))(T (ym′)− T (ym′))

]
= E

[
(T (ym)− T (ym))(xxH −Kx)

]
. (7.52)

In compact matrix form, the above condition reads

(T⊗ IN×N)W = V, (7.53)

where we used the following shortcuts:

T = E
[
(T (y)− T (y))(T (y)− T (y))T

]
W = [W̃T

1 , . . . , W̃T
m, . . . , W̃T

M]T

Vm= E
[
(T (ym)−T (ym))(xxH−Kx)

]
, m = 1, . . . , M

V = [VT
1 , . . . , VT

m, . . . , VT
M]T.

The condition in (7.53) can be solved for the estimation matrices in W leading to

W = (T−1⊗ IN×N)V, where we require the matrix T to be full rank. To obtain

the linear spectral estimator matrix, we simplify as

Dy = Kx + ((T (y)− T (y))T ⊗ IN×N)W

= Kx + ∑M
m=1 tmVm,

where we define the vector t = T−1(T (y)− T (y)).
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7.5.5 Proof of Theorem 26

To compute the spectral MSE in (5.8), we simplify

S-MSE = E

[∥∥∥∑M
m=1 tmVm − (xxH −Kx)

∥∥∥2

F

]
.

We expand this expression into four terms

E

[∥∥∥∑M
m=1 tmVm − (xxH −Kx)

∥∥∥2

F

]
= E

[∥∥∥∑M
m=1 tmVm

∥∥∥2

F

]
(7.54)

+ E
[∥∥xxH −Kx

∥∥2
F

]
−E

[
tr
(
(xxH −Kx)H

(
∑M

m=1 tmVm

))]
(7.55)

−E

[
tr
((

∑M
m=1 tmVm

)H
(xxH −Kx)

)]
(7.56)

and simplify each expression individually. We start with (7.54) and use the fact

that

∑M
m=1 tmVm = ((T (y)− T (y))TT−1⊗ IN×N)V

and rewrite the quantity within expectation as follows:

VH(T−1(T (y)− T (y))⊗ IN×N)

× ((T (y)− T (y))TT−1⊗ IN×N)V

= VH((T−1(T (y)− T (y))

× (T (y)− T (y))TT−1)⊗ IN×N)V.

We now evaluate the expectation which leads to

E

[∥∥∥∑M
m=1 tmVm

∥∥∥2

F

]
= tr

(
VH(T−1⊗ IN×N)V

)
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or, equivalently, to

E

[∥∥∥∑M
m=1tmVm

∥∥∥2

F

]
=

M

∑
m=1

M

∑
m′=1

[T−1]m,m′ tr
(

VH
mVm′

)
.

We next will simplify (7.55). Recall that

tm = ∑M
m′=1[T

−1]m,m′(T (ym′)− T (ym′)),

which enables us to write (7.55) as

E
[
tr
(
(xxH −Kx)H

(
∑M

m=1 tmVm

))]
= ∑M

m=1 ∑M
m′=1[T

−1]m,m′

× tr
(
E
[
(xxH −Kx)H(T (ym′)− T (ym′))

]
Vm
)

= ∑M
m=1 ∑M

m′=1[T
−1]m,m′ tr

(
VH

m′Vm
)
. (7.57)

Seeing as (7.56) is the Hermitian conjugate of (7.55), we have

E

[
tr
((

∑M
m=1 tmVm

)H
(xxH −Kx)

)]
= ∑M

m=1 ∑M
m′=1[T

−1]∗m,m′ tr
(
VH

mVm′
)
. (7.58)

Combining all these terms yield the spectral MSE

S-MSE = E

[∥∥∥∑M
m=1 tmVm − (xxH −Kx)

∥∥∥2

F

]
= CxxH − tr

(
VH(T−1⊗ IN×N)V

)
,

with CxxH = E
[∥∥xxH −Kx

∥∥2
F

]
.
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7.5.6 Proof of Corollary 27

We bound the estimation error with the spectral MSE of the LSPE as follows. For

a given instance, we have

‖x̂x̂H − xxH‖2
F = ‖x̂x̂H −Dy + Dy − xxH‖2

F

(a)
≤ 2‖x̂x̂H −Dy‖2

F + 2‖Dy − xxH‖2
F

(b)
≤ 4‖Dy − xxH‖2

F,

where (a) follows from the squared triangle inequality and (b) because x̂x̂H is the

best rank-1 approximation of Dy. Averaging over all instances finally yields

E
[
‖x̂x̂H − xxH‖2

F

]
≤ 4 S-MSELSPE.

7.5.7 Proof of Proposition 1

Our goal is to first evaluate the S-MSE of the unnormalized spectral initializer in

(4.4)

US-MSESI = E

∥∥∥∥∥β
M

∑
m=1
T (ym)amaH

m − xxH

∥∥∥∥∥
2

F


and then minimize the resulting expression over the parameter β. The unnor-

malized spectral MSE can be expanded into the following form:

|β|2
M

∑
m=1

M

∑
m′=1

E[T (ym)T (ym′)] tr(amaH
mam′a

H
m′)

− β∗
M

∑
m=1

tr
(

amaH
m E

[
T (ym)xxH

])
− β

M

∑
m=1

tr
(

E
[
xxHT (ym)

]
amaH

m

)
+ E

[
‖xxH‖2

F

]
.
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By using the definitions

Ṽm = E
[
T (ym)xxH

]
, m = 1, . . . , M,

T̃ = E
[
T (y)T (y)T

]
,

we can simplify the above expression into

|β|2
M

∑
m=1

M

∑
m′=1

T̃m,m′ |aH
mam′ |2 + E

[
‖xxH‖2

F

]
− β∗

M

∑
m=1

tr
(

amaH
mṼm

)
− β

M

∑
m=1

tr
(

ṼH
mamaH

m

)
. (7.59)

We can now find the optimal parameter for β by taking the derivative with

respect to β∗ and setting the expression to zero. The resulting optimal scaling

parameter is given by

β̂ =
∑M

m=1 tr
(

amaH
mṼm

)
∑M

m=1 ∑M
m′=1 T̃m,m′ |aH

mam′ |2
.

We now plug in β̂ into the expression (7.59), which yields

S-MSESI =

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑M

m=1 tr
(

amaH
mṼm

)
∑M

m=1 ∑M
m′=1 T̃m,m′ |aH

mam′ |2

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

(7.60)

×
M

∑
m=1

M

∑
m′=1

T̃m,m′ |aH
mam′ |2

−
∑M

m=1 tr
(

ṼH
mamaH

m

)
∑M

m=1 ∑M
m′=1 T̃∗m,m′ |aH

mam′ |2
M

∑
m=1

tr
(

amaH
mṼm

)

−
∑M

m=1 tr
(

amaH
mṼm

)
∑M

m=1 ∑M
m′=1 T̃m,m′ |aH

mam′ |2
M

∑
m=1

tr
(

ṼH
mamaH

m

)
+ E

[
‖xxH‖2

F

]
.
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This expression can be simplified further to obtain:

S-MSESI =

∣∣∣∑M
m=1 tr

(
amaH

mṼm

)∣∣∣2
∑M

m=1 ∑M
m′=1 T̃∗m,m′ |aH

mam′ |2

−

∣∣∣∑M
m=1 tr

(
amaH

mṼm

)∣∣∣2
∑M

m=1 ∑M
m′=1 T̃∗m,m′ |aH

mam′ |2

−

∣∣∣∑M
m=1 tr

(
amaH

mṼm

)∣∣∣2
∑M

m=1 ∑M
m′=1 T̃m,m′ |aH

mam′ |2

+ E
[
‖xxH‖2

F

]
= RxxH−

∣∣∣∑M
m=1 aH

mṼmam

∣∣∣2
∑M

m=1 ∑M
m′=1 T̃m,m′ |aH

mam′ |2
,

which is what we wanted to show in (4.14).

7.5.8 Derivation of Estimator 1

We now use Theorem 25 to derive Estimator 1 under Assumptions 3. To this end,

we require the three quantities: T (y), T, and Vm, m = 1, . . . , M, which we derive

separately.

Computing T (y) To compute the real-valued vector

T (y) = E[T (y)] , (7.61)

we need the following result on the bivariate folded normal distribution devel-

oped in [178, Sec. 3.1].

Lemma 39. Let [u1, u2] ∼ N (µ, Σ) be a pair of real-valued jointly Gaussian random
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variables with covariance matrix

Σ =

 σ2
1 σ2

1,2

σ2
1,2 σ2

2

.

Then, for m = 1, 2, the pair of random variables (ν1, ν2) with ν1 = u2
1 and ν2 = u2

2

follows the bivariate folded normal distribution with the following (centered) moments:

ν̄m = E
[
u2

m

]
= σ2

m + µ2
m

[Cν]1,2 = E[(ν1 − ν̄1)(ν2 − ν̄2)]

= 4µ1µ2σ2
1,2 + 2σ4

1,2

[Cν]1,1 = E
[
(ν1 − ν̄1)

2
]
= 2σ4

1 + 4µ2
1σ2

1 .

Let z̄ = E[z] denote the mean vector and Cz = ACxAH +Cez = σ2
xAAH +Cez

the covariance matrix of the “phased” measurements z = Ax + ez. Then, by

defining σ2
m = [Cz]m,m, we can compute the mth entry T (ym) using Lemma 39 as

follows:

T (ym) = ȳm = E
[
|zm|2 + ny

m

]
= σ2

m + ēy
m. (7.62)

Hence, in compact vector notation we have

T (y) = ȳ = diag(Cz) + ēy. (7.63)

Computing T To compute the real-valued matrix

T = E
[
(T (y)− T (y))(T (y)− T (y))T

]
= E

[
T (y)T (y)T

]
− T (y)T (y)T, (7.64)
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we only need to compute the matrix E
[
T (y)T (y)T] as the vector T (y) was

computed in (7.63). We compute this matrix entry-wise as

Tm,m′ = E
[
(T (ym)− T (ym))(T (ym′)− T (ym′))

]
= E[ymy∗m′ ]− ȳmȳ∗m′
(a)
= E

[
(|zm|2 + ey

m)(|zm′ |2 + ey
m′)
]

− (σ2
m + ēy

m)(σ
2
m′ + ēy

m′)

= E
[
|zm|2|zm′ |2

]
− σ2

m′σ
2
m + [Cey ]m,m′ ,

where (a) follows from (7.62). The only unknown term in the above expres-

sion is E
[
|zm|2|zm′ |2

]
. This term is the second moment of the random vector

[|zm|2, |zm′ |2], which follows a bivariate folded normal distribution. For m 6= m′,

Lemma 39 yields

E
[
|zm|2|zm′ |2

]
= σ2

mσ2
m′ + 2σ4

m,m′

with σ2
m,m′ = [Cz]m,m′ . For m = m′, Lemma 39 yields

E
[
|ym|2

]
= E

[
|zm|4

]
= 3σ4

m.

Hence, we have

Tm,m′ = [Cey ]m,m′ +

 2σ4
m,m′ if m 6= m′

2σ4
m if m = m′,

which can be written in compact matrix form as

T = 2Cz �Cz + Cey .

Computing Vm To compute the matrices

Vm = E
[
(T (ym)− T (ym))(xxH −Kx)

]
= E

[
T (ym)xxH

]
− T (ym)Kx (7.65)
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for m = 1, . . . , M, we only need to compute the complex-valued matrix

E
[
T (ym)xxH] as the two other quantities Kx = E

[
xxH] and T (ym) are known.

We compute this matrix entry-wise as

[Vm]n,n′ = E
[
(T (ym)− T (ym))xnx∗n′

]
= E[ymxnx∗n′ ]− ȳm[Cx]n,n′ .

Since ȳm is known from (7.62), we focus on computing

E[ymxnx∗n′ ]

= E

[(( N

∑
j=1

A∗m,jx
∗
j + ez

m

)

×
( N

∑
j′=1

Am,j′xj′+ez
m

)
+ ey

m

)
xnx∗n′

]

= E

[( N

∑
j=1

A∗m,jx
∗
j

N

∑
j′=1

Am,j′xj′

)
xnx∗n′

]

+ E
[
|ez

m|2xnx∗n′
]
+ E

[
ey

mxnx∗n′
]

=
N

∑
j=1

A∗m,j

N

∑
j′=1

Am,j′ E
[

x∗j xj′xnx∗n′
]

(7.66)

+ ([Cez ]m,m + ēy
m)[Cx]n,n′ .

The only unknown in the above expression is the double summation in (7.66).

Since we assumed that the entries of the signal vector x are i.i.d., most of the

terms in this summation are zero. For n 6= n′, there are only two nonzero terms,

corresponding to the cases of (j, j′) = (n, n′) and (j, j′) = (n′, n). Thus, for n 6= n′

we have
N

∑
j=1

A∗m,j

N

∑
j′=1

Am,j′ E
[

x∗j xj′xnx∗n′
]

= 2A∗m,n Am,n′ E
[
|xn|2|xn′ |2

]
(b)
= 2A∗m,n Am,n′ [Cx]n,n[Cx]n′,n′ , (7.67)
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where (b) follows from Lemma 39. For n = n′, we have

N

∑
j=1

A∗m,j

N

∑
j′=1

Am,j′ E
[

x∗j xj′xnx∗n
]

= |Am,n|2 E
[
|xn|4

]
+

N

∑
j 6=n,j=1

|Am,j|2 E
[
|xj|2|xn|2

]
(c)
= 3|Am,n|2[Cx]

2
n,n +

N

∑
j 6=n,j=1

|Am,j|2[Cx]j,j[Cx]n,n

= 2|Am,n|2[Cx]
2
n,n +

N

∑
j=1
|Am,j|2[Cx]j,j[Cx]n,n.

As for (7.67), (c) follows from Lemma 39. By combining the above results, we

have

Vm = 2CH
x amaH

mCx + (aH
mCxam)(CH

x � I)

+ ([Cez ]m,m − σ2
m)Cx = 2σ4

xamaH
m ,

where aH
m denotes the mth row of the matrix A.

Next, we will compute the complexity of the algorithm in terms of the num-

ber of real-valued multiplications. We will first focus on pre-processing quan-

tities that only need to be computed once given the statistics of the problem.

Post-processing quantities are those that need to be computed for every new

measurement vector y.

Pre-processing

• Cz = σ2
xAAT + Cez : NM2 + M2

• y = diag(Cz) + ēy : 0

• T = 2Cz �Cz + Cey : 2M2
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• Vm = 2σ4
xamaT

m, (m = 1, . . . , M) : (N2 + N + 1)×M

• T−1 : 1
2 M3

Here, matrix inversion follows from using Cholesky decomposition with the

complexity given in [180].

Post-processing

• t = T−1 (y− y) : M2

• DR
y = Kx + ∑M

m=1 tmVm : N2M

Hence, the overall complexity of LSPE-R given by the sum of number of all

multiplications is 1
2 M3 + 2MN2 + NM2 + 4M2 + MN + M.

7.5.9 Derivation of Estimator 2

We now use Theorem 25 to derive Estimator 2 under Assumptions 4. To this end,

we require the three quantities: T (y), T, and Vm, m = 1, . . . , M, which we derive

separately.

Computing T (y) To compute the real-valued vector T (y) = ȳ in (7.61), we

need the following definitions. Let z̄ = E[z] denote the mean vector and

Cz = ACxAH + Cez = σ2
xAAH + Cez the covariance matrix of the “phased”

measurements z = Ax + ez. Then, using Lemma 39 with the definitions z̄ and
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Cz, we have

ȳm = E
[
|zm|2 + ēy

m

]
= E

[
|zm,R|2 + |zm,I |2 + ēy

m

]
= σ2

m + ēy
m, (7.68)

where we have used the definition σ2
m = [Cz]m,m. Hence, in compact vector

notation we have

T (y) = ȳ = diag(Cz) + ēy.

Computing T To compute the real-valued matrix T in (7.64), we will frequently

use the following result. Since the vector z is a complex circularly-symmetric

jointly Gaussian vector, we can extract the covariance matrices of the real and

imaginary parts separately as:

E
[
zIzH
I
]

(a)
= E

[
zRzH

R
]
=

1
2
<{Cz} =

1
2

Cz,R (7.69)

E
[
zRzH

I
]
= −E

[
zIzH
R
]
=

1
2
={Cz} =

1
2

Cz,I , (7.70)

where (a) follows from circular symmetry of the random vector x. We are now

ready to compute the individual entries of E
[
T (y)T (y)T] as

Tm,m′ = E
[
(T (ym)− T (ym))(T (ym′)− T (ym′))

]
= E[(ym − ȳm)(ym′ − ȳm′)

∗]

= E[ymy∗m′ ]− ȳmȳ∗m′ .
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The quantity ȳm is given by (7.68). Hence, we now compute

E[ymy∗m′ ]

= E
[
(|zm|2 + ey

m)(|z′m|2 + ey
m′)
∗
]

= E
[(
|zm,R|2 + |zm,I |2

) (
|zm′,R|2 + |zm′,I |2

)]
+ [Cey ]m,m

= 2 E
[
|zm,R|2|zm′,R|2

]
+ 2 E

[
|zm,R|2|zm′,I |2

]
+ [Cey ]m,m.

The first two terms above are a second moment of the variables [|zm,R|2, |zm′,R|2]
and [|zm,R|2, |zm′,I |2], which follow a bivariate folded normal distributions. We

first focus on [|zm,R|2, |zm′,R|2]. With Lemma 39, we can calculate the moments

using the covariance E
[
zRzH

R
]

given in (7.69). To this end, define σ2
m,m′,R =

[Cz,R]m,m′ and σ2
m,R = [Cz,R]m,m. Thus, we have

E
[
|zm,R|2|zm′,R|2

]
=


σ2

m,R
2

σ2
m′ ,R
2 +

σ4
m,m′ ,R

2 , m 6= m′

3
σ4

m,R
4 , m = m′.

Analogously, we can compute E
[
zRzH

I
]

in (7.70) from the covariance matrix of

[|zm,R|2, |zm′,I |2], with σ2
m,m′,I = [Cz,I ]m,m′ and noting that σ2

m,I = [Cz,I ]m,m = 0

as

E
[
|zm,R|2|zm′,I |2

]
=


σ2

m,R
2

σ2
m′ ,R
2 + 2

σ4
m,m′ ,I

4 , m 6= m′

3
σ4

m,R
4 , m = m′.
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By combining the above results, we have

Tm,m′=

σ2
m,Rσ2

m′,R + σ4
m,m′,R + σ4

m,m′,I , m 6= m′

2 σ4
m,R, m = m′,

+ [Cey ]m,m′ − ȳmȳ∗m′

= [Cey ]m,m′ +

 σ4
m,m′,R + σ4

m,m′,I , m 6= m′

σ4
m,R, m = m′,

which can be written in matrix form as

T = Cz �C∗z + Cey .

Computing Vm To compute the matrices Vm, m = 1, . . . , M, in (7.65), we need

the complex-valued matrix E
[
T (ym)xxH]. We compute this matrix entry-wise

as

[Vm]n,n′ = E
[
(T (ym)− T (ym))xnx∗n′

]
= E[ymxnx∗n′ ]− ȳm[Cx]n,n′ .
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Since ȳm is given by (7.68), we only need to compute

E[ymxnx∗n′ ]

= E

[(( N

∑
j=1

A∗m,jx
∗
j + ez∗

m

)
×
( N

∑
j′=1

Am,j′xj′ + ez
m

)
+ ey

m

)
xnx∗n′

]

=
N

∑
j=1

A∗m,j

N

∑
j′=1

Am,j′ E
[

x∗j xj′xnx∗n′
]

+ E
[
|ez

m|2xnx∗n′
]
+ E

[
ey

mxnx∗n′
]

=
N

∑
j=1

A∗m,j

N

∑
j′=1

Am,j′ E
[

x∗j xj′xnx∗n′
]

(7.71)

+ ([Cez ]m,m + ēy
m)[Cx]n,n′ .

We will first simplify the term

N

∑
j=1

A∗m,j

N

∑
j′=1

Am,j′ E
[

x∗j xj′xnx∗n′
]
.

Since we assumed that the signal vector x has i.i.d. zero-mean entries, most of

the terms in this summation are zero. For n 6= n′, there is only one non-zero term

for (j, j′) = (n, n′). Thus, for n 6= n′ we have

N

∑
j=1

A∗m,j

N

∑
j′=1

Am,j′ E
[

x∗j xj′xnx∗n′
]

= A∗m,n Am,n′ [Cx]n,n[Cx]n′,n′ ,

since the term that corresponds to (j, j′) = (n′, n), i.e.

A∗m,n′Am,n E
[
x∗n′x

∗
n′
]

E[xnxn], is zero.
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Next, for n = n′, we have

N

∑
j=1

A∗m,j

N

∑
j′=1

Am,j′ E
[

x∗j xj′xnx∗n′
]

= |Am,n|2 E
[
|xn|4

]
+

N

∑
j 6=k,j=1

|Am,j|2 E
[
|xj|2|xn|2

]
= |Am,n|2 E

[
|xn,R|4

]
+ |Am,n|2 E

[
|xn,I |4

]
+ 2|Am,n|2 E

[
|xn,R|2|xn,I |2

]
+

N

∑
j 6=n,j=1

|Am,j|2

×E
[
(|xj,R|2 + |xj,I |2)(|xn,R|2 + |xn,I |2)

]
(a)
= 2|Am,n|2 E

[
|xn,R|4

]
+ 2

N

∑
j=1
|Am,j|2 E

[
|xj,R|2|xn,I |2

]
+ 2

N

∑
j 6=n,j=1

|Am,j|2 E
[
|xj,R|2|xn,R|2

]
(b)
= |Am,n|2[Cx]

2
n,n +

N

∑
j=1
|Am,j|2[Cx]j,j[Cx]n,n,

where (a) follows from circular symmetry of x and (b) from Lemma 39. By

combining the above results, we have

Vm = CH
x amaH

mCx + (aH
mCxam)(CH

x � I)

+ ([Cez ]m,m − σ2
m)Cx = σ4

xamaH
m .

Next, we will compute the complexity of the algorithm in terms of the num-

ber of real-valued multiplications. We will first focus on pre-processing quan-

tities that only need to be computed once given the statistics of the problem.

Post-processing quantities are those that need to be computed for every new

measurement vector y.
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Pre-processing

• Cz = σ2
xAAH + Cez : 4NM2 − 2NM + M2

• y = diag(Cz) + ēy : 0

• T = Cz �C∗z + Cey : 2M2

• Vm = σ4
xamaH

m , (m = 1, . . . , M) : (2N + 4N2)×M

• T−1 : 2M3 − 2M + 1

Here, matrix inversion follows from using Cholesky decomposition with the

complexity given in [183].

Post-processing

• t = T−1 (y− y) : 4M2

• DR
y = Kx + ∑M

m=1 tmVm : 4N2M

Hence, the overall complexity of LSPE-C given by the sum of number of all

multiplications is 2M3 + 8N2M + 7M2 + 4N2 − 2M + 1.

7.5.10 Derivation of Estimator 3

We now use Theorem 25 to derive Estimator 3 under Assumptions 5. To this end,

we require the three quantities: T (y), T, and Vm, m = 1, . . . , M, which we derive

separately.
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Computing T (y) To derive an expression for T (y) in (7.61), we need the

following two results.

Lemma 40. Let u ∼ CN (0M×1, Σ) be a complex-valued circularly-symmetric jointly

Gaussian random vector with positive definite covariance matrix Σ ∈ CM×M. Then,

for the random variable ν = exp(−uHGu) with positive definite G ∈ CM×M and

G + Σ−1 positive definite, we have the following result:

E[ν] =
1

|GΣ + IM|
.

Proof. We first expand the expected value into

E[ν] = E
[
exp(−uHGu)

]
=∫

CM
exp(−uHGu)

1
πM|Σ| exp(−uHΣ−1u)du,

where |Σ| > 0 is the determinant of Σ. We can now simplify the above expression

as follows: ∫
CM

exp(−uHGu)
1

πM|Σ| exp(−uHΣ−1u)du

=
∫

CM

1
πM|Σ| exp

(
− uH(G + Σ−1)u

)
du

=
πM|(G + Σ−1)−1|

πM|Σ|
1

πM|(G + Σ−1)−1|
×
∫

CM
exp

(
− uH(G + Σ−1)u

)
du

=
|(G + Σ−1)−1|

|Σ| =
1

|G + Σ−1||Σ| =
1

|GΣ + I| ,

where we also required that G + Σ−1 is positive definite. �

Lemma 41. Let u ∼ N (ū, Σ) be a real-valued Gaussian random vector with mean ū

and covariance Σ, and γ ∈ RN be a given vector. Then, we have

E
[
exp(−γTu)

]
= exp

(
−γTū + 1

2 γTΣγ
)

.
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Proof. The proof is an immediate consequence of the moment generating function

of a Gaussian random vector. �

By considering Lemma 40 and Lemma 41 for scalar random variables, the

mth entry of the preprocessed phaseless measurement is given by

T (ym) = E[T (ym)] = E
[
exp(−γ|zm|2 − γ[ey]m)

]
=

1
γ[Cz]m,m + 1

exp
(
−γ[ēy]m + 1

2 γ2[Cey ]m,m

)
.

We define the following auxiliary vectors

qγ = γ diag(Cz) + 1M×1 (7.72)

pγ = exp
(
−γēy + 1

2 γ2 diag(Cey)
)

, (7.73)

which enable us to rewrite the above expression in compact vector form as

T (y) = pγ � qγ.

Computing T To compute the matrix T in (7.64), we only need to compute

E
[
T (y)T (y)T], which we will compute entry-wise and in two separate steps.

Concretely, we have

E[T (ym)T (ym′)] = E
[
exp(−γ(|zm|2 + |zm′ |2))

]
×E[exp(−γ([ey]m + [ey]m′))],

where we compute both expected values separately. In the first step, we compute

E
[
exp(−γ(|zm|2 + |zm′ |2))

]
= E

[
exp(−uHGu))

]
,
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with u = [zm, zm′ ]
T and G = I2γ. By invoking Lemma 40 with [Σ]m,m′ = [Cz]m,m′ ,

we obtain

E
[
exp(−γ(|zm|2 + |zm′ |2))

]
=

1
|γΣ + I2|

=
1

(γ[Cz]m,m + 1)(γ[Cz]m′,m′ + 1)− γ2|[Cz]m,m′ |2
.

With the definition of qγ in (7.72), we can rewrite the above expression in vector

form as

E
[
exp(−γ|z|2) exp(−γ|z|2)T

]
= 1M×M � (qγqT

γ − γ2Cz �C∗z).

In the second step, we compute

E[exp(−γ([ey]m + [ey]m′))] = E
[
exp(−γTu)

]
with u = [[ey]m, [ey]m′ ]

T and γT = [γ, γ]. By invoking Lemma 41 with mean

ū = [[̄ey]m, [ēy]m′ ] and covariance Σ given by the entries of the covariance matrix

Cey associated to the indices m and m′, we obtain

E[exp(−γ([ey]m + [ey]m′))] = exp(−γ([ēy]m + [ēy]m′))

× exp(1
2 γ2([Cey ]m,m + [Cey ]m′,m′ + 2[Cey ]m,m′)).

With the definition of pγ in (7.73), we can rewrite the above expression in vector

form as

E
[
exp(−γey) exp(−γey)T

]
= (pγpT

γ)� exp(γ2Cey)

We furthermore have

T (y)T (y)T = (pγpT
γ)� (qγqT

γ).

By combining the two steps with the above results, we have

T = (pγpT
γ)�

(
exp(γ2Cey)� (qγqT

γ− γ2Cz �C∗z)

− 1M×M � (qγqT
γ)
)
.
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Computing Vm To compute the matrices Vm, m = 1, . . . , M, in (7.65), we only

need E
[
T (ym)xxH] which we will compute entry-wise and in two steps. We

have

E[T (ym)xnx∗n′ ] = E
[
exp(−γ|aH

mx + [ez]m|2)xnx∗n′
]

×E[exp(−γ[ey]m)] ,

where we next compute both expected values separately. As a first step, we use

direct integration to compute the following expected value:

E
[
exp(−γ|aH

mx + [ez]m|2)xnx∗n′
]
=
∫

CN+1
exp(−γ|aH

mx + [ez]m|2)

× 1
(πσ2

x)
N exp

(
−‖x‖

2

σ2
x

)
× 1

πσ2
n

exp
(
−|[e

z]m|2
σ2

n

)
xnx∗n′dxd[ez]m.

We define the following auxiliary quantities:

ãH
m = [ aH

m , 1 ]

x̃T = [ xT, [ez]m ]

Cx̃ =

 σ2
xIN 0N×1

01×N σ2
m


K̃−1 = γãmãH

m + C−1
x̃ ,

where σ2
m = E

[
|[ez]m|2

]
= [Cnz ]m,m. We now derive the above expectation in

compact form as

E
[
exp(−γ|ãH

m x̃|2)x̃n x̃∗n′
]
=

=
1

(πσ2
x)

N
1

πσ2
n

∫
CN+1

exp(−γ|ãHx̃|2− x̃HC−1
x̃ x̃)x̃n x̃∗n′dx̃

=
1
|πCx̃|

∫
CN+1

exp(−x̃H(γãmãH
m + C−1

x̃ )x̃)x̃n x̃∗n′dx̃

=
1
|πCx̃|

∫
CN+1

exp(−x̃HK̃−1x̃)x̃n x̃∗n′dx̃,
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where n = 1, . . . , N + 1, n′ = 1, . . . , N + 1. We can further rewrite this expression

as

1
|πCx̃|

∫
CN+1

exp(−x̃HK̃−1x̃)x̃n x̃∗n′dx̃

=
|πK̃|

|πK̃||πCx̃|

∫
CN+1

exp(−x̃HK̃−1x̃)x̃n x̃∗n′dx̃.

It is now key to realize that

1
|πK̃|

∫
CN+1

exp(−x̃HK̃−1x̃)x̃n x̃∗n′dx̃

= E[x̃n x̃∗n′ ] = [K̃]n,n′

and hence we have

E
[
exp(−γ|ãH

m x̃|2)x̃n x̃∗n′
]

=
|K̃|
|Cx̃|

[K̃]n,n′ =
1

|K̃−1||Cx̃|
[K̃]n,n′

=
1

|γãmãH
m + C−1

x̃ ||Cx̃|
[K̃]n,n′

=
1

|γãmãH
mCx̃ + IN+1|

[K̃]n,n′ .

We can now use the matrix-determinant lemma to simplify

|γãmãH
mCx̃ + IN+1| = γãH

mCx̃ãm + 1

= γ(σ2
x‖am‖2 + σ2

m) + 1

and the matrix inversion lemma to simplify

K̃ = (γãmãH
m + C−1

x̃ )−1

= Cx̃ −
γCx̃ãmãH

mCx̃

γãH
mCx̃ãm + 1

= Cx̃ −
γCx̃ãmãH

mCx̃

γ(σ2
x‖am‖2 + σ2

m) + 1
.
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By using these two simplifications, we have

E
[
exp(−γ|ãH

m x̃|2)x̃n x̃∗n′
]

=
1

γ(σ2
x‖am‖2 + σ2

m) + 1

×
[

Cx̃ −
γCx̃ãmãH

mCx̃

γ(σ2
x‖am‖2 + σ2

m) + 1

]
n,n′

and since we are only interested in the upper N × N part of the matrix K̃, we

have

E
[
exp(−γ|aH

mx + [ez]m|2)xnx∗n′
]

=
1

γ(σ2
x‖am‖2 + σ2

m) + 1

×
[

σ2
xIN −

γσ4
xamaH

m
γ(σ2

x‖am‖2 + σ2
m) + 1

]
n,n′

=
1

γ[Cz]m,m + 1

[
σ2

xIN −
γσ4

xamaH
m

γ[Cz]m,m + 1

]
n,n′

since for our assumptions

σ2
x‖am‖2 + σ2

m = [Cz]m,m.

In compact matrix form, we have

E
[
exp(−γ|aH

mx + [ez]m|2)xxH
]

=
1

γ[Cz]m,m + 1

(
σ2

xIN −
γσ4

xamaH
m

γ[Cz]m,m + 1

)
.

As a second step, we use definition (7.73) and obtain

E[exp(−γ[ey]m)] = [pγ]m.

By combining both steps, we obtain

Vm =
[pγ]m

γ[Cz]m,m + 1

(
σ2

xIN −
γσ4

xamaH
m

γ[Cz]m,m + 1

)
− [pγ]m

γ[Cz]m,m + 1
σ2

xIN

= − γσ4
x [pγ]m

(γ[Cz]m,m + 1)2 amaH
m ,
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which is what we desperately wanted to show.

Next, we will compute the complexity of the algorithm in terms of the num-

ber of real-valued multiplications. We will first focus on pre-processing quan-

tities that only need to be computed once given the statistics of the problem.

Post-processing quantities are those that need to be computed for every new

measurement vector y.

Pre-processing

• Cz = σ2
xAAH + Cez : 4NM2 − 2NM + M2

• qγ = γ diag(Cz) + 1M×1 : M

• pγ = exp
(
−γēy + γ2 1

2 diag(Cey)
)

: 2 + 2M

• T (y) = pγ � qγ : M

• Vm = − γσ4
x [pγ]m

(γ[Cz]m,m+1)2 amaH
m , (m = 1, . . . , M) : (4N2 + 2N + 5)×M

• T = (pγpT
γ)�exp(γ2Cey)�(qγqT

γ− γ2Cz �C∗z) : 9M2 + 1

• T−1 : 2M3 − 2M + 1

Here, matrix inversion follows from using Cholesky decomposition with the

complexity given in [183].

Post-processing

• t = T−1 (y− y) : 4M2

• DR
y = Kx + ∑M

m=1 tmVm : 4N2M
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Hence, the overall complexity of LSPE-Exp given by the sum of number of all

multiplications is 2M3 + 8N2M + 4NM2 + 14M2 + 7M + 4.

7.6 Proofs for Chapter 5

7.6.1 Proof of Theorem 28

We wish to minimize the post-fusion MSE in (5.4). Our approach bases on a

generalization of the nonlinear, scalar signal decomposition by [17] to an affine

vector decomposition. Specifically, we first compute the new MSE-optimal bias

vector b̃?. Since (5.4) is a quadratic form, we can take the derivative with respect

to b̃ and set it to zero, which yields

∂

∂b̃
E
[∥∥(W̃a0 + b̃

)
− (W2a1 + b2)

∥∥2
2

]
= 0 (7.74)

∂

∂b̃
E
[
‖b̃‖2

2 + 2b̃T (W̃a0 − (W2a1 + b2)
)]

= 0. (7.75)

Here, expectation is over the distribution of the input data a0. Basic matrix-vector

calculus yields

b̃? = W2a1 + b2 − W̃a0, (7.76)

where a1 = E[a1] = Ea0 [H1(a0)] and a0 = E[a0]. Next, we replace b̃ in the MSE

expression and take the derivative with respect to the new weight matrix W̃ and
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set it to zero, which yields

∂

∂W̃
E
[∥∥W̃ (a0 − a0)−W2 (a1 − a1)

∥∥2
2

]
= E

[
∂

∂W̃
‖W̃ (a0 − a0) ‖2

2 + ‖W2 (a1 − a1) ‖2
2 − 2 (a1 − a1)

T WT
2 W̃ (a0 − a0)

]
(7.77)

= W̃Ca0 −W2Ca1a0 = 0. (7.78)

This expression results in the one provided in (5.7). Note that even if Ca0 is not

invertible, the result in (7.78) can be used to find an MSE-optimal weight matrix

by computing a matrix W̃ that satisfies the following condition:

W̃Ca0 = W2Ca1a0 . (7.79)

7.6.2 Proof of Corollary 29

As an immediate consequence of Bussgang’s decomposition in [17], and with the

optimal quantities W̃? and b̃ obtained above, the MSE in (5.4) can be expressed

as follows:

MSE = E
[
‖W̃ (a0 − a0) ‖2

2 + ‖W2 (a1 − a1) ‖2
2 − 2 (a1 − a1)

T WT
2 W̃ (a0 − a0)

]
(7.80)

= trace
(

W̃Ca0W̃T + W2Ca1WT
2 − 2W̃Ca0a1WT

2

)
(7.81)

= trace
(

W2Ca1a0C−T
a0

Ca0a1WT
2 + W2Ca1WT

2 − 2W2Ca1a0C−1
a0

Ca0a1WT
2

)
(7.82)

= trace
(

W2

(
Ca1 −Ca1a0C−1

a0
Ca0a1

)
WT

2

)
. (7.83)

Note that this expression requires invertibility of Ca1 .
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7.6.3 Proof of Theorem 30

In contrast to the simple derivation in Appendix 7.6.1, the proof for convolutional

networks is more cumbersome. We first compute the MSE-optimal bias vector b̃p′

by taking the derivative of the quantity C-MSEp′ in b̃p′ and setting it to zero, i.e.,

∂

∂b̃p′ E

[∥∥∥(∑N
n=1 hn,p′

2 ∗ an
1 + bp′

2

)
−
(

∑M
m=1 h̃m,p′ ∗ am

0 + b̃p′
2

)∥∥∥2

2

]
= 0, (7.84)

which, with basic matrix-vector calculus, yields the expression in (5.15). We next

replace the new bias vector b̃p′ in C-MSEp′ to obtain

C-MSEp′ = E
[
‖∑N

n=1 hn,p′
2 ∗

(
an

1 − an
1

)
−∑M

m=1 h̃m,p′ ∗
(
am

0 − am
0
)
‖2

2

]
. (7.85)

Our next objective is to solve for the new filter vectors h̃m′,p′ for any given m′

and p′. To this end, we take the derivative of C-MSEp′ in h̃m′,p′ . By defining

vp′ = ∑N
n=1 hn,p′

2 ∗
(
an

1 − an
1
)
, the derivative of C-MSEp′ in h̃m′,p′ simplifies to the

following expression:

∂

∂h̃m′,p′C-MSEp′ =
∂

∂h̃m′,p′ E
[
‖∑M

m=1 h̃m,p′ ∗ (am
0 − am

0 ) ‖2
2

]
(7.86)

− 2
∂

∂h̃m′,p′ E

[
vp′T

(
∑M

m=1 h̃m,p′ ∗ (am
0 − am

0 )
)]

. (7.87)

In order to compute the convolution h̃m,p′ ∗ (am
0 − am

0 ) for m = 1, . . . , M, we

need to zero-pad the vector (am
0 − am

0 ). We call the zero-padded vector zm
0 =

Z s(am
0 − am

0 ). To compute the convolution, we slide the filter vector h̃m,p′ over zm
0

and compute the resulting inner products. Hence, if the convolution had a stride

of 1, then the ith element of the convolution result h̃m,p′ ∗ (am
0 − am

0 ) is given by

z0[i : i + k̃− 1]Tflip(h̃), (7.88)

or, equivalently,

(
flip(zm

0 [i : i + k̃− 1])
)T h̃ =

(
um[L0 − i + 1 : L0 − i + k̃]

)T h̃. (7.89)
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Here, we define um = flip(zm
0 ). With a stride of s̃, we only keep every s̃th element,

i.e., we retain the indices ` ∈ [1 : L0 : s̃].

We can now compute the derivative of C-MSEp′ . We begin by the first term

in (7.86), which yields

∂

∂h̃m′,p′ E
[
‖∑M

m=1 h̃m,p′ ∗ (am
0 − am

0 ) ‖2
2

]
(7.90)

=
∂

∂h̃m′,p′ E
[
‖h̃m′,p′ ∗

(
am′

0 − am′
0

)
‖2

2

]
(7.91)

+
∂

∂h̃m′,p′ E
[
‖∑M

m=1,m 6=m′ h̃
m,p′ ∗ (am

0 − am
0 ) ‖2

2

]
(7.92)

+
∂

∂h̃m′,p′ E

[
∑M

m=1,m 6=m′

(
h̃m′,p′ ∗ (am′

0 − am′
0 )
)T

h̃m,p′ ∗ (am
0 − am

0 )

]
(7.93)

(a)
=

∂

∂h̃m′,p′ E
[
‖h̃m′,p′ ∗

(
am′

0 − am′
0

)
‖2

2

]
. (7.94)

Here, Step (a) comes from the fact that both (7.92) and (7.93) are zero. Equation

(7.92) is zero as it has no dependency on the derivative in h̃m′,p′ . To see why (7.93)

is zero, we can expand this expression using the convolution result in (7.89):

E

[
∑M

m=1,m 6=m′

(
h̃m′,p′ ∗ (am′

0 − am′
0 )
)T

h̃m,p′ ∗ (am
0 − am

0 )

]
(7.95)

= E

[
∑M

m=1,m 6=m′ ∑
L0
i=1,i+=s̃

(
um′

L0−i+1:L0−i+k̃

)T
h̃m′,p′

(
h̃m,p′

)T(
um

L0−i+1:L0−i+k̃

)]
(7.96)

(b)
= ∑M

m=1,m 6=m′ ∑
L0
i=1,i+=s̃

trace
((

h̃m,p′
)T

E

[(
um

L0−i+1:L0−i+k̃

)(
um′

L0−i+1:L0−i+k̃

)T
]

h̃m′,p′
)

, (7.97)

where Step (b) follows from the fact that we can cyclically exchange terms under

the trace operator. Using the assumption that the input vectors am′
0 and am

0 from

different channels m′ 6= m are uncorrelated, i.e.,

E
[
(am

0 − am
0 )(a

m′
0 − am′

0 )T
]
= 0 (7.98)
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it follows that

E

[(
um

L0−i+1:L0−i+k̃

) (
um′

L0−i+1:L0−i+k̃

)T
]
= 0, (7.99)

which causes the expression in (7.97) to be zero. While this assumption may

be violated in practice, it is reasonable to assume that carefully-designed filter

outputs should be uncorrelated, because otherwise the filter channels would

exhibit redundancy. Furthermore, by using this assumption within FuseInit, we

implicitly learn new filter channels that promote this property. We are now able

to obtain a simple expression of the derivative in (7.94) as follows:

∂

∂h̃m′,p′ E
[
‖h̃m′,p′ ∗

(
am′

0 − am′
0

)
‖2

2

]
(7.100)

(c)
= E

[
∂

∂h̃m′,p′ ∑L0
i=1,i+=s̃

∣∣∣∣(um′ [L0 − i + 1 : L0 − i + k̃]
)T

h̃m′,p′
∣∣∣∣2
2

]
(7.101)

= 2 E

[
∑L0

i=1,i+=s̃

(
um′

L0−i+1:L0−i+k̃

)(
um′

L0−i+1:L0−i+k̃

)T
]

h̃m′,p′ . (7.102)

Here, Step (c) follows from the convolution result in (7.89).

Next, we compute the second term in (7.87), which yields

− 2
∂

∂h̃m′,p′ E
[
vp′T

(
∑M

m=1 h̃m,p′ ∗
(
am

0 − am
0
))]

(d)
= −2 E

[
∂

∂h̃m′,p′ ∑M
m=1 ∑L0

i=1,i+=s̃ vp′ [ i−1
s̃ + 1]

((
um

L0−i+1:L0−i+k̃

)T
h̃m,p′

)]
= −2 E

[
∑L0

i=1,i+=s̃ vp′ [ i−1
s̃ + 1] um′

L0−i+1:L0−i+k̃

]
.

Here, Step (d) follows from expanding the inner product between vp′ and

∑M
m=1 h̃m,p′ ∗

(
am

0 − am
0
)

and by using the convolution result in (7.89). Finally,

by summing (7.86) and (7.87) and setting it to zero, we obtain

2 E

[
∑L0

i=1,i+=s̃

(
um′

L0−i+1:L0−i+k̃

) (
um′

L0−i+1:L0−i+k̃

)T
]

h̃m′,p′

− 2 E
[
∑L0

i=1,i+=s̃ vp′
[

i−1
s̃ + 1

]
um′

L0−i+1:L0−i+k̃

]
= 0, (7.103)
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or equivalently

h̃m′,p′ = U−1V, (7.104)

where U and V are defined in (5.16) and (5.17).
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